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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

9.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

During the twentieth century one of the focal points of linguistic anthropology has been the study of language change. Anthropologists believe that language can reveal a people's history even more surely than archaeological materials, and they assume that in language there are live, vivid, and unstable fossils—phonemes, morphemes, sentences—through which they can study peoples' ancient histories. The linguistic anthropologist's major concern in studying language change is to investigate the distribution of a language and its genetic classification to give insight to population movements, trade relationships, conquests, and other forms of contact between speakers of various idions.

Gilan, a province in northern Iran, is located on the southern coast of the Caspian Sea and has a population of approximately 1.5 million. Seventy-five percent of the population is Gilak, and their language is Gilaki.

Gilan has been an area of extensive contacts between speakers of different languages, including Turkish (Mongol-
Turks, 1307-1370 A.D.), Russian (1723-1730 A.D.), English, and other European languages. These contacts resulted from conquest, domination, colonization, and trade. Furthermore, the kings of Iran have in the past forcibly exiled to Gilan several different ethnic groups-- Kurds, Armenians, and Jews.

Gilaki belongs to the northwestern group of Iranian languages. It is especially interesting because it has a different pattern of syntax when compared to other contemporary Iranian languages. It is also unique in respect to its culturally specific terminologies. Gilaki is of interest to sociolinguists because it is considered by non-Gilak Iranians to be "inferior" to Farsi, which is the official language of the Iranian government. It is looked upon as a corrupted form of Farsi by Pars, and its use implies a lack of manliness to Farsi speakers. Because of these attitudes toward it Gilaki has changed more rapidly than other Iranian languages, and it has Farsized since the beginning of the twentieth century.

The above historical and linguistic evidence indicates that Gilan would be a good laboratory for testing the mechanism of language change and the continuity that has maintained throughout contacts with speakers of other languages.
My hypothesis is that sociopolitical pressure has played a major role in language acculturation in Gilan. Furthermore, internal linguistic change and sociopolitical pressure from without interact dynamically to produce change. Thus, a historical and dialectical analysis of the policies pursued by various Iranian governments during the twentieth century as regards national minorities may lead to greater understanding of the mechanism of change.

The purpose of this study, then, is not only to understand Gilaki, but to assess the effects of different forms of contact—material, ideological, spiritual—through conquest, colonization, and migration to determine the more significant factors of Gilaki language change. I also intend to ascertain which parts of the language have undergone the greatest change and which parts have remained the most stable. I hope to give an explanation of some of the cultural differences that obtain between Gilaks and Pars so to promote an understanding of Gilaks that may help to eliminate the condescending attitudes held towards them.
1.2 LANGUAGE AND THE NATIONAL QUESTION

Language has an important value as a symbol of national and ethnic identity. Language as a basic component of a nation is the product of the nation's course of history. A historical review of multinational societies in the Middle East, indicates that the languages of national minorities have had a parallel development with the formation of nations which is closely tied to the national question.

The development of the national question and language in the Middle-East, especially Iran may be considered in three stages: the first is feudalism and independency or semi-independency of the national/ethnic groups that associate language with cultural autonomy.

The second stage is the period of the establishment of capitalism and the decline of feudalism, the epoch of transformation of many nationalities into a single nation state. In this era colonial powers attempt to consolidate their influence by supporting a central government that represents only one nationality. The newly formed nation is not the objective outcome of the historical formation of a state; rather, it is artificially formed on the basis of prescribed political boundaries, and is usually a blind/narrow nationalist government that must take contradictory positions in regards to the special interests that it pro-
in order to suppress other national minorities within the boundaries of the state and to unify its people around a new prescribed nationalism, the new centralized power plays the role of a nationalistic government promoting national interests, while remaining subservient to outside colonial powers.

This new nationalist government is unconcerned with the social needs of its people; it subordinates all such concerns to a nationalistic posture. However, at the same time it promotes the in-group as being superior in all things and subjugates and neglects the rights of other nationalities within its boundaries. This results in the worst kind of national chauvinism, under which the languages and culture of other national minorities are subjected to humiliation and assertions of their inferiority.

The third stage is the period of the spread of capitalism in search of a homogeneous consumer society and its formation into imperialism. It is the epoch of internationalization of capital and labor in which developed capitalistic powers evolve into a neocolonial system which in turn creates a world market that not only consolidates the nation economically as a consumer community but also establishes economic ties between all nations that ultimately form a world economic system. This leads to cosmopolitanism which
stands against any national unity. It justifies economic and political submissiveness toward the expansionist policies of the great world powers under the pretext of abandoning national differences (Konstantinov et al. 1974:396-401).

Cosmopolitanism results in a homogeneous consumer world of acculturated nations in which prestige is given to the language and culture of the outside dominating powers. The outcome of cosmopolitanism, then, is a neutralization of the language and culture of national minorities and even entire nations. For a detailed explanation of the connection between language and the national question of national minorities see chapter 6 of this study.

1.3 LANGUAGE CHANGE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONTEXT

Language change has been widely studied, and many scholars have put forth contrasting explanations of the process of change based on their various theoretical positions.

Until the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries these studies of languages and language change were generally restricted to a comparative approach that was used in the study and reconstruction of Indo-European and other language families. Ferdinand de Saussure (1867-1913), a Swiss linguist, was the first to introduce a major shift in emphasis by turning from the comparative approach to methods
of recording and describing individual languages. He saw each language as a system in which every part relates to every other part. However, his view of language change was as a process applying not directly to the system as a whole but only to individual elements of it, and this in completely unmotivated and fortuitous fashion. As a result, although each individual change will bring about a new synchronic system capable of description in structuralist terms, there is no such meaningful relationship between successive language states and language change is therefore not amenable to description in terms of the systems. (Jakobson 1972a:122)

American structuralists Bloomfield (1933) and Hockett (1958) maintain that linguistic change is too slow to be directly observable over a relatively short period of time. They view language as distinct and separable from other systems of behavior, and they describe a language without any particular reference to the social context in which speaking takes place. In summary, they view change as various utterances with no temporal, spatial, or social order.

On the other hand sociolinguists view language as "a form of social behavior" (Labov 1972a:183), and they investigate language change in its social contexts giving close attention to social factors and the use of actual performance data in explaining change. They maintain that the study of ongoing change is a practical strategy to use in interpreting historical changes that have taken place.
The various areas of sociolinguistics are:

- **Microlinguistics**, which deals with the variation in language within a speech community in relation to sex, age, education, national origin, and groups which comprise the sociological makeup of the community and
- **Macrolinguistics**, which deals with large-scale social factors such as "the sociology of language" and the mutual interaction with languages and dialects. Fishman (1972: 1) says:

> the sociology of a language examines the interaction between ... two aspects of human behavior: use of language and the social organization of behavior... The sociology of language focuses upon the entire gamut of topics related to the social organization of language behavior, including not only language usage per se but also attitudes, overt behavior toward language, and toward language users.

Scholars in this area of sociolinguistics (Fishman 1969; Bell 1976) attempt to deal with many practical problems associated with language planning, bilingualism, standardization of language, and rapid change or assimilation of minority languages. It is this perspective of sociolinguistics that I will apply in this study.

Historical linguists (Lehman 1962, 1982; Bynon 1977) have added a historical (diachronic) dimension to the investigation of language change. They believe that language change can be studied over time as a system in continuity and are interested in the history and development of certain languages or groups of languages.
A two-fold strategy for the investigation of language change is necessary: Firstly we must study its results as abstracted from the grammatical description of successive language states; and, ... of related languages; and secondly we must investigate the actual process of change as an ongoing phenomenon through the methods of sociolinguistic analysis. (Bynon 1977:6)

Historical linguists use the diachronic rules in analyzing the correlation between language change and social geographical space, including contacts between different languages through trade, migration, and domination. They concern themselves with the impacts of these factors on a language that takes such forms as loan words, loan translation, semantic extension, etc.

The historical approach provides a complete method to investigate language change, and I will apply it to the investigation of change in Gilaki. But to be able to understand Gilaki and Gilak culture I intend to use a more holistic approach (anthropological) to give insight into the cultural values, the "world view" of the people. An anthropological approach toward linguistics may help to verify a people's rules of etiquette. "How do they greet, advise, encourage, praise, or insult one another. What are their prayers, orations, jokes, and poetry really like?" (Hickerson 1980:5). Linguistic study from an anthropological perspective was first promoted by Franz Boas. His "In-
A "Introduction" in *The Handbook of American Indian Languages* (1911) is based on the relevance of linguistic study to anthropology. He recognizes the close connection between language and thought and points out that there are "unconscious phenomena" such as the classification of ideas and their expression that are apparent in the metaphorical use of terms that can only be approached through the study of language. (Boaz 1911)

Bronislaw Malinowski (1889-1942), a British social anthropologist, emphasized the importance of language for field ethnology to his methodology for cultural research. In his study of Melanesia, Malinowski (1922) characterized the "verbatim recording" of native terminology as "ethnographic statements, characteristic narratives, typical utterances, items of folklore, and magical formulas" which should be specifically valuable as documents of native thought to supplement the cultural study of people.

Benjamin Whorf's hypothesis is based on the assumption that there is a close connection between language and culture, and that the study of a language gives an indication of the "world view"—utilized by speakers of the language. Edward Sapir, famous cultural anthropologist and linguist, held the same view. But, Whorf (1941) further argued that different forms of the verb in different languages
go beyond the language itself and relate to differences in ways of thinking and perceiving which he called the "thought world" of an individual or the microcosm that each man carries within himself.

The anthropological study of a language is a two way approach: First, it helps to understand culture from language; second, it verifies "the way language is affected by the rest of the culture" (Burling 1970: v).

Points of cultural emphasis are usually reflected in language through the size, specialization, and differentiation of vocabulary. That is, there are more separate terms, more fine distinctions made in reference to features of an environment or culture with which the speakers are the most concerned. There are fewer terms and they tend to be more generalized when they refer to features which are given less cultural emphasis. (Hickerson 1980: 108)

"Cultural emphasis" may refer to environment such as do the many specialized terms relating to snow, ice, and seals in the Eskimo language (Boas 1911); or it may indicate economic factors such as the more than 100 specialized terms that relate to fish, rice, and rice farming in Gilaki. Another example of strong economic emphasis in language is reported by E. Evans-Prichard (1940) on the Nuer of East Africa. The language of the Nuer is a reflection of their interest, appreciation, and concern for cattle. Terms for cattle are used as individual names and terms of praise which reflects their outlook in a life dominated by pastoralist.
In other areas terms that show cultural emphasis are based on religious ideology; examples of this have been reported by many anthropologists. For a discussion of cultural emphasis on ideology see chapter 8 of this work.

In summary, the subject matter here is the ethnography of change in the Gilaki language, and while it is beyond the scope of this study to develop a ground theory of language change, I will attempt to identify the problem areas in language change and apply an ethnographical approach to their solution.

Data for this study were gathered during two periods of fieldwork in Iran, the first in 1979, when I was privileged to have access to a large Gilak community in Tehran. There I conducted a series of interviews with Gilaks from three age groups: grandparents, parents, and children. The second and final part of this research was done in 1982 when I visited Gilan and interviewed forty-seven other Gilaks. My intention was to make a comprehensive analysis of Gilaki national feeling during the three years following the revolution of 1979. To test their attitudes toward Gilaks I also interviewed fifty Tehranic in 1982.

In addition to my two periods in the field, I have had six Gilaki informant students in the United States whom I have used to compare the form and degree of their linguis-
tic acculturation to Gilaks in Iran. I have also conducted library research for a complete review of the literature on this subject. Finally, I have supplemented field study and library research with extensive reading in the literature, folklore, and songs of the Gilaks.

To put Gilaki in perspective, chapter 2 deals with the classification of Gilaki and a review of the pertinent literature.

Chapter 3 covers the geography and history of Gilan and discusses the history of contacts between Gilaks and members of other linguistic groups through trade, conquest, domination, etc.

An investigation of any language change is not possible without a careful description of the language. Since none of the studies on Gilaki provides a complete analysis, I intend to do a careful and complete descriptive analysis of the language. Thus, chapters 4 and 5 deal with phonology, morphology, and syntax.

Chapter 6 is a brief modern history of Iran from the beginning of the twentieth century. It includes a historical and dialectical analysis of the ethnic policies of the governments of Iran and their impact on the languages of national minorities.
Chapter 7 will focus on a descriptive sociology of the Gilaki language. I will explore what accounts for the shift in language use norms and identify the overt behavior towards Gilaki and Gilaks.

Chapter 8 will focus on the interplay between social, ideological, and linguistic factors that have affected language change in Gilan, especially during the period from the beginning of the twentieth century until the present time.
Studies on the Gilaki language are numerous and date back to the eighteenth century. Here, however, only major works of interest and primary sources may be mentioned.

The earliest of these works done on Gilaki is *Travels in Russia* written in 1775 by S.G. Gmelin, a Russian scholar who visited Gilan during his travels through the Caucasus and to the south shore of the Caspian Sea. He recorded the names of animals and plants in Gilaki.

In 1842 Alexander Chodzko wrote *Specimens of the Popular Poetry in Persia*. This work includes a chapter entitled "Popular Songs of the Inhabitants of the Southern Coast of the Caspian Sea." These songs were part of a corpus of unwritten Asiatic poetry that were, in the main, part of the oral traditions of the inhabitants of Iran and the coast of the Caspian Sea. He collected them during different periods of his eleven year stay in those areas "from oral communications with the people generally, the lower classes, who did not know how to read or write" (Chodzko 1842:vii). Chodzko's work includes Gilaki songs and their
translations from Gilaki into English as well as climatological and anthropological information about the region and a small Gilaki-English word list.

Chodzko organized the songs into three general dialectical categories: the Taulish dialect, spoken from the desert of Moghan to the mouth of the river Dinachal, separating the Gilan district of Rasht from that of Gasker; the Ghilek (Gilaki) dialect, spoken along the Caspian coast from the Dinachal to the mouth of the river Pilorud (big river); and finally the Mazandarani dialect, used from the river Pilorud to the mouth of the river Karassou.

In his analysis of Gilaki, Chodzko indicates that the Zend language in ancient Persia had been widely used and can be traced by comparing the purely Zend or Sanscrit words with Gilaki, Farsi, and Taulishi. In order to substantiate the relationship between Zend, Gilaki, and Farsi, Chodzko surveys the toponomy of the region and compares the similarities among the still existing place names. He uses "different species of lemons and orange trees, distinguished by special names in order to point out a remarkable circumstance that all these fruits are known in India under the same appellations" (1842: 457-60). He concludes that Zend was spoken by all Persians not just a privileged class but also by "ignorant foresters of Ghilan and Mazandaran" (1842:461).
One apparent mistake in Chodzko's analysis is his claim that certain Gilaki lexemes have become obsolete in modern Farsi, however, these same words are usually Gilaki specific and are still commonly used by Gilaki speakers. Therefore, lexemes that he thought to be "obsolete" in modern Farsi may not be Farsi at all and might never have been a part of the Farsi lexicon. As an Iranian national who has had long access to Farsi and Gilaki speakers, I have never known a Farsi speaker to use any of these words. I have asked many Farsi speakers to identify some of Chodzko's "obsolete" Farsi words, and none whom I consulted were able to give meanings for them. Following is a partial list of the lexemes in question.

- aşpəl 'red-fish/roe'
- āţoz 'walnut'
- gos/zkα 'frog'
- labt/dan 'rope'
- záak 'child'
- jukul 'unripe rice'

Another shortcoming in Chodzko's analysis is that he attempted to use modern Farsi syntax as a model in his analysis of Gilaki data. However, when he found the post-position noun order of Gilaki he believed that it was based on Turkish. For example he analyses the Gilaki sentence:

bįjar sər-ə-dar
rice field on/at tree
'The tree in the rice field.'

And says:

_A strange inversion; according to the rules of modern Persian syntax, it ought to be constructed ḫādā-ṣara-bīlar.... Similar inversions happen very often in Ghilaki and demonstrate how considerably this idiom was influenced by Turkish._

(1842:537-538)

There are further examples of his misinterpretation; he applies the possessive adjective to the same Farsi syntax model and again concludes that Ghilaki word order represents the influence of Turkish syntax. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ghilaki</th>
<th>Farsi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mi aṭa</td>
<td>aṭay-e-mzn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my boss, mister</td>
<td>mister liaison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'my mister'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mi bārara kāš</td>
<td>āyuš-e-bārādar-e-mzn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my brother's bosom</td>
<td>bosom of brother of me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'my brother's bosom'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti dimē</td>
<td>surxt-e-to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your face</td>
<td>face of you 'your face'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There will be an explanation for Chodzko's interpretation of Ghilaki syntax below in chapter 8.

_During the years 1860 and 1861 B.A. Dorn, a Russian scholar who was an expert on Iran, collected Ghilaki data from the cities of Rasht, Lahijan, and Fuman. His data in-
clude poetry, the translation of Farsi stories into Gilaki, a Farsi-Gilaki glossary, and a grammatical outline of Gilaki.

In a publication dated 1898-1901, W. Geiger published his essay entitled "Kleimere Dialekte und Dialektgruppen." Geiger's work summarizes that of many earlier researchers such as B. Dorn (1860-61), G. Helgounof (1868), I. Beresine (1853), A. Chołdżko ('842), and Gmelin (1775) and is, therefore, a major contribution to the study of Caspian languages, especially Gilaki. He compares the characteristics of all Caspian languages such as Mazandarani, Gilaki, Talysh, Tati, and Semnani with Farsi. He also summarizes the data on phonetics and grammar in Gilaki that had been gathered by researchers from the late eighteenth century until the end of the nineteenth century.

Although Geiger's work is the best source for the available information on Gilaki at the turn of the century, there are several problems with it. The Gilaki sound system is not represented in modern phonetic orthography, and further, some confusion in his representation of Gilaki phonology results, especially in his interpretation of the vowels since he is not consistent in the symbols he uses in the texts. From a grammatical point of view, there are many other shortcomings. For instance, the possessive case for
personal nouns has not been given, the lexicon is very limited, and entries have not been used in sentences for contextual meaning.

A more recent contribution to the study of Gilaki is the 1939 *Contributions a la Dialectologie Iraniene* by the Danish scholar A. Christensen who collected all of his data while he was in Iran (Gilan) during the year of 1929. The book contains a brief but careful description of the Gilaki sound system, the grammatical structure of Gilaki, several short stories in Gilaki, three poems, and a short word list in the Rashty dialect. Further, he added a small systematic vocabulary that compares Gilaki with the Iranian dialect of Farizandi, Yarani, and Watanzi translated into Farsi and French. Finally he gives a list of the main verbs in which all verbal forms are accounted for in paradigm with their system of declensions. Although the recorded texts are given in a phonological system, the vowels are still not clearly presented.

In 1954 Manuchehr Sotudeh published the first extensive Gilaki-Farsi dictionary in Iran. It has about 4600 words that were collected during his years of contact (1941-1953) with Gilaki speakers. In some cases a full interpretation of each word is given, and he has even included illustrations for birds specific to the region of Gilan.
The Gilaki vocabulary is written in Arabic orthography with transcriptions on Latin bases, and since he collected his data in different regions of Gilan, he notes the provenience of each lexeme. It is an admirable and useful work from an ecological and a cultural perspective. It includes almost all the Gilaki terms that refer to regional environment and Gilak material culture plus descriptions of some folk games specific to Gilaks.

However, Sotudeh's work contains many redundancies and is not a complete lexicon of Gilaki because he included data only on Gilaki words with which he personally was not familiar.

Again from a phonetic perspective, the work lacks the necessary information since it is written in an Arabic/Farsi orthography and based on the Arabic/Farsi phonemic system. Only a few words have been used in sentences, so most are given in isolation with no information about syntax.

Among the major contributions to the study of the Gilaki language by linguists in the U.S.S.R. are an article by V.S. Sokolova in T.N. Pahlina's Gilianskii Yazik (The Gilaki Language) (1957), the dissertation of V.I. Zavialova Fonetika Gilianskovo i Mazanderanskovo Yazikov, Ahtoref (Phonetics of the Gilaki and Mazandarani Languages) (1955),
and a 1956 article by Zavialova entitled *Novye Sevedeniya Po Fonetika Iran'skix Yazikov. Gilianskii i Mazanderanskii Yazi-kii* (New Information on the Phonetics of Iranian Languages, the Gilaki and Mazandarani languages) based on her dissertation.

Publications during the 1950s by local writers have helped the people of Gilan to preserve their language in spite of the acute socio-political pressures brought against the retention of Gilaki. Chalangar and Forough were two popular journals which dealt with the problems of laborers and peasants. They were both written in Gilaki with a modified Arabic orthography and made a great contribution to the spread of Gilaki poems and idiom.

L. Mohaseri has also published a collection of songs with musical notation (Ahangha 1959). Poems in Gilaki can also be found on five pages of an 1981 manuscript that has been edited by M. Mohageq (1959).


Keshavarz's work *Gilan* (1963) has a section on the Gilaki language that includes a brief explanation about its typology, the origin of the name Gilan, and some remarks on Gilaki grammar.
Finally P. Maciani (1964-65) has written four articles on this language as spoken in a village in Rudsar which includes phonetics, stories, names of the months, and a glossary in transcription. These are all Iranian scholars who have added to the extensive knowledge of Gilaki.

From 1964 to 1966 another group of linguists in the Iranian study sector of the Linguistic Institute of the Soviet Academy of Sciences (A.A. Kerimova, V.S. Bastorgoeva, A.K. Hamedzade, L.A. Pireiko, and D.E. Edelman) gathered data for Gilianskii Yazik (the Gilaki language) from Gilaki informants, natives from Basht, who were living in Moscow. Their work consists of the Gilaki sound system, lexicon, morphology, and syntax. It also gives twenty separate texts written in Gilaki and a basic vocabulary that compares some Gilaki lexemes with those of other Iranian languages such as Tati, Taleshi, Kurdi, Parsi, Avestan, and Baluchi. Included are also Gilaki lexical borrowings from French, Turkish, Arabic, Russian, and Azarbaijani. The book is a complete descriptive analysis of the Gilaki language with one serious flaw, the description of the sound system fails to consider the velar nasal /ŋ/. Another shortcoming is that, with the exception of the last two, the texts do not represent the speech of the rural, uneducated, or poorly educated people in Gilan. They are largely based on the speech of the mid-
dle class and are limited to the Bashty dialect that has been most susceptible to change.

Eva Apor, a Hungarian scholar who collected verses in Gilaki from Langrudi (a city in Gilan) during 1971 presented them in phonetic transcriptions of great accuracy. The article includes an English translation of the verses and a glossary.

More recently, in 1980, the section of Iranian Languages at the Institute of Linguistics of the Soviet Academy of Sciences has published the Gilianski-Russki Slovar with a Russian-Gilaki index. The data for this dictionary were partially taken from the materials in the texts of Gilianski Yazik and other works by Soviet linguists. This Gilaki-Russian Dictionary has 10,000 entries which cover not only Gilaki but Farsi and Arabic. In fact, over 50 percent of the reported lexemes are not Gilaki specific at all but are loan words from Farsi and modified Arabic. However, it not only gives individual terms but explains their functions. It discusses Gilaki morphology including morphemes, affixes, word endings, and their places in Gilaki syntax by using them in phrases and sentences so that the function of these words is clarified. It also gives the phonetic variation of lexemes found in Gilaki. No doubt, it is a great contribution to the study of the Gilaki language, but, again, it
covers only the Bashty dialect as it is spoken by middle class and educated Gilaks. Therefore, it does not represent all spoken dialects in Gilan, and the / Eğ/ is still not mentioned.

Another study of Gilaki as a Gilaki-English dictionary compiled by Mehdi Foroughirad and me. We began to collect the data for this work in 1979, and the project is still incomplete. Through our collection of Gilaki lexemes, we have so far been able to compile a dictionary of about 4,500 words.

I, too, have decided to focus mainly on the Bashty dialect in this study, since there is such wide dialectical diversity in Gilan, but this study represents a variety of speech patterns elicited from all social classes. For some parts of the vocabulary I did consult speakers from other areas of Gilan including those of the village Kosbijar and others who reside near Basht. The speakers who live in these villages are linguistically more conservative than those that live in other areas of Gilan. Each lexeme is given phonetically as it is pronounced by at least four different informants according to their age, sex, and education.

As we have seen, there are many studies on Gilaki that have been done by linguists. They are generally con-
cerned with the formal description of the language, including its structure, phonology, and lexicon and include the complex grammatical system which relates sound and meaning. Still, all of these studies do not provide a complete descriptive analysis of Gilaki.

2.1 LINGUISTIC CLASSIFICATION OF GILAKI

Several approaches have been used to classify the Gilaki language. Some studies have classified Gilaki along with western Iranian languages. Voegelin (1977:183), grouping Iranian languages indicates "Comparative linguistic evidence reflects an earlier split from Proto-Iranian into languages which are now classified as Eastern and Western rather than paths of descent." He goes on to place Gilaki among western Iranian languages in the northwestern type subgroup. Other linguists Parahvashi (1965:1), Rastorgoeva et al. (1971 and 1980), The Great Soviet Encyclopedia and Christensen (1930:3) support that view.

Some scholars, who consider Gilaks to be non-Aryan from a genealogical point of view, make a distinction between language classification and genealogical classification. Piguloskaya et al. (1975:205) believe that "Gilan and Deylaman were occupied by two local groups who spoke a specific language of the Iranian languages."
Geiger (1903:346-348) has classified Gilaki as a subgroup of the Caspian languages with Mazandarani, Tati, Taleshi, and Semnani in "Der Kaspiischen Dialekte." He adds that the Lahijani dialect varies slightly from the Gilaki language. Thomas A. Sebeok (1970:111) has classified Gilaki along with Mazandarani as a Caspian dialect. Christensen (1930:3) places Gilaki among the northwestern dialects spoken by people on the Caspian Sea littoral.

Some researchers believe that Gilaki originated from Zend (the transcription and exposition of the Avesta in the literary Pahlavi language) and Farsi.

According to Chodzko (1848:453-454) the:

idioms, or different patois, spoken by these nations (inhabiting the southern coasts of the Caspian Sea), seem all to have a zendo-Persian origin, mingled more or less with Turkish alloy; and, in some degree, vary in almost every village of the different districts of Gilan and Mazandaran. They, however, can be classified in three general divisions: The Taulish (Talesh) dialect, The Gilak dialect, The Mazandaran dialect.

Still others have considered Gilaki to be a dialect of Farsi. Babino (1916-17:33) views "Gilaki as a dialect which is more rapid and less vocalic than other Farsi dialects in other regions of Iran. It varies in different parts of Gilan."

Sotudeh (1957:7) considers Gilaki to be one of the local Iranian dialects, and he refers to Gilaki as one of
the languages spoken in the land of Gilan. He divides Gilaki into two dialects: 1) Gilaki Bios (Rasht) which is spoken in a part of Gilan that is located in West Sefidrud and 2) Gilaki Bios (Lahijan) which is spoken by people in East Sefidrud (White River).

Keshavarz (1977:70) asserts:

we did not use [the term] 'language,' or 'dialect' and 'guyesh' (dialect) for Gilaki on purpose, because there is a controversy between linguists on the definition of the understanding of 'language' and 'dialect.' Some scientists do not consider 'a language' the dialect which does not have written literature. Some call 'language' only the language which is recognized by a government but do not consider 'a language' a speech which is spoken by hundreds of thousands and for any reason has not been recognized... and they call it 'lahje' (dialect) or guyesh (dialect).

To draw my own conclusions in relation to all of these studies, I undertook a glottochronology (lexical comparison) of several Iranian languages: Parsi, Kurdi, Gilaki, and Mazandarani. The result indicates that, Gilaki is closer to Parsi than any of the other languages mentioned. For more detail on the above see Appendix A.
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Gilan (Jilan) is a province in the north of Iran, located at 36 28" to 38 11" north latitude and 48 44" to 50 32" east longitude on the southwestern coast of the Caspian Sea. Gilan is bordered on the south by the Elborz mountains and Qazvin, on the east by Mazandaran, and on the west by Azarbaijan.

Situated 25 meters below sea level, it has lush green forests, a heavy rainfall, rice paddies, and sandy beaches and is a pleasant place in contrast to many other parts of Iran which are either arid deserts or high barren mountains. This unique environmental situation has played a major role in shaping Gilaki language and culture.

Gilan, occupies approximately 15,000 square kilometers and is heavily populated in comparison to other provinces of Iran, although there are no exact statistics available. If there has been a census conducted since the 1979 revolution, it is not currently available. The most recent statistics are from The Plan and Budget Organization Statistical Center of Iran census which indicates a population of 1,578,000 in 1976/77.
Rasht, with a population of about (144,000) is the major city and the cultural center of Gilan. Other important cities in Gilan are Labijan, Fuman, and the port-city of Enzali.

The indigenous people of Gilan are called Gilaks, and make up 70 percent of Gilan's population.

3.1 ORIGIN OF GILAKS

Various approaches have been used to try to determine the origin of Gilaks; (1) physical/anthropological; (2) and historical. Using a physical/anthropological perspective, Alexyev (1977: 67) argues that the Caspian type is one of four distinctive anthropological types in the Caucasus area: Included in this typology are the "Pontian, in the western regions of the North Caucasus and near the Black sea; the Caucasian, in the central foothills of the Caucasus; Armenoid, or Near-Asiatic in Georgia and Armenia; and the Caspian, in Azerbaijan and south Daghestan. "Each of these types is characterized primarily by a specific morphology so distinct that in most cases a representative of any of these types can be identified at once by the complex of characteristics he possesses".
Using a historical perspective, many scholars have discussed the Gels/Gelae, Kadusi, Caspian, and Amardan tribes, but each has his own interpretation as to their origin and relationship. Some believe that Gilaks along with Mazandaranis were indigenous to the region before the Aryan tribes came to Iran from the East and that their sedentary civilization was even more advanced than that of the intruding nomadic Aryans.

In antiquity, four tribes were living around the sea of Gilan and Mazandaran when the Aryan tribes came to Iran. The four tribes were the: 1) The 'Brudian' tribe or 'Hazuyan' which occupied the area on the west shore. The term Mazandaran is derived from the name of this tribe. 2) The 'Tabury' tribe occupied the area on the northeastern part; Tabarestan is derived from the name of the tribe. 3) The "Jel" or "Gel" tribe which occupied the area from the Sefid (Uzun) river to Lobar. Jilan or Gilan is named after them. 4) The 'Kaduzi' tribe which occupied the area from Lobar to Lankaran; now it has been replaced by the Tavalesh [plural for Talesh]. (Lahijani n.d.: 15)

He adds that, except for a few scattered settlements, only those four places around the Xazar (Caspian) Sea were settled, and these groups, did not owe allegiance to the Aryan kings. They remained independent or sometimes semi-independent by paying tribute, and in doing so they were able to preserve their identities (Lahijani n.d.: 16).

Hashkur (1966: 13) in his introduction to Marashi's work refers to "Tapors as Caspis and Hards (Amards) as pre-Aryan nations which were pushed to the high mountains by Iranian immigrants." (1966: 13).
Tabari (1970: 13) agrees with Lahijani that the Gilaks predated the Aryans in the area. He says that when “the Aryan tribes came to Iran from the east and northeastern parts of Iran, non-Aryan tribes were living in Iran... These tribes such as Tapirs, Bards, Kadusis, and Caspis were in the north.”

Pirnia refers to other researchers who also considered the Kadusis to be among the Pre-Aryan groups who lived in Iran.

Other historians refer to the tribes located at the southern edge of the Xazar (Caspian) Sea as being independent kingdoms in ancient time such as the “Caspian, Kadusian, Gelan tribes who lived in the northern parts of the Median kingdom at 3000 B.P.” (Diakunov 1956:85)

Bartolet (1915) refers to small independent kingdoms and tribes indigenous to the southern regions of the Xazar (Caspian) Sea who were called Gels, Kadusian, Amardan, and Caspian by Greek authors in 150 B.C.

Other historians use the name Caspian as the common denominator for all tribes living on the southern shores of the Xazar (Caspian) Sea. Strabo who lived at the time of Christ refers to these tribes as Airkanis, Amardan, Anariakan (non Aryan), Kadusian, and Utian. He adds that a tribe called Caspian did not exist at his time. Rather it may
have been the common name for non-Indo-European tribes located there.

Geiger classifies Gilaks among the Caspian tribal groups. He cites Herodot (7:67) who mentions "the Caspians in the army of Xerxes, who were dressed with hides and equipped with swords and bows and a wild tribe named Amardan or Nardar lived further in the west in the Elborz mountains" (Geiger 1903: 346).

Some historians believe that the Kadusis were the ancestors of the Gilaks. H. Rawilson says that in antiquity the mountains north and south of the Sefid Rud (White River) was the home of the powerful Kadusi tribe who, at different times, were living in Khalkhal and the two Tarozs.

Pigulevskaya et al. (1957:36) refer to the Gilaks as a warlike mountain tribe, the Karduxian (Kardusian), that lived in the area surrounded by Asur, Mâde, and Armenia in 405 B.C. They revolted against Darius II and later Ardesir III.

Other historians believe that the Gils and Kadusis were two separate tribes or two sections of a single tribe. Geiger (1903:347), refers to "Strabo (508-510) who mentioned the Kadusians next to the Gelan tribe..." But Plinus believed that the Kadusis and the Gelans were identical, and all tribes living on the southern shore of the Caspian Sea were called Caspians.
Some historians believe that Kadusis are people whom we call Deylams. But Geiger points out that "in the work of Arab geographers the names of Deylams and Gelan appear to be related. Some believe that the Gels were those who lived in the flat part of the area, and Deylams referred to those of the mountain." (Geiger 1903: 346)

Babino (1916-17:18) states that in the 4th century A.D. Gilan, the eastern mountain provinces, and all along the Xazar Sea, Tabarestan, Djordjan, and Qoumis comprised the Deylam province. But in recent centuries eastern provinces have been separated. The name of Deylam disappeared as the independence of the area was lost and the delta of the Sefid Bud (White River) gave its name to the whole district and was called the province of Djilan. But Djilan (Gilan) was used specifically for the shores around the Caspian and Deylaman was used for the mountain area. But in different periods of time this name has been used sometimes to refer to the one and sometimes to the other.

Geiger (1903:346) says at the turn of the century that two thirds of Gilan's population was probably descendants of the old Gelan tribe. Their external appearance differs from that of the Parsis who lived among them.

From all of the above we may conclude that the Amards, Gels/Kadusis, and Caspians are the ancestors of the
people living in Gilan and Deylaman today. One point that all historians and linguists so far have agreed on is that Gilaks are descendants of the Gil/Gel/Jil tribes who lived around the Caspian Sea. Gilaks are indigenous people of Gilan, who have been living in the southern shores of the Azar (Caspian) Sea from antiquity. They predate Aryans, and they have had their own language, culture, and ethnic characteristics.

3.2 HISTORY OF CONTACTS

The history of Gilan reveals the area to be a place of contact between several languages including Arabic, Turkish (Mongols), Azarbaijani, Farsi, Russian, English, Armenian, Kurdish, and many others. Linguistic contacts have been made through invasion, domination, trade, and displacement. From a chronological perspective, the history of contacts may be divided into three phases: the pre-colonial era (from Arabs invasion to the sixteenth century), the colonial era (from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century), and the neocolonial era (from the late nineteenth century to the present). At each stage of its history Gilan has had its own specific pattern that paralleled the historic and economic development of all the peoples involved.
Historical data indicate that the Gels or Jil/ Kadusi tribes, ancestors of present day Gilaks were independent during the reign of Shapur the First the Sasanid who had an alliance treaty with their chief Balerus, or Balenus. The family of Djasnafshah ruled in Hazandaran from 330 B.C.-491 A.D. and extended their authority to Gilan.

By 651 A.D. Iran was no longer an independent country; it had been conquered by Arabs. But the Arabs had special problems with freedom-loving people who resisted them in the mountain areas of Gilan (Deylam). Arabs invaded Gilan and Deylam several times but they were never conquered by Arabs. Therefore, the area was not exposed to Islam until the ninth century A.D. when during the second half of that century, Islam (Shiite) was brought to Gilan and Deylam by Ali's descendants (Alavis) who, fleeing from the Caliphs, had taken refuge in Gilan-Deylam. Later, they established the independent Shiite government of Alavis in Gilan and Deylam. This dynasty lasted until 928 A.D. until this time Deylam and Gilan had been independent or semi-independent but governed by local rulers.

Mongols invaded Iran around 1220 A.D. and were able to occupy most of Iran by the second half of the thirteenth century.

Holakuxan the Mongol king in Iran dominated the Eastern coasts of Xazar Sea to the border of Xazar (Caspian) Sea with the Qezel Ordu. The Xazar Sea
was considered the northern border of Holaku Dynasty. And only the small district of Gilan—close to the coasts of the Iazar Sea preserved its independence. (Pigulevskaya et al. 1957: 344)

By 1307 A.D., Gilan which was under the control of semi-independent emirates, joined the Ilxanis (Mongol) state completely. From 1307 to 1370 it was ruled by Mongol Turks.

At the beginning of the sixteenth century, Gilan, after a bloody struggle, became part of Iran under the Safavid dynasty. During the pre-colonial era, contacts generally, were made through domination. The main purpose of contact was to occupy another people's territory, obtain war gains, slaves, and receive tribute. But Gilan's access to the sea and shipping added a new dimension to these contacts. Gilan became a gateway between Europe and the East. In addition, the production of silk in Gilan attracted many rulers and merchants.

The era of colonization begins in the fifteenth century. The thrust to gain new markets and to exchange new products for cheap raw materials created serious competition among European colonizers, especially between the Portuguese and British.

At that time the Portuguese already monopolized shipping in the Indian Ocean south of Iran. British merchants were looking for a new way to compete with the Portuguese and to be considered as a secure sea route to India. Thus, they accomplished many exploratory trips.
It is not surprising then, that Gilan became a target for the European colonizers by the mid-sixteenth century.

In 1553 A.D. British merchants established the sea route between the Sefid [White] sea and Russia...opened a new era in the relationship between Iran and the European countries. The British considered the direct trade relationships without using Turkey much more profitable. British merchants also tried to use the Volga-Xazar trade route which had already been made by the Russians. (Pigulevskaya et al. 1957: 466)

The British founded the Russian company of Moscowite. Then, in 1557:

Anthony Jenkinson and [two others] were assigned from the above company to explore the routes for trade with central Asia. They arrived in Astrakan after they passed Moscow, and there they raised the British flag at the Xazar Sea for the first time. The company decided to buy silk from Shirvan, Gilan, and Hazandaran located in north of Iran..., and carry goods to and from India via the caravan route. (Rabino: 446)

To gain control of trade, European governments now realized that it would be easier to negotiate with a single powerful centralized government than with the many leaders of several independent tribes or semi-independent emirates. Therefore, they assisted the kings of Iran in consolidating their power. Thus, the British government sent several emissaries to Shah Abbas (the king of Iran) to negotiate trade treaties with him. They submitted luxurious gifts with letters praising the king of Iran as "king of kings," "king of
nations," and so on. Eventually, Shah Tahmasb (a Safavid king) officially gave many credits to the Moscovite company, a British-Russian trading enterprise, that exempted them from paying any taxes, insured their properties against theft, and permitted their free entry into the country. The Moscovite company was also promised help in transporting goods from the ship to the city (Rabino 1916-17: 448). The 20 years' export of goods to Iran from the Moscovite company (1561-81 A.D.) is an indication of the friendship between the kings of Iran and British merchants.

But the Moscovite company and the British-Russians were not the only foreign agents in Gilan. Turks and other Europeans had undertaken more or less the same quest for gaining control of the Volga-Xazar route. Babino (1916-17: 448) notes that:

The fourth group of British merchants arrived in Iran in August 1568...were not successful in trade, because the delegates they had sent to Gilan were everywhere faced with Turks. Even the new order of the Shah Tahmasb based on his agreement with free traveling of the British via Gilan to the other parts of Iran and cooperation of the local people...did not help them.

He adds that one of the reasons why British merchants were not successful was their lack of understanding of the difficulty in breaking down traditional trade competition in a country where trade had long been dominated by Turks, Armenians, and Venetians.
In the seventeenth century there were two factors which finally intensified trade and attracted more foreign merchants to Iran and Gilan. The first was the establishment of a money economy that replaced the exchange of goods for goods barter. Using money made big trade easier and merchants' profits more secure than before. The second important factor was that all semi-independent and independent groups had been overcome and were now ruled by the Safavid kings of Iran. Pigulevskaya et al. (1957: 551) notes that certain wealthier regions of Iran (Ardabil, Gilan, Mazandaran, and Isfahan) were considered to be the territory of the special lands. They were governed by specific ministers appointed by the Safavid kings and their agents who had the authority to regulate trade. The income from these specific territories was allocated to finance the palace of the king, its staff, and other royal institutions. Therefore, it is not surprising that the rulers supported trade and changed the rules and tax laws as it suited them. Thus, in the seventeenth century foreign trade and export intensified and the production of raw silk for export reached its climax. Chapman 1566 says: "The most important goods we [could] buy [were] raw silk...and alum in this district [Gilan]. He also refers to the many Turkish merchants who were living there at the time (Chapman in Rabino 1946-17: 449)."
A few notes on the extent of the silk trade will help to clarify how important it was in the history of contact and why Gilan lost its independence during the colonial era. In the reign that was ruled by the Safavids twenty to twenty-two thousand dl [bales] of silk were produced annually. According to Charden Gilan produced ten thousand dl [bales] of raw silk (half of the production of the whole country). Only one thousand dl [bales] remained in Iran to be used for local purposes, and the rest was exported to India and Europe. The highest quality silk came from Shirvan and Gilan and was of the Labijani type.

During this period the silk trade was so profitable that for as long as six or seven years many British businessmen restricted their trade to the exportation of raw silk from Gilan and the importation of woven fabrics from England and other European countries to Iran through Gilan. It was not only a very profitable business but also provided for an extremely comfortable and quiet life for the British merchants who stayed in Rasht. From Rasht they controlled trade with all other areas of Iran. It was so profitable, that the "silk trade could bring more than 50 percent and sometimes 180 percent interest" (Babino 1916-17:468).

Armenian businessmen also garnered large profits by monopolizing silk exports from Gilan. Shah Abbas of Iran
used these Armenians as political mediators and agents to sell the silk fabrics that had been woven in the royal workshops in Europe. The Armenians in return paid as much as 580 toman in tax, a large amount of Iranian currency, to the Iranian treasury annually (Pigulevskaya et al. 1959) -

The Dutch also were very successful in the competition with British merchants. They exported around five hundred thousand to seven hundred thousand Livre of raw silk to Europe annually at about 1670.

In the seventeenth century trade between Iran and Russia also expanded; at this time too, silk, more than anything else, was exported from Iran.

Many other historians have mentioned the activities of the Moscovite company and other foreigners who traded at the ports of Gilan around 1629 A.D.

Rabino (1916-17:475) also mentions "a large number of Armenians...a noticeable group of Russians, many Hindus, and Jews in Rasht. Each group had a separate caravanserai (inn)." The Christian merchants carried on trade with the European countries and Russia, the Hindus with India and the far east.

Linguistically silk has had an impact, especially on personal names in Gilan. The name Debaj/Diba (silk) has been used often, largely in elite families, not only in Gilan but
throughout Iran. Diba is also used as a family name, but the Arabic word for silk harir has largely replaced it. Di-baci (silkman) or hariri has been used for silk merchants, but today it is used as a surname. Diba or harir is a word that is also used to praise the beauty of a girl's long, straight, soft hair.

Therefore, we may conclude that the silk trade played a dialectical role in linguistic and cultural contact and Gilaki language change. On the one hand, Gilaks have been able to preserve their cultural and linguistic identity through an independence which was bought by the tribute in silk that they paid until the sixteenth century. On the other hand, later in the seventeenth century the huge profits of the silk trade attracted foreigners and, it was instrumental in Gilan's loss of independence.

In late 1722 Afghani troops surrounded Rasht. The governor of Gilan sent a delegate to Astarxan to suggest the surrender of Fasht to Russia in return for receiving help to fight the Afgans (Rabin 1916-17: 463-4). Transported in twelve ships, Russian troops arrived in the port city of En-zali on the 14th of November 1722 and went from there to Rasht.

Shah Tahmasb the Second the king of Iran, who was willing to receive help from Russia to fight against Mahmood
Shah of Afgan, made a treaty with Russia in Saint Petersburg. According to this treaty Russia was obligated to help Shah Tahmasb and in return receive control over the sea ports of Daghestan, Azarbaijan', Gilan, Mazandaran, and Estherabad. Later Shah Tahmasb indicated that his delegate had exceeded his authority, and he rejected the treaty.

In late 1722 the Ottoman Turks took advantage of the weakness of the Iranian government, and their agents occupied Shirvan and part of Azarbaijan. The threat from the Ottoman Turks forced Shah Tahmasb to accept the earlier treaty with Russia. It was thus that the western and southern ports on the Xazar Sea (Darband, Baku, Gilan, and Mazandaran) officially were submitted to Russia.

In 1734 the Russian troops left Gilan after twelve years occupation. Tzarist Russia returned Gilan to Iran on the condition that the Shah should be able to prevent its falling in to the hands of the Ottomans (Pigulevskaya: 596).

During the following years (1736-1747) Nader was the king of Iran. He wanted to establish a good relationship with British merchants, therefore, he supported the British-Russian Company (Muscovite) in their efforts to monopolize silk exports from Iran. Thus, British firms were established in Mashhad and Rasht (Pigulevskaya: 596).
In addition, the completion of the railroad between Russia and Iran, increased navigation in the Caspian Sea, and improvement and construction of roads between Ezzali and Tehran made contacts easier.

Gilaki contact with non-Gilaks inside the territory of Iran were brought about through domination and displacement. From the beginning of the sixteenth century when Gilan lost its independence, it was ruled by governors appointed by the Iranian central government who were mainly non-Gilaks, that is, Safavid governors from Azerbaijan, Nader who was Azerbaijan'i Gezelbas, Zands who were Fars, and Qajars who were originally from a Turkish nomad tribe. Each group tried to enforce its own cultural norms and languages on the Gilaks.

The history of Gilan shows how several different ethnic groups have been forcibly exiled to Gilan or they have been installed there as military troops. Babino (1976-17:31) refers to "eight hundred Ojag/g 'families' of Rishvand Kurds from the BeBe tribe who were settled forcibly by the Safavid king Shah Abbas. They lived on the two sides of the Shah Rud 'river' and the right shore of the Sefid Rud from Manjil to Deylaman. Their language was Kurdi. Kurd groups exiled by Shah Abbas are also in other areas of Gilan—Rahmatabad, Aliabad, Kalaya, and Divrud. Some Kurds still live in Rudbar and Avarlu."
Other Kurds were sent to Gilan as troops to aid the rulers of Gilan. Babino (1916-17:436) refers to "Sharafeldin the governor of Tonekabon who had five hundred Kurds as servants and warriors who were sent to help from Qazvin." The Kurd Hahale (Kurd place) in Rasht and the lexemes that Gilaki shares with Kurdi are the little that remain of this contact.

Another ethnic group that was forcibly sent to Gilan were Armenians who were sent to the south Caspian and Gilan by Shah Abbas the Safavid king.

Babino (1916-17:325) refers to prisoners who were brought to Deylam by Mohammad Reza Yan, the governor of Gilan in the early nineteenth century. Later they constituted four tribes in the region: Talesh, Jahangiri, Gaskari, and Oshkuri.

Trezel (1821) stated that fifty Jewish families were living in Rasht in Siahkal and Deylaman: fifteen to twenty families had lived from a long time ago as small businessmen.

In some areas of Gilan the migration of groups and contacts between different groups is still more intensified. For example in Enzali almost all inhabitants are immigrants. Babino (1916-17: 138-140) refers to the Surxi Ne'mati clan who originally came from Surxak, a village around Semnan,
and the Darva Baghi clan from Bojnurd and Khorasan in north-east of Iran. The ancestors of the Darya Beygi clan owned ships and came to Gilan accompanied by Russian fishermen. They came to the Sefid Rud to receive fishing permits from the governor of Lahijan in exchange for some small gift, such as fur. In 1858 and 1859 Mirza Ebrahim Khan (from the Darya Beygi family) monopolized the fishing industry with a permit obtained from the governor of Gilan for fifty-five hundred tuman per year and received the title of Darya Beygi (Sea Lord) for himself and his descendants. From then until the present time Darya Beygi has been used as a surname.

Another group in Enzali which indicates contact, is the Mohajer family who are people who escaped to Iran during the second war between Iran and Russia. Mohajer means immigrant and now their descendants use this term as a surname.

Finally, the Anezanie are the descendants of some Anezan gun men of Esterabad who were sent to Enzali as troops in 1815.

The existence of two foreign schools--one Russian and one Armenian school at the turn of the century in Enzali also reinforced the contact.

To sum up, Gilan has been a place of contact between many linguistic communities. For the impacts of these contacts on Gilaki see chapter 8 of this study.
CHAPTER IV
THE GILAKI LANGUAGE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter and the next provide a description of Gilaki as spoken in the city of Rasht (the capital city of Gilan), Enzali (where most of the contact between Gilaks and Europeans took place), and Ioshijar (a small town in the province of Gilan). I have not relied on the studies discussed in chapter 2 for the description of Gilaki presented here but have used them to check my analysis, and I have noted my agreements and differences with them where necessary.

My treatment of Gilaki here is based on the speech of my oldest informants, both female and male speakers, using informal, colloquial, deliberate formal, poetry, and folksongs. Female speech differs from male speech in both phonetics and syntax. The speech patterns differ from individual to individual relative to age, education, social class, and residence, and these differences in speech have been explained where appropriate.
The phonetics, phonology, morphology, and syntax of Gilaki is given in two chapters, chapters 4 and 5. The first is a brief analysis of phonetics and phonology; the second is on morphology and syntax.

4.2 **PHONOLOGY**

4.2.1 **Inventory of Basic Sounds**

The basic sounds in Gilaki are 25 consonants and 12 vowels.

4.2.1.1 **Vowels**

Vowels in Gilaki are:

- $[\text{a}]$/$[\text{a}]$, low central unrounded short vowel; /əma/ 'we'.
- $[\text{a}]$, low central unrounded long vowel. This vowel is shorter than $[\text{a}]$ in Farsi and other Iranian languages; /âb/, 'water'.
- $[\text{e}]$, mid close front unrounded long vowel; /ge,t/ 'says'.
- $[\text{e}]$, mid open front unrounded short vowel; /pët/ 'father'.
- $[\text{o}]$, mid central unrounded short vowel; /dërd/ 'pain'.
- $[\text{i} :]$, high close front unrounded long vowel; /xai:y/ 'you want'.
- $[\text{i}]$, high close front unrounded short vowel; /pi:z/ 'front'.
- $[\text{i}]$, high open front unrounded short vowel; /dïgær/ 'other'.
- $[\text{u}]$, high close back rounded long vowel; /birun/ 'out'.
- $[\text{û}]$, high open back rounded short vowel; /rûzân/ 'days'.
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[ɔ], mid open back rounded long vowel; /ɔol/'crazy'.

[ɔ], mid open back rounded short vowel; /xɔb/'good'.

Christensen (1930:39) in the "Grammar of Gilaki" divides vowels in two groups—long and half long. a, e, i, o, u, and short vowels: ą, a, ą, x, ą, e, i, o, ź, u, ě. But Rastorgoeva et al. (1971:17), on the bases of stability and duration, categorize vowels in Gilaki into two types: 1) stable vowels: e, o, a, ą, i, ź and 2) unstable vowels: i, ě, u. According to them, unstable vowels vary in duration on the basis of stress and environment. Table 1 represents a correlation of the vowels, recognized by Rastorgoeva et al. (1971: ), Christensen (1930:9), and this work.

4.2.1.2 Consonants

Basic consonant phonemes in Gilaki can be summarized in Table 2. The basic consonants of Gilaki are stop consonants, affricates, fricatives, nasals, liquids, and glides. The stop consonants are: 1) voiceless, 2) voiced. Voiceless stops are: [p], [t], and [k]. Voiced stops are: [b], [d], and [g]. Examples: /purd/ 'bridge', /xopɔ/ 'tasteless', /pɔ/ 'conversation', /tur/ 'crazy', /kɔɔa/ 'where'.

Affricates in Gilaki are: [ č] voiceless, alveolar palatal and [ j] voiced alveopalatal. Examples:
Table 1 represents the correlation of vowels according to different studies on Gilaki.
Fricatives in Gilaki are: 1) voiceless, 2) voiced.

Voiceless fricatives are: [f], [s], [\h], [x], and [h]. Examples:

filli 'saliva, spittle'
səbəj 'louse'
\solunak 'apricot'
xə̞s 'bone'
hist 'wet'

Voiced fricatives are: [v], [z], [\z], and [\h]/[y]. Examples:

vavin 'cut'
zāy 'child'
marozni 'ice cream'
\xorab-\zæn/ 'liar'

Nasals in Gilaki are: [m] bilabial, [n] alveolar and [\ŋ] velar. Examples:

/māar/ 'mother'; /ništæn/ 'sit'; /ŋgùstær/ 'ring'.

Liquids in Gilaki are: alveolar laterals [l] and [r]. [r] is either voiced alveolar flap or [\r] voiced alveolar trill. The occurrence of [\r] is very limited. Few words in Gilaki have been recorded with the [\r]. Sometimes
Table 2 represents basic consonants of Gilaki.
it is used as a variant of the rearticulated [ɾ]. Examples:

/ʨéva/, /dari/ 'valley'; /tætæ, əræ/ 'saw'; /tætæ/ 'the paunch of stomach'.

Glides in Gilaki are: [ɭ] voiced palatal, and [u] bilabial rounded glide. Examples:

/ɭyta/ 'this one'; /towxor/ 'top'.

A review of the major works on Gilaki indicates that there is agreement among Rastorgoeva et al. (1971, 1980), Eva Apor (1973), Christensen (1930), and this study on the major consonants. But the velar nasal [ɭ] is mentioned only here and, by Christensen and Chodzko (1942:526). Chodzko, however, does not use phonetic script. He uses /mayga/ 'moon' in his work. The [ɭ] is not recognized in any study other than the present one. Christensen (1930) shows [q], but Rastorgoeva et al. (1971, 1980) have not mentioned it. The [ɾ] is not recorded by any of the previous studies.

4.2.2 Distribution of Sounds

4.2.2.1 Vowels

The basic vowels of Gilaki occur in all positions with one exception the vowel /e/. Its occurrence in the morpheme/syllable initial is limited to loan words from Arabic and Parsi. Examples:

Arabic /ɛdəm/ 'execute' ==> /ɛdam/ in Gilaki.

putting or being put to death as a legal penalty.
The usage of this sound is very limited. Its pronunciation is associated with highly acculturated Gilaki. The [e] in the morpheme initial position is mainly used as /e/, /e/, and /eh/ in Arabic loan words. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARABIC</th>
<th>GILAKI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gesg</td>
<td>ɨʃɒɭ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ehtemal</td>
<td>itemal/temal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etemad</td>
<td>temed/temad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the occurrence of /e/ after certain consonants is limited to loan words. The distribution of the vowel /o/ is very limited in Gilaki. This sound is less rounded and shorter, close to /ɔ/ when pronounced by old uneducated informants or people who have not been highly acculturated. The /â/ is articulated by people who have been influenced by Farsi. The occurrence of this long /â/ is an indicator of the process of change. The /û/ and /i/ have been mentioned by Rastorgoeva et al., (1971:14) as sounds that are about to disappear. In this study I found that many older informants and those in younger age groups who have not been acculturated or "Farsized" use them more frequently. The /ə/ is used more than any other vowel. Its articulation ranges from /ʌ/ to deletion of /ə/. /ə/ is a characteristic sound in the Gilaki language.
The following combinations of vowel have been reported for Gilaki:

ai
əi
ui
Ui

Some vowels are rearticulated. Often they are paralleled with long vowels with a falling or rising pitch.

Examples:
áa maar 'mother'
ār pir 'father'
oo ōon 'going'

4.2.2.2 Consonants

a. Initial Position: All consonants except /ŋ/, and /ɾ/ occur initially in a syllable or a word. The /ŋ/ occurs only in word medial position. It is usually followed by /ɡ/, /ð/, or /ʰ/. Examples:
tung 'bracelet'
əŋqoʃer 'ring' (finger ring)
iŋqəlab 'revolution, vomiting'
səŋg 'stone'
əŋro 'on purpose'
əŋul 'portable'
Voiceless stop consonants /p/, /t/, and /k/ are slightly aspirated when they occur in word initial position; in other positions they are unaspirated. Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{h'pair} & \quad \text{'father'} \\
\text{asp} & \quad \text{'tasteless'} \\
\text{h'ur} & \quad \text{'crazy'} \\
\text{k'otur} & \quad \text{'dove'} \\
\text{buguft} & \quad \text{'said' (third position singular)} \\
\text{h'oor} & \quad \text{'girl'} \\
\text{asiki} & \quad \text{'sneeze'} \\
\text{h'ušk} & \quad \text{'pit'}
\end{align*}
\]

Voiced stop consonants /b/, /d/, /g/ are less voiced when in word initial position than in intervocalic position. Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{būbūr} & \quad \text{'cut'} \\
\text{dūxān} & \quad \text{'call'} \\
\text{gīdi} & \quad \text{'they say'} \\
\text{dīgar} & \quad \text{'other'}
\end{align*}
\]

b. Medial Position: All consonants occur in the morpheme medial position. All consonants except /ŋ/ may occur in the intervocalic position if they are not part of a consonant cluster.
c. Final Position: All consonants except /ŋ/ occur in the final syllable position. However, /ŋ/ may occur in a morpheme syllable final position in onomatopoeic cases. For example:

\(\text{vəŋztiŋ} \quad \text{‘cry of baby’}.\)

The /ŋ/ may occur in the syllable final position when a new syllable is added to the word so that the /ŋ/ /ŋ/ clusters may be broken. Examples:

\(\text{ŋəŋg} + \text{in} \Rightarrow \text{ŋəŋ$gin}\)

'stone' 'heavy

cvcc cvcc$cvc

Frequently, the /h/ is mute when in final position.

4.2.2.3 Consonant Clusters

a. Initial Position: The following combinations of consonants may occur in the morpheme syllable initial position:

\(\text{sb sbūl} \quad \text{‘flee’}\)
\(\text{čm čmuš} \quad \text{‘mulish’}\)
\(\text{kr kru}$/c \quad \text{‘boat’}\)
\(\text{br brar} \quad \text{‘brother’}\)
\(\text{čt čto} \quad \text{‘how’}\)
\(\text{fr frōxtim} \quad \text{‘we sold’}\)
\(\text{bz bza} \quad \text{‘born of /delivered by’}\)
\(\text{bg bga bga} \quad \text{‘make love’}\)
\(\text{bb bbo} \quad \text{‘became’}\)
b. Medial Position: When in the word medial position, the syllable may start with the following combinations:

- bl  kərbla
- dr  faydrəst
- tm  czərtəm

Table 3 contains combinations of consonants in medial positions.

c. Final Position: Table 4 represents the many combinations of the two different consonants in syllables final position:

d. Rearticulated Consonants: Double geminate consonants occur in the intervocalic position in a word. The following types have been recorded.

- ŋŋ  dəŋtə  'minute'
- ll  səllət  'lash'
- cc  mačći  'kiss'
- rr  dərrə  'valley'
- ss  maşśə  'pincers'
- tt  šettə'plant louse'
- mm  həmmətan  'all of them/you'
- bb  dobba'  a kind of fruit'
- rr  ərrə  'saw'
- pp  Toppiamon 'boasting'
- ff  fəffara  'fountain'
4.2.3 Syllable Structure

A syllable division comes between the two consonants of a consonant cluster when a morpheme/syllable final position follows another syllable/morpheme (in compound words). For example, /bûŞxûft/ 'slept' has two syllables cvcvccc, but /bûŞxûfti/ 'you slept' has three syllables cvcvccsvcv.

However, if the second consonant in a cluster is /r/, then the division becomes before the two consonants. Examples:

va$bra$zi 'to be deserved' which is cv$cvcvcv$
va$vs$rs 'ask' which is cv$cr$rc

In general the following types of syllable structures have been recorded in Gilaki:

v u 'and' i: 'one'
vc âb 'water' an 'this'
vcc âsp 'horse' âpč 'tasteless'
vccc fândr 'look' or 'watch out' (the occurrence of this type is rare; it can be heard from old informants).
cv pa 'foot' du 'two'
cvc šiš 'six' sir 'garlic'
cvcc hist 'wet'
It appears that there is a specific trend in Gilaki language change to adapt Gilaki to the syllabic structure of Arabic and modern Farsi. Clusters in the word initial position tend to be broken up by an epenthesis vowel. For the details of Gilaki language change, see chapter 8 of this study.

### 4.2.4 Phonological Processes

#### 4.2.4.1 Vowels

Vowel harmony: In Gilaki the vowel /e/ becomes /ə/, /i/, or /u/ when it is followed by /ə/, /i/, /u/. Examples:

- be + bær ===> bæbær
  
  imperative take 'take'

- fe + kəs ===> fəkəs
  
  'pull, drag'

- de + bəd ===> dəbəd
  
  'close'

- ne + kəft ===> nəkəft
  
  negation fall 'did not fall'

- be + hin ===> bɪhin
'buy'

fe + vištən ===> fivištən

'to roast'

de + ćin ===> dićin

'pick up'

be + gūft ===> buguft

'said'

fe + gurdanîn ===> fugurdanîn

'to turn upside down'

de + kun ===> dukun

'put-on'

ne + xurd m ===> nuxurdəm

ate 'I did not eat'

b. Elision: Some words/prefixes lose their vowels if they precede a word beginning with a vowel. Examples:

gu + əm ===> gəm

say suffix 'I say' (first person singular)

be + avər ===> baver

'bring'

xanə + ən ===> xənən

house suffix 'houses'

plural

jərlənə + an ===> jərlənən
In rapid pronunciation, vowel /i/ is deleted when it occurs between two uvular fricatives. Examples:

\[ \text{dîTi'yd} \Rightarrow \text{d9} \]

"minute"

The vowel /ə/ is deleted when two syllables coalesced. Examples:

\[ \text{dukunəm} + \text{nə} \Rightarrow \text{du nu kunəm/duŋkunəm} \]

'I put on'    'I do not put on'

The unstressed combinations of vowels diphthongize with its corresponding semi-vowels. Examples:

\[ \text{u+i} \Rightarrow \text{uy} \quad \text{u + ita} \Rightarrow \text{uyta} \]

'that one'    'that one'

\[ \text{a+i} \Rightarrow \text{ay} \quad \text{a + ita} \Rightarrow \text{ayta} \]

'this one'    'this one'

### 4.2.4.2 Consonants

a. Assimilation: The nasal consonant /n/ assimilated to the point of articulation of the following contiguous consonants. Examples:

\[ \text{nk} \]

\[ \text{n} \Rightarrow \text{ngl} \]

\[ \text{nj} \]

\[ \text{dukunəm} + \text{nə} \Rightarrow \text{duŋkunəm} \]

'I donot do'
fa + nə + giftəm ===> fəngifthə

'I did not take'

b. Devoicing: The voiced consonants become unvoiced when they are followed by voiceless stops, for example, /t/ (in making the past tense). Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
&z \Rightarrow \mathfrak{s} \rightarrow t & \text{viriz} & \text{virišt} \\
& & \text{'stand up'} & \text{'stood up'} \\
&r \Rightarrow \mathfrak{f} \rightarrow t & \text{figir} & \text{figift} \\
& & \text{'take'} & \text{'took'} \\
&\mathfrak{y} \Rightarrow x \rightarrow t & \text{su}_{\mathfrak{y}} + t & \text{bûsûxt} \\
& & \text{'burn'} & \text{'burned'} \\
&r \Rightarrow s \rightarrow t & \text{bədər} + t & \text{dəšt} \\
& & \text{'have'} & \text{'had'} \\
&r \Rightarrow s \rightarrow t & \text{bugzər} & \text{bugzəšt} \\
& & \text{'passing by'} & \text{'passed by'} \\
&r \Rightarrow s \rightarrow t & \text{būšūr} & \text{būšū/ust} \\
& & \text{'wash'} & \text{'washed'} \\
z \Rightarrow x \rightarrow t & \text{göriz} & \text{göröxt} \\
& & \text{'escape'} & \text{'escaped'}
\end{align*}
\]

c. Changing Consonants: Some consonants alternate with each other. Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
b \Rightarrow p & \quad \text{Əsp} \Rightarrow \text{Əsp} \\
& \text{'horse'} \\
& \text{'red caviar'}
\end{align*}
\]
v ↔ b  vērf ↔ bērf
   "snow"
l ↔ r  putal  putar
   ""f ↔ h  fēdan ↔ hēdan
   "give"
x ↔ h  bēxtar ↔ bīhtar
   "better"
p ↔ v  vāpars↔ vāvars
   "ask"

d. Loss of Consonant: Sometimes consonants may be deleted
under stress or in different sexes. Examples:
be + kūn + idi ↔ būkūidi
prefix do (second person) 'you did'
ending
be + zēn + idi ↔ bīzīydi
hitting (second person) 'you hit'
ending
usan + d ↔ usad
take past tense suffix 'took'

Often a consonant /θ/ is deleted when intervocalic. Examples:
ṣāṭal ↔ șāal/sāal
   'jackal'
e. Consonant Harmony: In Gilaki some loan consonants assimilate in the manner of articulation of the following sounds.

Examples:

\[ \text{qazd} \rightarrow \text{qzd} \]

'marriage contract'

\[ g \rightarrow z \rightarrow t \]

\[ \text{wazt} \rightarrow \text{wazt} \]

'time'
CHAPTER V

MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 5 is a discussion of word formations, various classes of words, nouns, and verbs and their modifiers, pronouns, and adpositions and syntactic units (phrases, clauses, or combinations of clauses).

5.2 WORD FORMATION

In Gilaki words are formed through reduplication, compounding, and affixation.

5.2.1 Reduplication

Reduplication is a derivational mechanism by which a whole word or part of it is copied or repeated. Reduplication derivations may function as attributes or intensifiers, to express a state of being or an activity; or they may refer to natural species or natural phenomena (mainly onomatopoeic words), or body parts.

The first type of reduplication consists of the repetition of whole words.

xor⁵ xor⁵
himself/herself (accusative case)
'talking to oneself/himself'
(continuity of action, interaction)
pill> pill> (intensifier)
large/big big
'very big'
ní ní (body part)
'eyeball'
bōso bōso (attribute)
'a thread bare'
jì jì (body part)
'breast'
tàkès tàkès (attribute)
worn out/rugged
'worn out/rugged'
vavàrs vavàrs (continuous action)
ask ask
'asking'
kuna kunà (action)
reverse/going backward
'going backward, reversing'
tuk/kə tuk/kə (attribute)
drop drop
'drop by drop'
böl bol (attribute or intensifier)
flare flare
'the fire flares/to blow the fire'
bi bi (natural species, and onomatopoeia)
'silk worm/cocoon'
ku ku (natural species, and onomatopoeia)
'The cuckoo bird'
The second type of reduplication consists of repeating the first part of a verb.
USTA USTA g/kudan (state of being)
doing
'idiomatic expressions which refer to teenager's behavior expressing readiness for adult love and sexuality.'
bud bud g/kudan (state of being)
'the same as ust ust kud n'
ušma/ušma g/kudan (continuous nous action)
'shivering'
ČIR ČIR ďaďan (action)
'to provoke'
výč výč biť g/kudan (state of being)
'an idiomatic expression to describe the physical sensation of pain which accompanies warming one's hands or feet which are intensely cold.'
kás kás g/kudan (activity/verb)
dispute/quarrel doing
'to quarrel/quarreling'
gili gili xurdan (action/continuous action)
roll roll
'roll roll'
bijin bijin g/küðən (action/verb)
mince mince doing
'to mince'
dagara dagara xurdan (continuous action)
stagger/totter
'staggering/tottering'
vagan vagan g/küðən (state of being)
itching & pain doing
'itching and pain in the eyes'
çek çek g/küðən (continuous action)
leak leak doing
'leaking'

The third type of reduplication consists of repeating the first syllable of a word.
čičini (natural species/onomatopoeic word)
'sparrow'
čičilas (natural species)
'dragon fly'
čičir (natural species)
'lizard'
kakai (natural species)
"a bird"
milk milk
'striped, corded, twilled, ribbed'
gi' gi' ji daan/amon
'tickle'
kar kari
'to turn some one against the other'
kusa kusi
'disorderly; a state of chaos'
ha'haji/ey (natural species)
'stork'
sawəxəx /ey
'an insect' (natural species)
zəlzəli/ey (natural species)
'cricket'
bədbədi
'a wild plant'
vilvili g/kūdən (action/verb)
'moving/tossing/to toss about/to wriggle'

The fourth type is formed by duplicating the initial consonant only.
xâ xûr
'sister'
xâ xōl
'crazy'
The fifth type of reduplication is formed by changing just the initial consonant of the first syllable of a word.

\[ \text{jařal mařal (attribute)} \]
'small, little, tiny/æ child'

čiz miz
'thing'

dōrsin bōrsin 'disorderly, chaotic'
'disorderly, chaotic'

kērti pērti
'nonsense'

čakun vakun
'to makeup one's face, dressing, toilette'

dāgārdan vagārdan g/kūdēn
'to turn inside out'

The sixth type of reduplicated derivations consist of repeating a whole word with a connecting / / .

gārm-a-gārm

warm warm

'hot and fast' (idiomatic word)

māar- Æ -māar

mother mother

'mother's mother' (grandmother)

hī- pīr- Æ -pīr

father father

'father's father's' (grandfather)
Often reduplicated words are connected to the first word by /b/. 

bal-bal 
arm arm 
'arm to arm' 
del-del 
'wandering/errant'

Other reduplicated derivations are onomatopoeic words.

gör/gör/asman gor gor 
thunder/sky thunder 
'thunder' 
tələ tatula 
clap click 
'onomatopoeic description; notion of the sound made by a horse or a woman walking on high heels. '

gur 
'stomach growling' [onomatopoeic word] 
ğar ğar 
'gargling' [as in using mouthwash] [onomatopoeic word] 
tap tap 
'tapping' [as in drumming one's fingers] 
șorș ürűx 
'rain falling'
5.2.2 Compounding

Compounding elements are nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and adpositions.

The first type of compounding is a noun plus a noun.

\[ \text{compounding} = \text{noun} + \text{noun} \]

- \( \text{\'a\'ruz d\'ar} \)
  - walnut tree
  - 'walnut tree'
- \( \text{b\'amsay\'e x\'ane} \)
  - neighbor house
  - 'neighbor'

The second type of compounding consists of a noun or an adjective plus an verb.

\[ \text{Noun} + \text{Verb} \]

- \( \text{\'a\'ruz d\'ar g/k\'ud\'an} \)
  - doing
- \( \text{\'a\'ruz d\'ar g/k\'ud\'an} \)
  - to start/to establish
- \( \text{\'a\'ruz d\'ar g/k\'ud\'an} \)
  - to work
- \( \text{\'a\'ruz d\'ar g/k\'ud\'an} \)
  - giving
- \( \text{\'a\'ruz d\'ar g/k\'ud\'an} \)
  - kissing/kiss
zâ ū dāa n
'to use abusive or obscene language/to curse'

N+ zi n

to beat, strike, smite

əski zi n
sneeze
'to sneeze'

ištōp zi n
'to blow a whistle, whistling'

iğērə zi n
'to cry'

N+ giftən/-gitən/beytən

to get, to receive, to catch, to take

kəšə giftən/-gitən
busum taking
'embrace/embracing'

çuylus- -giftən/-gitən

pinch taking
'pinching'

Adj/N+ bōostən

'becoming'

hist-ə-bōostən

wet becoming
'becoming wet'

dəwəng-ə-bōostən
'to become surprised/becoming astonished'

N+ ʔsoon

going
ra ʔsoon
road/way walking
'walking'
h/xun ʔsoon
blood going
'menstruating'

N+ dəkəftən/dəkətən
'to fall'
ab ʃ/dəkəftən/dəkətən
water fall
'to begin to salivate/make one's mouth water'
ra dəkəftən/dəkətən
road/way fall
'to set out/to start'

N+ dəʃtən
'having'
dus dəʃtən
friend having
'to love/like'

N+ dəgadan

to throw, to cast, to toss
ra dəgadan
way/road to set out
'to set out, to be set in motion, to move'
lâf dəgəđən
'to put in disorder, to riot'
N+ xùrdən
'eating'
ab xùrdən
water drinking
'drinking water'
tô xùrdən
swing
'to swing'

Often compounding consists of a noun and a verb stem.

dôrôgů
lie say
'liar'
xâttr xâ
sake wanting
'lover'
adam xôr
human eater
'cannibal'
čačul báz
trick player
'a tricky or cunning person'
žen xazi
woman wanting/wishing/demanding
'wishing, asking, soliciting, demanding for marriage.'

xəjulət kəʃ
shame tolerate
'shy'

xəjulət nə kəʃ
shame not feeling
'shameless/ruthless'

The third type of compounding consists of an adjective and a noun.

šəkəm kūļəft/kuluft
belly thick/big
'big belly, fat person'

bulənd bala
tall height
'tall'

kus xul
vagina crazy
'crazy/stupid' (this word is used to refer to both male and female.)

The fourth type of compounding consists of numerals and nouns.

du vardə
two times
'again'
\[\text{\textbf{dū dīl}}\]
two heart
'hesitant'
\[\text{\textbf{dū tāi}}:\]
two person
'couple'

The fifth type of compounding is that of two verbs.

\[\text{\textbf{bāzān būkūb}}\]
beat/blow

'beating a drum or any musical instrument'

\[\text{\textbf{būza bākaštē}}\]
born of planted by
(mother) (father)

'parents'

\[\text{\textbf{šōon âmōn}}\]
to go to come

'coming, going' (to ply to, to hold familiar intercourse)

The sixth type of compounding is that of an adverb and a verb.

\[\text{\textbf{bįjir âmōn}}\]
down coming

'coming down'

\[\text{\textbf{būjor šōon}}\]
up going
'to go up'
bad-u- xūb g/kūdān
bad and good/well doing

'vomiting (to throw up) [idiomatic: used for babies]

Some compounds have more than two members.

kād xūda mērdī
B N V
house god man to be
māyera/na alderman/a bailiff

'judgement'
bili xūli bāzi
penis vagina play

'love play'
sinā āb g/kūdān
chest water doing

'to swim' (the crawl)
bā kēš-a-giftān/fītān
prep. bosom get/take

'to embrace'
je xtēr šōon
from memory go

'to forget'

Members of inflective compounding are joined by the vowel /ə/ which acts as inflection attached to the first part of the compound.
man/husband mother

'husband's mother' (mother-in-law)

round egg

'egg yolk'

carpet spread doing

'to spread the carpet'

Coordinative compounds consist of two words joined together by /u/ or /ū/, meaning 'and'. The two members are of the same class.

leaf and branch

'leaf and branch'

woman/wife and child

'family'

Gilaki has no specific word for some nominative adjective. Instead, speakers use a phrase to express their meaning.

she/he one who said

'speaker' (imperative)
uni ki xandi
she/he one who sing
'singer' (the one who sings)

Often a phrase is used to express a state of being or
an action.

xŏ/ū dīma sili bərərə surx-ə-g/kūdan
his/her face slap with/by red doing

(This is an idiomatic expression used to describe the
act of slapping one's face to produce a reddish color which
indicates a state of health of being well-fed. Poor people
who do not want their pallid complexions to reflect their
their lack of sustenance might commit such an act.)

In addition to the above, all non-focal kinship
terms are descriptive except for a few that represent
change of loan words. Examples:

mərd-ə- bərar zən
husband's brother wife

'husband's brother's wife'
(sister-in-law)

zən bərar
wife's brother
(brother-in-law)

zən xəxor
wife sister
'wife's sister' (sister-in-law)

5.2.3 **Affixation**

Affixation is another type of word formation. It consists of suffixes, prefixes and infixes.

5.2.3.1 **Suffixes**

Various types of suffixes are nominal suffixes, adjectival suffixes, and particle suffixes.

Nominal suffixes are those that are suffixed to nouns, for example, /či/ specifies occupation (one who works with). The suffix /či/ is a loan suffix from Turkish.

```plaintext
či
lotćē či
boat one who works with
'boatman/sailor'
pūs či
post
'postman/mailman'
```

Often /či/specifies place of citizenship.

```plaintext
nžēli/Pahlāvi či
a port in Gilan
'citizen of the port of nžali/Pahlavi
zā
'son of/daughter of'
```
zàxòr zà
sister child
'sister's child' (nephew, niece)
bòrar zà
brother child
'brother's child' (nephew, niece)
sòrè zà
'dog's pup'
ga
'place'
kar gà
'workshop' (place of work)
dàn
'receptacle/container'
'cày dan
tea box
'tea-box'
'còrnil dàn
ink pot
'inkpot'
gàr nominative suffix
kar gàr
work
'worker'
asàygar
iron
'blacksmith'

'an
'place of'

gilan
'place of Gils (Gilaks)'

deyl man
'place of Deylams'

čf, and læk 'diminutive suffix'

bây
'garden'

bâyči
'small garden' (a flower bed)

ča
'well'

čalęk
'small hole/shallow'

N + /k,ak/ specifies definiteness and /ay/ expresses indefinite nouns.

zənâk
'the woman'

zənây
'a woman'
Note: /zən/ 'woman, wife; and /mərd/'man, husband' are differentiated form /zənəy/ 'woman' and /mərdəy/ 'man' by suffix /əy/.

adj. + ə ==> Noun
səbzə + ə ==> səbzə
'green' 'grass'

and
mūrə + ənə ==> mūrənə
'chicken plural' 'egg' (chicken's egg)

The nominative suffix occurs with the adjective to form a noun. Adj. + i/gi ==> Noun
sərdə + i ==> sərdəi
'cold' 'coldness'
xōbə + i ==> xōbi
'good' 'goodness'
kusxuli + i ==> kusxuli
'crazy' 'madness'

Often nominative suffixes /ə/ or /ə/ occur with the verb stem to form a noun.
xəndə + ==> xənde
'laugh' 'laughter'

nalə + ə ==> naleza
Adjectival suffixes derive adjectives from nouns, adjectives, verb stems and particles.

Adjectival suffixes occur with nouns and particles to form adjectives.

- **'to groan'** 'a groan'
- **s**
- **gard + s ==> gardaš**
- **'turn/walk/ a turn' around**

- **Adjectival suffixes derive adjectives from nouns, adjectives, verb stems and particles.**
- **Adjectival suffixes occur with nouns and particles to form adjectives.**

  - **u**
  - **gaz + u ==> gåzu**
  - **'tooth/bite' 'buck-toothed'**
  - **tərs + u ==> tərsu**
  - **'fear' 'cowardly'**
  - **bâz**
  - **xanəm + bâz ==> xanəmbâz**
  - **'woman' 'womanizer'**
  - **čačul + baz ==> caculbaz**
  - **'trick' 'tricky'**
  - **an**
  - **zən + an ==> zənənə**
  - **'woman' 'ladies' (specified for woman, like bathroom, clothing, etc.)**
  - **mərd + an ==> mərdanə**
'man' 'men's' (specified for men)

Z man as an adjective often is used to insult men.

Particle suffixes express position of someone or something in a series of items. Examples:

omi

panj + omi $\Rightarrow$ panjomi

'five' 'the fifth'

5.2.3.2 The Prefix

The following prefixes have been recorded in Gilaki:

/b/, /bi/, /bu/, /ba/, /bi/, /n/, /na/, and /nəm/. These prefixes in some cases are considered to be prepositions by some linguists. Vahidian (1970:93) indicates that the above morphemes are considered prefixes only as long as they form new words.

ba 'refers to possession of some character or thing'

ba huš

with intelligence

'intelligent'

bi

bi kar

without job

'unemployed'

həm

həm sayə
same shadow
'neighbor'
na
na šinax
lack understanding
'inconsiderate'

Other prefixes occur mainly with verbs; see the section on verbs.

5.2.3.3 Infixes

Infixes come between two morphemes. Examples:

na
xǝj alǝt na kǝs
shame not feel
'shamelessness'
tu
šir tu šir
lion into lion
'chaos/confusion/disorder'
ǝr
yǝk ǝr yǝk
one in one
'one to one/at once'
5.3 NOUN PHRASE

A noun phrase consists of a noun, a pronoun, and its modifiers.

5.3.1 The Noun

A noun in Gilaki may be inflected for cases, definitions, and numbers.

Three noun cases have been recorded in Gilaki: 1) nominative, 2) accusative, and 3) possessive. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Accusative</th>
<th>Possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zaak</td>
<td>zaak baard m</td>
<td>zaak-ə-maar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'child' child brought child mother

'I brought the child' 'child's mother'

Note: For nouns ending in /u/, /a/, and /i/, in the accusative case, a glide /y/ precedes the inflective endings /ə/.

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Accusative</th>
<th>Possessive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mu/u 'hair'</td>
<td>muya</td>
<td>muya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja 'place'</td>
<td>jaya</td>
<td>jaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mabi 'fish'</td>
<td>mahiy</td>
<td>mahiyə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 represents noun cases in Gilaki:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N+ân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>N+ê</td>
<td>N+ân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2 **The Pronoun**

The following types of pronouns have been recorded in Gilaki: personal pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, interrogative pronoun, indefinite pronoun, interactive pronoun, adverbial pronoun, and reflexive pronoun.

Pronouns in Gilaki show distinction for person, number, and case.
5.3.2.1 Personal pronoun

Table 6 represents personal pronouns in Gilaki. They occur in three cases: 1) nominative, 2) accusative/dative, and 3) possessive. Nominative pronouns occur in two forms: a) independent of the noun/ separated and b) attached to the end of the noun.

Often two cases, accusative and possessive, occur together.

... nan-ə gərmə-gərm ni məre xan: bərəm

bread hot/fresh my/forme home take /I/

'... I take home my bread, fresh and hot.'

5.3.2.2 Demonstrative Pronouns

Table 7 represents demonstrative pronouns in Gilaki:

Note: ə/ ,u,h ,hu/ are short forms of /ən/, and /un/, /hən/, and /hun/. All demonstrative pronouns starting with /hə/ are used in emphatic cases.

Other forms of demonstrative pronouns are: /uy/ and /åy/. They are usually attached to /ta/ or /dan/ which means 'one' or 'a'.

åyta, åydənə
this one
uyta, uydənə
that one
Table 6 represents personal pronouns in Gilaki.
Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cases</th>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th></th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>close</td>
<td>en,e/ha,hen 'this'</td>
<td>eran,heran 'these'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>far</td>
<td>un,u/nu,hun 'that'</td>
<td>usan,husan 'those'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close</td>
<td>an,han 'him, her'</td>
<td>eran,heran 'their'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>far</td>
<td>un,e,hun 'him, her'</td>
<td>usan,husan 'thier'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close</td>
<td>an,han 'his, her'</td>
<td>eran,heran 'their'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>far</td>
<td>un,e,hun 'his, her'</td>
<td>usan,husan 'thier'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 represent demonstrative pronouns in Gilaki.

(The judge gave the child to one [woman] and kicked out the other after having her lashed.)
5.3.2.3 Interrogative Pronoun

The following interrogative pronouns have been recorded in Gilaki:

Nominalive

[či

*what*

kō

*where*

ki

*who, whom, whose*

čiri/ə, čiri/ə

Accusative

*what for, why*

kir/ə, kir/ə

*for, to whom*

kor/ə, koy

*where to, where*

ki

Possessive

*whose, who*

kišin *whose* (absolute)

*whose* (absolute)

Other forms of interrogative pronouns are /koydan/ and /koyta/ *which one*. Examples:

či *what*

či xordan dari

what eating have you

*what are you eating?*
bidin či ge
see what says (third person singular)
'what does she say?'
ki 'who, whom, whose'
ki ãmón darā (third person singular)
who coming has (progressive)
'who is coming'
āgar mi pūr-e- virā nāsēm ki virā va bēsēm
if my father to not go I whom should go I
'If not my father, to whom should go I?
ko ya/ ko 'where'
ko y soon darī
'where are you going?'
čirī 'what for, why'
čirīā hēsē nāmōi
'why haven't you come yet?'
kirā/ kīrā 'for whom, to whom'
kirīgūft n darī?
'To whom you are talking?'
kišin 'whose'
ān kišīnā
this whose is
'whose is this?'
ə koor kišīnā
this girl whose is
'Whose girl is this?'
köyta / koydane
'Which one'
köyta misinə
'Which one is mine?'

5.3.2.4 Indefinite Pronoun

indefinite pronouns in Gilaki are as follows:
har ki'each, everybody' (These pronouns act as indefinite quantifiers)
har ki unə īcci güfti
everybody him something said
'everybody said something to him/her.'
hemə 'all, everyone/everybody'
hemə ba hem bina g/kūdid ṭəx/ s g/kūdən
all together started dancing doing
'All started dancing together.'
əkārə hemə kəs nətanəsti
this work everybody not could
'Not everybody could do this job.'
hərdu 'both'
har du/dutu buʃui̯di tazi kənə
both went judge house

'Both [of them] went to the judge's [house]

diğær 'the other one, next one'

diğærî huğûftə

other one/next one said

'[The] other one/next one said.'

/hič či/ 'nothing' and /ičči/ 'something' are pronouns that function as indefinite, indeterminate negative pronouns.

мон hič manəm.

'I nothing not know

'I don't know anything.'

un yevaški xörə xörə ičči güftə

he slowly him/self him/self something said.

'He was talking to himself slowly.'

Other indefinite pronouns in Gilaki are: /hič kəs/ 'nobody,' /hič kodar/ 'none of them,' /hameči/ 'everything,' and /hamejür/ 'all kinds.'

5.3.2.5 Reflexive Pronouns

The function of the reflexive pronouns in Gilaki differs from other Iranian and Indo-European languages. In these languages /xöd/ 'self' is used as a common pronoun for all persons with personal suffixes to show distinction of
person and number. But in Gilaki /xʊ/ 'self' is mainly used to substitute nominative pronouns (usually the first person singular and the third person singular and plural). The following cases have been recorded for /xʊ/ in Gilaki.

**nominative** xu/ o 'I'

na xʊ ə kare nüğunem

no self this work not do I

'No, I don't do this job.'

...xʊ xay ə bašem səfər

self want first personal ending go trip

'I want to go to a trip.'

**accusative/dative** xor 'by himself'

xør ništə bu açož darə yir

by himself sat had walnut tree under

'He had sat down by himself under the walnut tree.'

xør 'for himself'

...xør bazar vākūnə

for himself market open does

'He creates a market for himself.'

xør 'me'

...tu va ita ṭayguşər xør fədi

you must/should a ring me give

'You should/must give me a ring.'

xʊ 'me'

...bə yadə xʊ dəkəfiye
[you] remember me.

\[
\text{You asked me for a ring and I did not give it to you.}
\]

possessive \( \text{x}_o/\text{û} \) 'her/his'

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x}_o/\text{û} & \text{ kôll} \\
& \text{'his head'}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x}_o/\text{û} & \text{ ðês } \upsilon \text{mata } \text{usad} \\
& \text{her/his cane took}
\end{align*}
\]

'He took his cane...'

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x}_o/\text{û}_n & \text{ 'their'}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x}_o/\text{û}_n & \text{êxan } \text{bisabid}
\end{align*}
\]

their house had stayed

'([They] had stayed [at] their house.)'

Other possible meanings of \( \text{x}_o/\text{u} \) and \( \text{x}_o/\text{ur} \) are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x}_o/\text{û} & \text{ kôl } \text{'by himself' }
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x}_o/\text{û} & \text{xôrîyiy } \text{g/kudan } \text{bu}
\end{align*}
\]

'([He] was thinking by himself.)'

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x}_o/\text{û} & \text{ güfti}
\end{align*}
\]

himself himself talking

'([He] '[was] talking [to] himself.)'

\[
\text{x}_o/\text{û} \text{ 'doing something without consultation'}
\]
The function of the pronoun in Gilaki differs according to the various positions it takes in a sentence. For example, an accusative pronoun may function as nominative when in the subjective position.

\[ \text{marf 'me'} \]

\[ \text{mari ti karde karan xu\'s nay\'e} \]

'I do not like what you are doing/what you have done.'

\[ \text{teri 'you'} \]

\[ \text{na\'ar raheti teri xu\'s nay\'e} \]

'Don't you like your comfort?'

\[ \text{mari/\'a 'I (me)'} \]

\[ \text{mnari\'staya ki natanem tar\'at bayerom} \]

'I am so hungry that I am not able to wait.'
Often absolutive possessive pronouns are accompanied by a noun to make emphasis.

*mišin* 'mine'

*zây mišin du salēyə*

child mine two years is

'My child is two years old.'

*tēšin* 'yours'

*gonah tēšin čiyə*

fault yours what is

'What is your fault?'

*šimisēn* 'yours'

*šimisēn xanə koyə isa/nəha*

yours (plural) house where stands

'where is your house?'

Often two cases are used.

*mi* 'my', and *m r* 'for me', 'to me'

... *mi ərt xanə bərəm*

my me for home take

'... take [something] home for myself.'
5.3.3 Noun Modifiers

The following semantic modifiers have been recorded for the noun in Gilaki.

5.3.3.1 Numerals

A numeral precedes the noun it numbers. A numeral unit /ta/ is added to numerals when they precede certain nouns. Numeral units of measurement can stand alone as nouns.

- ita gəməj
  'one stewpot'
- duta gəməj
  'two stewpots'
- sə̃ ruζə
  'three days'
- čar wuti bərənəj
  'four boxes of rice'
- ita əγyusət
  'one finger' (used for measurement)
- šiš nûrûd təla
  'six peas of gold' (pea= type of measurement)
- həf· ta ʃo
  'seven barley' (seven jo= one finger/measurement)
- həʃ ʊəʃəd pəɾça
'eight spans of clothes'
*du ərəs*
'two ərəs' (ərəs = two waʃəb + two ərəs [the distance between thumb and forefinger])
no/oh  kʉləs
'kʉləs' (kʉləs = four ərəs [kʉləs = the distance between two fingers when two hands are open])

5.3.3.2 Determiners

Different classes of determiners are articles, deictics, universal quantifiers, and relative clauses.

In Gilaki, like other "languages that do not have definite/indefinite articles [speakers of Gilaki] often use deictics—"pointing "words like this, that, these, those— for definiteness..." [Stockwell 1977:57].

Definite articles in Gilaki are: /u/, /un/, /hun/, 'that, those'; and ə; /ən/, /hən/ 'this, these.'

u mərday  zəmäa bəgot
that man (previously mentioned) woman told
'That man told the woman'

Indefinite articles in Gilaki are: /i/ or /ita/ 'one, a', /duta/ 'two'; etc.

i ruz  'one day'
i ta mərday  'a/one man'
Two women had an argument over a child.

5.3.3.3 Plural

The plural is formed by adding /an/ to the end of the nouns ending in consonants. Nouns ending in the vowel /a/ delete their final vowel when /an/ is added.

\[ \text{mārd } + \text{ an } \Rightarrow \text{ mārdān} \]

\[ \text{man } \Rightarrow \text{ men} \]

\[ \text{zānā } + \text{ an } \Rightarrow \text{ zānān} \]

House houses /ha/ as a suffix for the plural has been recorded few times. In the Farsi language two suffixes /ha/, and /an/ are used to form the plural. Therefore, the rare occurrence of /ha/ represents Parsization and signifies change.

/čizha/'things' is a modified form of /čizha/'things' in Farsi.

In Gilaki articles and quantifiers do not agree in form when in plural.

\[ \text{ə xan xeyli ʰəɾəŋə/isa} \]

This house very beautiful is

'This house is very beautiful.'

\[ \text{ə xānān xeyli ʰəɾəŋə ən/ısen} \]

These houses very beautiful are
'These houses are very beautiful.'

5.3.3.4 Universal Quantifiers

Universal quantifiers in Gilaki are: /hample/ 'all, everybody' and /hær/ 'every, each'.

h na jajgaye vamæxtææ
every places searched
'I searched everywhere.'

hærki une ičči güfti
everybody him/her something said
'Everybody said something to him.'

5.3.3.5 Indefinite Quantifiers

Indefinite quantifiers are: /i:zæɾə/ 'a little', /ita pici, ipiči/ 'a few, a little, a moment', /ičə n/ 'a few', /xeyli/ 'many', /itadæstə/ 'a group', and /iʃuʃt/ 'a pair'.

ipči sæbər bükün
a moment wait do
'wait a moment'

ipči kar dærəm
a few work have I
'I have a few things to do...'

ičan næfəri une həzəɾ büşuídi
a few person him/her with went
'A few persons accompanied him/her.'
ita dəstə 'a group, a branch'
iʃuft 'a pair'
xeylı adəman 'many people'

5.3.3.6 Relative Clauses

Relative clauses in Gilaki are made of definite articles and a noun plus iki 'one who'.

uni ki 'the one who'
uni ki tu bəbərdi mišin bu
that one who you took mine was
'The one you took was mine.'

Relative clauses will be discussed more fully in the section on syntax.

5.3.3.7 The Adjective

The fourth type of modifier in Gilaki is the adjective. In Gilaki the adjective mainly precedes the noun that it modifies. The inflective symbol /ə/ is attached to the adjective.

pıllə bərər
big brother
'elder/big brother'
kasa čum
blue eye
'blue eyed'
gilä dərman
Gilak treatment
'folk (Gilak), medicine'

Often the / / is deleted.

gərun yatut
expensive/precious ruby
'precious ruby'
santey mərday
crazy/stupid man (indefinite article)
'crazy/stupid man'

Often the adjective follows the noun. If more than one attributive accompanies the noun, then the adjectives follow the noun. Often the conjunction /u/'and' or /izafε/-'liaison' /ə,ɪ,e/ is inserted in-between words.

fərəsə bə i jīgayt xos əb u həvaye
[He] reaches to a place pleasant water and weather - xoði
good one

'He arrives at a pleasant place.'

ita koor ərąg u - xušgil...
a girl beautiful and pretty
'a pretty and good-looking girl...'
If more emphasis is on the noun, then the attributive follows the noun.

ti ʰ̂pair -t-  kafər
your father (liaison) godless, blasphemer

"Your father is a heathen"

ita əmarət  -t-  xəb dərəm
a building (liaison) good have I

"I have a good property."

Note: The attributive of color always precedes the noun in Gilaki. No liaison /ə, t/ is added to color terms ending in vowels.

siya əsp
black horse

'black horse'

surxə-gul
red flower

'rose'

kasə ćum
blue eye

'blue eye'

səfida / gul -g- giləs -t- həştəri  tu
white flower cherry eight-petaled you

'You are a white eight-petaled cherry flower.'
5.3.3.8 Comparative Adjective

The comparative adjective is formed by adding the suffix /ता/ to the end of the attributive.

\[ \text{हूँ कौर उ कौर -अ- बिस्तर} \]

this girl that girl better

'This girl is better than the other.'

Other examples of comparative adjectives are:

\[ \text{पिल ता} \]

'bigger, larger, elder, older'

There is no specific rule for the comparative expression in Gilaki. Often /जा/ 'than' is used as a comparative conjunction, but there is no consistent placement for /जा/.

\[ \text{ु बर जा उन पिलतारे} \]

her/his brother be bigger/older

'His brother is older than he.'

\[ \text{अ जा शकर बिस्तर निःक्त} \]

this hunt better not be

'No hunt could be better than he.'

In consistency of word order is correlated with change in Gilaki. For a detailed discussion of change, see Chapter 8.
There is no specific term for the superlative adjective in Gilaki. The superlative adjective is formed by the comparative adjective plus terms such as /hu Slave/ 'of all', /hu Shan/ 'of them' or reduplication of an adjective.

\[\text{hu Shan xeyli xeyli adevere}\]

of them very very human more is

'He is more human than they are.'

\[\text{hu hama baxter tere}\]

of all better more is

'[He] is the best of all.'

\[\text{ita az u pille pille hind vianan...}\]

one of big big watermelons

'One of the largest watermelons...'

5.4 ADPOSITIONS (PREPOSITIONS AND POSTPOSITIONS)

Adpositions occur in nominal phrases. Their function is to give information about the relationship of noun phrases to the predictors. Their position (pre/post) is related logically to the word order of the language. For more information see chapter 8.

Gilaki has historically had mainly postpositions; in Modern Gilaki, however, there are found some prepositions which represent change.
5.4.1 Postposition

The main postpositions in Gilaki are as follows:

jîr 'on/top'
    * dar- ə -jîr
    tree dative on/top
    'on the tree'

jîr 'under'
    afoz dar- ə jîr
    walnut tree dative under
    'under the walnut tree'

birun 'out'
    xoγr- ə - birun
    city dative out
    'out of the city'

durûn 'through'
    xoγr kûč durun ʃoɔndə bid
    self alley through going was
    '[He] was going through the alley by himself.'

durun 'into, inside, interior'
    ti xanə durun/miyan
    your house into/interior
    'inside your house'

miyan 'among'
    xoγan- ə miyan zəndəgəni bûg/kûd
    them dative among lived did
'[He/she] lived among them.'

hêmea 'with/by'

... xö/ü piir-e -hêmea büṣo

his father dative with went

'[He] went with his father.'

h m r 'to'

xö/ü hêm r gœp/b zììn dë bu

himself to talking was

'[He] was talking to himself.'

s r 'over' (discussion, fight, or quarrel over something)

duta ṭaṭṭy ita zākkə sur dëzəva ḍāš′a

two women one/a child dative over quarrel had

'Two women quarreled over the custody of a child.'

s r 'at'

caiy baYan-e -sər.

tea gardens dative at

'At the tea gardens/orchards.'

vasti/vasi 'for the sake of'

ti vasti/vasi

your sake

'[for] your sake'

vasti/vasi 'for'

ći vasi

'what for/why'
dumbal 'in search of'

pul- ə -dumbal ara ura vaməxtim

money dative search here there looked for

'[He] searched here and there for the money.'

dumbal 'follow', 'after'

mi dumbal bəmə

my after came

'[He] followed/came after me.'

k nar/kun 'beside'/'by side'

un hozə kənar/nist bu

he pool dative beside sat was

'He was sitting beside the pool.'

bən- ə -kun

garden dative by

'by the garden'

ərya kənar

sea side

'sea side'

varjə/virjə 'to, towards'

biya mi varjə/virjə

come my side/to

'come to me'

rif 'for'

cirə

'what for/why'
I am afraid of him.

'I am afraid of him.'

'dör/dûr-u-bâr 'surroundings'

'sêh-ê -dôr
city dative surrounding

dêm 'opening/ mouth/ nozzle'

'êlêk- ê -dêm
small/well dative opening

'opening/mouth of the well.'

'lôb 'side'

'dêrya lôb
'sea side'

'manêstân 'like'

'mi manêstân
me like

'like me'

'pûst/pas 'back/after'

'sp- ê -pûst
horse dative back

'[the] horse's back.'

'sân pas
shoulder back

'shoulder blade/back of the shoulder.'
piš 'front'

bij piš

river front

"The front river."

nazdik 'close to/near'

šini žana nazdiki

'close to your house.'

your house near

je 'according to'

duzdi kerdan -ə -je...

this stealing dative from

'As witnessed by /According to [the technique]
of stealing....'

je 'from'/of'

marejə anguštər bəxasti.

me from/of ring wanted you

'[You] wanted a ring from me.'

je 'than'

an ən bəxtər

this than that better

'This is better than that.'
5.3.2 **Prepositions**

The following prepositions are now extant in modern Gilaki and have the same meaning and function as postpositions:

\( \text{je 'from, of'} \)

\( \text{je } \text{dara } a \text{ ser } bakafta \)

from tree dative top fell

'It fell from the top of the tree.'

\( \text{/ba/ has the same meaning as /hama/ .} \)

\( \text{ba 'to'} \)

\( \text{...ba her duta zanay fadan} \)

to both two women give

'...give to both women.'

\( \text{ba 'towards'} \)

\( \text{başim ba xan} \)

go to house/home

'Let us go home.'

\( \text{bu 'to'} \)

\( \text{bu hüs } bəsə \)

to senses came

'He came to his senses.'

\( \text{əz, from and ta 'until' are used to limit time and space.} \)

\( \text{əz } \text{ayə } \text{ta } \text{nyə} \)

'from here to there'
Bastorgoeva et al (1971:191-2) have listed other prepositions, but my data does not support them. Rather, I consider them to be Farsi loan words.

5.5 **VERB PHRASE**

One type of verb phrase consists of copula and a predicate that may be a noun or a pronoun. In either case they refer to the same subject, that is, they are predicate nominatives. See the following example:

\[ u \ \text{marday kartgare} \]

that man worker is

'That man is a worker.'

The predicate may be an adjective or an interrogative, in which case it modifies the subject.

\[ u \ \text{marday xeyli ca'ulbaza} \]

this man very tricky is

'This man is very tricky.'

\[ ti \ \text{ahval rob isø?} \]

your health good/well is

'Are you well?'
5.5.1 The Verb

In Gilaki verbs have a more elaborate morphology than nouns. The classes of verbs are formed by different initials. The following classes of verbs have been recorded in Gilaki:

First class: the /bə, bi, bu, bô/ verbs
- bibištan 'to fry'
- bôbôxostan 'to rot, wear out, decay'
- bušûstân 'to wash'

Second class: the /də, di, du/ verbs
- dəxšardan 'to press, squeeze'
- dəpekastan 'to be soaked'
- dimištân 'to urinate'
- dûkûdan 'to put on'

Third class: the /fə, fi, fu/ verbs
- faëamastan 'to bow'
- faëvardan 'to swallow'
- faëvarastan 'to be drowned and sunk'
- fivixtan 'to hang, suspend'
- figiftan 'to take'
- fukudan 'to pour'
- fuçekastan 'to climb'
- fuxusdâan 'to push' (as in a person pushing others.)
- fuxusdâan 'to come down (as a wall or building), to fall'
Fourth class: the /va, vi/ verbs
  vaməxtən 'to search for, look for'
  vatərkəstən 'to be torn, to tear'
  vərəštən 'to stand up'
Fifth class: the /u/ verbs
  usadən 'get, take'
  üsůxtən 'to burn'
Sixth class: the /ʃə, fi, fə/ verbs
  ʃaməxtən 'suddenly happening'
  ʃiliskəstən 'to slide, to glide'
  ʃivištən 'to run away, escape'
  ʃugurdəstən 'to twist, contort'

Bastorgoeva et al. (1971) have analyzed these various initial verb markers as prefixes, but according to this study, only /bə, bi, bu, bo/ function as prefixes.

There is a semantic correlation between some of the verbs above and their initial marker. For example, verbs that start with /ʃə, fi, fə, fu/ signify direction up, down, outside, or inside.

In Gilaki verbs inflect for the following features:
1) person: (1st, 2nd, 3rd) and number (singular and plural);
2) aspect, 3) tense, 4) mood, 5) transitivity, and 6) voice (active and passive).
5.5.1.1 Tenses

There are two basic verb tenses in Gilaki, present and past.

The present tense is formed from the imperative form, that is, the present stem of the verb plus the person-number suffix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>im (i), (ə)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>id (i), (ə)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>id (i), (ə)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>man virizem (ə)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I stand up'</td>
<td>am man virizim (i), (ə)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>tumvirizi (ə)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'You stand up'</td>
<td>šuma virizid (i), (ə)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>un/hun virizii</td>
<td>wəman virizid (i), (ə)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'He/She stands up'</td>
<td>'They stand up'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The indicative form of the present tense is used as follows:

If the action happens at the present time.

man həsə  dəvəyəğəmə ; xūdaya gəm
I now shocked/surprised; God say I

'I am now shocked, surprised; God, I say!'
Repition of a habitual action, or a statement of truth.

シェブウラズ卡尔 Kun.

Night and day work does

"[He] works day and night."

The present tense is also used in narration, that is, to describe an action that actually happened in the past.

The present progressive is formed by the infinitive plus the auxiliary /dastən/ 'have' and the personal ending of the present tense.

береждн дар ам

Carry/take have personal ending

"[I] am taking/carrying."

береждн дар и

Taking have personal ending

"[You] are taking/carrying."

кьоь сон дарым

Where are you going?

ъ шим ханэ амон дарим

"[We] are coming from your house."

In Gilaki, the future tense takes the same form as the present tense, but temporal reference for the future is represented by means of adverbs of time, such as: /ду руэ
my neighbor's belly has two days after give birth

"My neighbor is pregnant; she will give birth [to her baby] two days from now."

I will go there tomorrow.

'I will go there tomorrow.'

Note: In some Iranian languages, the future tense is expressed by the verbs 'to wish' or 'to want' plus the main verb. In Gilaki, however, 'to want' does not represent the future tense. Rather, it is used to express wish or want.

Parsi | Gilaki
--- | ---
MAN xahmm raft | man ʃam (I will go/I go)
I want \(\text{went}\) | I go
'I will go.' | man xayem baʃam
I want go I
'I want to go (subjunctive mood).'

Bastorgoeva et al. (1971) state that /xast m/ 'want' plus the main verb, as in Parsi, expresses the future tense. They cite the example /xay m aмон/ 'I will come'. Christensen (1930) also indicates that he only once had heard /xay m aмом/ but that such a form does not represent an ordinary
speech pattern in Gilaki. My data does not support this view. I consider this form of the future tense to be a loan translation from Farsi.

**Past Tense**

The past tense is formed by deleting the final suffixes /\n, an, en/ of the infinitive and adding the prefix-es/ be, bi, bu, bō/ for some verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>berdən 'to take, to carry'</td>
<td>bəberd 'took'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kəfətn 'to fall'</td>
<td>bəkəft 'fell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bən 'to buy'</td>
<td>bən 'bought'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dən 'to see'</td>
<td>bida 'saw'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iškəftən 'to break'</td>
<td>biškəft 'broke'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuştən 'to kill'</td>
<td>bůkušt 'killed'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Other types of verbs do not take the /be, bi, bu, bō/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>və vəsən 'ask'</td>
<td>və vəsə 'asked'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fərəstan 'to reach/arrive'</td>
<td>fərəsə 'reached/arrived'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>təv/badən 'to throw'</td>
<td>təv/badə 'threw'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>išmərdən 'to count'</td>
<td>išmərd 'counted'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>išnəvəstən 'to hear'</td>
<td>išnəvəst 'heard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fəndərəstən 'look/search for'</td>
<td>fəndərəst 'looked'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fišədən 'throw away'</td>
<td>fišəd 'threw away'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vərištən 'to stand up'</td>
<td>vərišt 'stood up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čakudən 'to fix, to make'</td>
<td>čakuđ 'fixed, made'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To analyze the past form in Gilaki, Bastorgoeva, et al. (1971: 122-4) uses a different approach. In that study they classify past tense forms into 1) verbs with the final consonants /t/ or /d/ and 2) verbs that end in with the final vowels /e/ or /a/. Dealing with basic formation of the past tense, they consider it as a derivative form of the present tense with the addition of suffixes /e/, /a/, /d/, /t/, /st/ to the end of the present form with phonological change in the verb stem.

Present          Past          Infinitive

tors 'fear'      tɔrsɛ    tɔrsɛn
bar 'take'       bɔrdɛ    bɔrdɛn
kaf 'fall'       kɔftɛ    kɔftɛn
dan 'know'       danɛstɛ  danɛstɛn
is 'stand, stop' isɛ     isɛn

The second type of past tense formations is one that changes the stem significantly before adding the suffix /t/.

Present          Past          Infinitive

gir 'take'       giftɛ     giftɛn
viriz 'stand up' viriʃtɛ  viriʃtɛn

Other types of past tense are:

When the present tense stem ends in the nasal /n/ the past tense has suffixes /e/ and /d/.

Present          Past          Infinitive

din 'see'        de         deen
The present tense stem ends in /h/. In rapid pronunciation, the /h/ is often omitted with change in the previous vowel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Infinitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>de(h), d(ib)</td>
<td>da</td>
<td>dāan 'to see'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neh</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>nāan 'to place'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following personal endings for the past tense have been recorded in Gilaki: /əm, i, ə/e/ , im(i), id(i)/, and /id(i)/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>də/ bəkəftəm</td>
<td>də/ bəkəftim (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I fell'</td>
<td>'We fell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>də/ bəkəft i</td>
<td>də/ bəkəftid (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'You fell'</td>
<td>'You fell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>də/ bəkəft/ə</td>
<td>də/ bəkəftid (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'He/She fell'</td>
<td>'They fell'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few cases are reported of an /ə/ attached to the personal endings, especially among female speakers of Gilaki.

In Modern Gilaki /ə/ changes to /i/ or /e/ signifying the social and educational background of speakers. Often the third person singular suffix /ə/ is completely deleted, representing a shift in pronunciation toward Farsi.
The past perfect tense is formed by the past participle of the basic verb plus the past form of the auxiliary verb 'to be'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>išnevestə buum</td>
<td>išnevestə bim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I had heard'</td>
<td>'We had heard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>būgūtə bi</td>
<td>būgūtə bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'You had said'</td>
<td>'You had said'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bid¹ bu</td>
<td>bid¹ bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'He/She had seen'</td>
<td>'They had seen'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5.1.2 Aspect

The imperfect tense in Gilaki is formed by the past tense of the verb plus the personal endings: iₘ, i, iₘ(i), id(i), id(i). The prefixes/bₐ, bi, bu/, are deleted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sing</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st futurkast i</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd futurkast i</td>
<td>futurkast id(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd futurkast (i)</td>
<td>futurkast id(i)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The imperfect form is used in the following cases:

Durative

ta ʔænd bid ʃa ʔadəman duri kudidi

until alive were of human beings away stayed 'They stayed away from human beings as long as they were alive.'

Repetitive action
There is no English equivalent for this case.)

I took [I] market sold [I]' (Customarily, usually)

I took eggs to the market where I sold them.'

Habitual action

mašta la mašt amo be xane šeb

drunk came home night

'(Every) night [he] came home drunk.'

mi dine sili hamr surx-g/kudim

my face slap with/by red did I (cf. p. 85)

Continuous action:

hamiše masz kudi nuzul dayi

always loan did interest gave

'[He] was always borrowing and paying interest.'

The imperfect in a contrary to fact carries conditional meaning.

ē ūr danest im(i) amo iym(i)... if knew personal ending come personal ending

'If I knew, [I] would come. / Had [I] known, I would have come.'

The imperfective descriptive is formed by the infinitive of the verb plus the prefixes /d/, /di/, /du/, and the past tense of the auxiliary verb to be.

singular plural

kəftan də buz zərdan də bim
infinitive pr. Aux.be inf. pr. aux.be

'[I] was in the process ' [We] were eating.'

process of falling.'

soon de bi soon de bid

'[You] were going.' ' [You] were going.'

kāftan du bu kāftan du bid

'[He] was falling.' ' [They] were falling.'

The imperfective descriptive form is used to express an action that was in progress during specific moment in the past.

Often the past progressive (continuous action) is formed by the infinitive of the verb, the present progressive form of the auxiliary /dāštān/ 'to have' plus the past form of the auxiliary /buun/ 'to be'.

\[
\text{kaftan } daři \quad \text{bu} \\
\text{[to have]} \quad \text{[past form]} \quad \text{ending}
\]

'[I] was falling down.'

gēb/p zān daři bi

'[You] were speaking.'/ [You] were in the process of speaking.'

kar g/kudan daři bu

'[He] was working.'/ [He] was in the process of working.'
Other personal endings for this form are: /bim/, /bid/, and /bid/.

This form is used to express durative actions in the past. The past progressive form is used less frequently in Modern Gilaki.

In Gilaki, the perfective is marked by contrast with the imperfective. The perfective /bə bardəm/ 'I took' and the imperfective /bərdim/ 'I took' each represents an action in the past, but they are not equivalent. The perfective form /bə bardəm/ implies the meaning of completion of the act of taking while imperfective /bərdim/ does not indicate completion or the specific time of action.

5.5.1.3 Modality

Grammatically, the speakers of Gilaki mark their attitudes in the following moods:

Indicative/Declarative Mood

A verb in the indicative mood is an assertion of the truth or poses a question. It may occur in all tenses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>present</th>
<th>past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>มน สะม</td>
<td>หน มรกานา เบบารدة บาซาร์ บฟรอกเท</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I go</td>
<td>he eggs took market sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I go'</td>
<td>'He took eggs to the market and sold them.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imperative Mood
The imperative mood is formed by the present verb stem. Some verbs take the prefixes /ba, bi, bu/. The plural suffix /in, id/ is added to the imperative mood to express command in the second person plural. Other types of verbs do not take a prefix.

\[ \text{bæbæ} \]
'take, carry, bow'

\[ \text{wævæs} \]
'ask'

\[ \text{fæcæn} \]
'bow'

\[ \text{usæn} \]
'take, lift'

Often the imperative mood expresses an invitation.

\[ \text{bæfæma bınśin bæyæ/aye} \]
sit down here

'Please sit down here.'

The implication of this expression is difference, that is, the speaker would be honored if the addressee accepts his invitation.

Possibility/Impossibility

\[ \text{mæt suzæn tæbædæn bìfìr} \]
not possible needle throw down
Idiomatic: It was so crowded that it was impossible to drop a needle among the people.

may be that money adheres to the stick

'Perhaps money adheres to the stick.'

Ability/Disability

you can tell how long takes until we get to home

'You can tell/Can you tell how long it takes to get home.'

speech my heart eating is saying not can

'Idiomatic expression: I have so much to say, but I am unable to speak and the silence breaks my heart.'

Necessity

now must my beloved child naked stay

'My beloved child must stay naked now.'

I must/should until now thousand times have come

'I should have come a thousand times before this.'

him/her should/must to tell

'He/She must/should be told.'

Wish
xuda ti ğane sa' bukuni
God your body healthy does
'May] God keep you healthy.'

xuda ta' i ame i bābara
God you us for keep/protect/save
'May] God save you for us.'

Desire

mēn xayam bašem musafarat
I want go I trip
'I want to go on a trip.'

tu čto xayi tarikē šēb ičci peyda kuni bābari
you now want you dark night something find do you take
'How do you expect to find anything in the dark night?'

mēn xayam ita durtari tazē bāza bābōste usanem....
I want I one girl new born take
'I want to take a new born girl ...'

In addition, the subjunctive form of the present and past tenses have been recorded when they are preceded by the following verbs:

meyl da/amē
'to desire'

meyl dāst em tēri bidin em
want/desire had personal ending you see personal ending

'[I] had [a] desire to see you.'

"to forget"

'Faramuš kudən/ʃəxtər ʃoon

'Faramuš- kudən/mərə ʃəxtər buşo təɾə bəgəm....

forget- did I me memory went you tell I

'I forgot to tell you.'

bıxtəɾ bu

'It was better'

bıxtəɾ

'It is better'

bıxtəɾ bu ki ti zənaka bugüfti bi

better was that if your wife told were/had been

'It would have been better if your wife had been told.'

tıɾs

'To be afraid of'

tıɾsəm uña bəgəm uña xuʃ nayı

afraid I him/her tell I him happy not be

'I am afraid if I tell him, he will not be happy.'

Notes:

In all forms and tenses, verbs ending in a vowel take a glide /y/ before the personal ending that starts with the vowel /i/.

singular

plural
As previously indicated, only some verbs take the prefixes /bə, bi, bu/ where the form requires a prefix.

In compound verbs rather, for instance, an /ə/ is inserted between the noun and the verb.

Irregular verbs in Gilaki are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imperative/present</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Infinitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>biya 'come'</td>
<td>bəmo 'came'</td>
<td>əmən/ən 'to come'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ágá 'comes'
bugú 'tell, say'  bługút 'said'  güftən 'to tell, say'
ʒi 'tells, says'
buso/u 'go'  būšo 'went'  ŋoon 'to go'
ši 'goes'
bıdər 'have'  dâst 'had'  d.štən 'to have'
dəɾə 'has'

Transitivity

The transitive verb is formed by adding the suffix /ənən, əntən/ to the imperative form of the verb.

fəčəm + ənən/əntən ==> fəčəmanən/əntən
bow  'to make to bow'
dūcūk + ənən/əntən ==> dūcūkəntən/əntən
' to stick, to adhere'  'to make to adhere'

All verb forms inflect for the transitive suffix /ən/ before personal endings.

imperative  transitive
ðučūk 'stick'  dūcūkəntən
fəčəm 'bow'  fəčəmanən

5.5.1.4 Negation

In Gilaki, as in many other Iranian languages, the negation particle /n/ is added to the verb in all tenses and moods to form a negative statement. The negation particle
replaces the prefixes /b/, bi, bu/ in verbs with those prefixes.

**affirmative/positive**

- **bugu** 'say, tell'
- **bihin** 'buy'
- **bnan** 'hit'

**negative**

- **nugu** 'do not say/tell'
- **nihin** 'do not buy'
- **znan** 'do not hit'

In other types of verbs the negation particles fall after the first syllable of the verb.

**positive**

- **fokas** 'pull'
- **fand**/fadan 'give'
- **dunikun** 'put on'
- **vavin** 'cut'
- **canakun** 'make/fix'

**negative**

- **fanakas** 'do not pull'
- **fandt/fant** 'do not give'
- **dunikun/djunkun** 'do not put on'
- **vanvin** 'do not cut'
- **canakun/cakun/cankun** 'do not/fix'

### 5.5.1.5 Passive

Unlike English and like other Iranian languages, Gilaki does not have a complete passive voice. However, the passive voice in Gilaki, as in many Indo-European languages, is expressed as an agentless statement that is formed by the present participle of the verb plus corresponding forms of the auxiliary /buon/ 'to be'. Example:

ušantar čanta pîlêpîlêxandvam bi či bid nêhabid

further some big big watermelon being picked up piled up

'Very big watermelon had been picked and piled up further
Often the passive voice is expressed as an unspecified (unknown) agent.

**gi**

**zob m̄eTaz̄ iye/is**

It is said good shop is

"[They/people] say it is a good shop."

**Auxiliaries**

Auxiliaries in Gilaki are:

- **buon** 'to be'
- **is an** 'to exist'
- **bûbôst n** 'becoming'
- **tanastən** 'can/to be able'
- **xastən** 'want'
- **daštən** 'to have'
- **va/vasi** 'must'
- **śa** 'might/perhaps'

### 5.5.2 Verb Modifiers (Adverbs)

Verb modifiers in Gilaki can be classified according to their cognitive functions into the following types.

#### 5.5.2.1 Adverb of time

(durative and/or point of time)

- **tazə** 'recently, newly'

  **mən xayam ita duxtər tazə biza bôbôstə usanəm...**
I want one girl new/recently born take/get "I want to take a new born baby..."

I now shocked/am surprised 'I am shocked/surprised now.'

Meanwhile 'meanwhile'

while them with talking progressive was...speaking 'Meanwhile (he) was talking to them...'

'I always remember you...'

As long as they were alive, they stayed away from human beings.'

It is the end of the month and the rent is late.'

Suddenly apple split 'The apple split suddenly.'
hənuz 'so far, yet'
hənuz ušanə nidi m
yet them not seen I
'I have not seen them yet.'

5.5.2.2 Locative adverbs
(stative, up, down, inside, through, etc.)

âyə/haya 'here'

...hayə/ayə zəndəgənə g/küdid
'They were living here.'

uyə/huyə 'there'

...uyəbəpa isə bu
'There [he] was standing.'

koyə 'where'
koyəsəon d ri?
'Where are you going?'

əra/ura 'here and there, everywhere'
əra ural hərči wa med xtem hicci peyda nüg/küdəm
'Here and there (everywhere) I looked/searched I could not find anything.'

bijir 'down'
un zāakə bijir bəna
he child down put
'He put down the baby.'

birun 'out'
usana ʃe uye biruna g/kūd
they from there out did
'(He/She) kicked them out of there.'

kun/kənar 'beside'

ita pīre mərday dārə kun ništə bu
a/one old man tree beside sat was
'An old man was sitting by the tree.'

5.5.2.3 Adverb of Manner

The following adverbs of manner have been recorded in Gilaki:
yəvašəki 'slowly'

xəlvəti 'secretly, privately'
nəxəbərəki 'unconsciously'
xəb 'well'
bəd 'bad/badly'
ətoiy 'this way, in this manner'

Often adverbs of manner are formed by the reduplication of an adjective.
gərm-ə-gərm 'hot-hot'
yəvaš yəvaš 'slow slow/slowly'
bələnd/bələnd 'loud loud/loudly'
tun tun 'fast fast'

zud zud 'soon socn'
sus sus 'The sense of this expression is roughly
equivalent to slowpoke in English.

In Gilaki the suffix /t r/ is added to the adverb of manner to compare them.

\[ \text{bāxtər 'better'} \]
\[ \text{bəltər 'worse'} \]
\[ \text{zuıtər 'sooner'} \]
\[ \text{dırtər 'later'} \]

5.5.2.4 Adverb of frequency

\[ \text{bändey 'again'} \]
\[ \text{i var 'once'} \]
\[ \text{həmiʃə 'always'} \]

5.5.2.5 Intensifier adverbs

\[ \text{xeyli 'very, very much'} \]
\[ \text{...,terə xeyli dus dərəm} \]
\[ \text{...,you very much love} \]
\[ '\text{...[I] love you very much.'} \]

5.5.2.6 Interrogative adverbs

\[ \text{čūto čto 'how'} \]
\[ \text{čirə/cirə 'why'} \]
\[ \text{magər 'a word put forth by one who hears a remark that is contrary to his previous understanding.'} \]
\[ \text{magər tu məni mi máar naxušə} \]
'Don't you know my mother is ill?'

5.5.2.7 Negational Adverbs

Negational adverbs in Gilaki are:

- **hīc** 'nothing'
  
  hun hīc kar nu kuni
  
  he nothing work not does

  'He does nothing/ does not do anything.'

- **horgaz** 'never'
  
  horgaz mī verjet moomiy
  
  never my place/side not came

  '[He] would never come to me.'

Adverbs are often formed by adding /ə/ to adjectives.

- **dir** 'late' dir- -bu 'became late'
- **pir** 'old' pir- -bu 'became old'

Adverbs in Gilaki, as in many other Iranian languages, are not strongly developed. Other studies on Gilaki have included these classes of adverbs.

Geiger (1903:375), has classified adverbs in Gilaki according to time, place, manner, reason, and degree. He has recorded the following:

- **Time:**
  
  - **imrūz** 'today'
  
  - **dirūz** 'yesterday'
  
  - **hossāp** 'now'
dir 'late
Place: kū/kûya 'where'
uyo 'there'
Manner: čutur 'how'
ətū 'this way'
Reason and degree: čire 'why'
čivasti 'for what'
reyli 'very'

Christensen (1930:93), has listed adverbs of time, place, manner and intensification. Gastorgoeva et al (1971:81-83) classify adverbs of time, place, and intensification but mainly focused on time, place, and manner.

5.6 THE CLAUSE

A basic clause consists of a subject and its verb in agreement. In Gilaki, as in many Iranian languages, the subject may be expressed by adding the person-number suffix to the verb stem or by a noun plus the verb with a person-number suffix.

bəmō
'[He/She] came.'

mən bəmō
'[I] came.'
There is a person-number agreement between subject and verb. However, the following cases of disagreement (anomaly) between the subject and verb have been recorded.

1) Subject is plural, but the predicate is singular.
   * 'Two women had quarrel over a child.'*

2) Subject (inanimate) is plural, but the predicate is singular.
   * I didn't know your eyes were slanted.'*(Idiomatic expression of praising the beauty of eyes)

3) The Subject is plural (collective noun) but the predicate is singular.
   * Everything[ in ] the world was available to him. / [ He ] had access to everything in the world.'*
5.6.1 The Subject

A subject may be a noun, a pronoun, a demonstrative pronoun, or an interrogative pronoun. In addition to the above, a numeral (cardinal or ordinal number) and an adjective have also occurred in the subjective, or nominal position.

Noun as subject
zənay bûgûfte
woman said
'The woman said.'

Pronoun as subject
(personal pronoun) mən xayəm bəxəm musafərət
I want go travel/trip
'I want to go on a trip.'
(reflexive pronoun) xō/û a kare nukunəm
I(self) this job/work not do
'I (self) don't do this job.'

Demonstrative pronoun (article) as subject
hûn bûgûfte
'That he said.'
ən bəmo
'This he came.'

Interrogative pronoun as subject
ki bəmo?
'Who came?'
či būbūste
'What happened?'

A numeral as subject
duta'i ra dəkəfti di
two started to go
'Two of them/both started to go.'
dommom ru kun ги əvəliye
second looks tells/says the first...
'[The] second (one) looks at [the first] and says ....'

Adjective as subject
bičərə dəs ğə dunya kutayə
poor hand of this world short is
'Poor [man]; [his] hand is short of this world.'

Often the subject noun or pronoun is merely understood.
xeysi tərə dəs dərəm
very you love
'I love you very much.'

5.6.2 The Object

An object may be a noun, a pronoun, or an interrogative. Ordinal numbers and demonstrative articles may occur as the object.

Noun as object
țəzi ñəlləde bəxastə
judge killer wanted
'The judge wanted/called the executioner.'

Pronoun as object
man uno bëgüftäm

S O V

I him said/told
'I told him.'

Ordinal number as object
dòuwomi rukunä; gi òwwëliyë

S V V O

second looks says the first
'(The second) looks at (the first) and says.'

Interrogative pronoun as object
ći xaiy

what want
'What do you want?'

Demonstrative pronoun as object
áno bëbërdidi

O V

this took
'They took this.'
5.6.3 Word Order

Word order in Gilaki is SVO, but some cases of VO order have been recorded. The following list represents various types of sentences in Gilaki:

- **V bûgüfta**
  
  "[He] said."

- **SV un bəmo**
  
  "He came."

- **OV xū čumane dəbəsta**
  
  his eyes closed
  
  "[He] closed his eyes."

- **SOV mən tərt xeyli dus dərəm**
  
  I you very love
  
  'I love you very much.'

- **OOV ...tərəğușər fəndər**
  
  you ring do not give
  
  '[I] do not give you a ring.'

- **SOOV tu mərə əğușər bəxasti**
  
  you from me ring wanted
  
  'You wanted a ring from me.'

- **SOVO tu ti ząakə fədən mərə**
  
  you your child give me
  
  'Give you child to me.'
Often copula is deleted.

\[ \text{nísfa} \quad \text{post tišin-
--nísfa-} \quad \text{unasín} \]

half of peel yours and half of peel also his

'Half of the peel is yours and half of the peel [is] his.'

Word order in interrogative sentences is SOV or OV, accompanied by a change in intonation.

\[ \text{tu či kuni?} \]
\[ \text{S O V} \]

'What do you do?'

\[ \text{un kiya/isə} \]
\[ \text{O S V} \]

'Who is he?'

\[ \text{tu náani} \]
\[ \text{S V} \]

you not know

'Don't you know?/ You don't know.'

In addition, the following types have been recorded:

\[ \text{VOS bełahasta həsira mərza mi čəŋg} \]
\[ \text{V O S} \]

stuck mat edge my grip

'My grip stuck to the edge of the mat.'

\[ \text{VO ga avvəliya} \]

says first the

'[He] says [to] the first one.'
Gilaki is an inflectional language. Words may occur in the same order, but in different forms and with different meanings when accompanied by different affixes or adpositions.

\[ \text{zənay mərdakə-bəgūft} \]
\[ S \quad O \quad V \]
the woman man the told
'The woman told the man.'

\[ \text{zənəkə mərday bəgūft} \]
\[ O \quad S \quad V \]
'The man told the woman.'

5.6.4 Order of Modifiers

The following list represents the order of noun modifiers in Gilaki.

Possessives

possessive + noun/possessor + N

\[ \text{tə mə́r} \]
'your mother'

\[ \text{kasəğa mə́r} \]
'Kasəğa (personal/name)'s mother'

possessor + (liaison) + adj. + N

\[ \text{kasə́ya yə pillé duxtər} \]
Kasa a's elder daughter

\[ \text{uṣana pillé pəsər} \]
'their elder son'
adj. + ə + possessor + ə + N
pîr-ə-mərd-ə- kəllə
old man head
'The old man's head.'

Compound Nouns
possessor + ə + compound noun (modifier + modified)
mərd-ə-bərar zən.
man brother wife
'man's brother's wife.'
ti zən-pər
your wife father
'your wife's father.'
possessor, possessive + adj. + compound noun
(modifier + modified)
Gulmir -ə- pîlə zən xàxor
personal name elder wife sister (sister in-law)
'Gulmir's elder wife's sister'

Conjoined nouns, Conjoined possessors
N + U (and) + N + (liaison) + N
zən-u- ə zəakə xənde
wife and child laughter
'wife and child's laughter'

Numerals
numeral + N(modifier) + N(modified)
A postpositional phrase, N + N + ə + post position
medlar tree under
'under the medlar tree.'
possessor/possessive + N + ə + postposition
my daughter with
'with my daughter'
An adjective often follows the noun it modifies.

For a detailed explanation of this order see p. 171.

The following represents the order of verb modifiers
in Gilaki:
Time modifier usually precedes the verb. In sentences which
contain two time modifiers, the more general expression of
time is usually at the very beginning of the sentence and
precedes the more specific one.
disæb səstæ haft ra dækæftim
last night seven o'clock started to move
'We left last night at seven o'clock.'

Violation of the above rule may occur in poetry.

mast la mast amoey be xan seb
drunk came home night
(This comes with a connotation of habitual action:)

'Re usually comes home drunk at night.'

Often the expression of place follows the verb.

bia bašim mi xanə
come go our house

'Come/Let's go to our house.'

For more information of the other verb modifiers see adverbs.

5.6.5 Conjunctions

The following list represents conjunctions in Gilaki:

a. Simple conjunctions

Coordinative conjunction. This conjunction may connect two words, two verbs, or two sentences.

u/vi 'and'

čeeta šellaš bizi-u- ye nekama birun-e-k/gūd
several lashes gave and from office kicked out

'[He] gave her several lashes and was kicked out of office.'

əma/əma 'but'

ita əz u zənakan tem bizi, əma uyta bina g̃/kudə
'One of those women kept quiet but the other started
gəryə g/küden...
crying.'
veila 'otherwise'
heylf ki kar dəxəm veila ti həmr aməiyə
unfortunately that work have otherwise you with would go
'I am sorry that [I] have something to do otherwise,
[I] would go with you!' (Apologetic connotation)'
b. Two-word conjunctions
ya...ya 'either, or'
yə mən ya tu va aya basim
either I or you should here stay
'Either you or I should stay here.'
ham, ham...ham 'also/too'
un ham bəmo
'She/he also came'
gahi...gahi 'sometimes often.'
əə...əə 'neither nor'
əə æz u pul xəberi bu nə æ æ u
neither of/from that money news was not from that
xəb
dream
'There was neither any news from that money nor had the
dream (again).'
Other conjunctions are:
ki 'which/that/who'
úni ki xandi
the one who sang/was singing (the singer)
tà 'until'
tà i ruz fərasə be i...
until one day reaches to a...
'Until one day /he/ reaches to a...'
ta 'as long as'
ta zandə bid ʃə adəman duri ɡ/kūdidi
as long as alive were of human beings away stayed
'They stayed away from human beings as long as they
were alive.'
ta 'purpose'
biya tatəra bəəm
čun 'because'
čun ʃən təə dus darəm...
because I you love
'Because I love you...'
əgər 'if'
əgər ʃədaxudamərdi hənə ʃən zəak ə ne xam
if judgement this is I child definite not want
article
'If this is the judgement, I don't want the child.'
dərəmiyan 'while, meanwhile'
hətki 'while'
While this thinking inside was
'While [he] was preoccupied.'

*buxtiv 'when'
taki 'until'
*hərvəxtki 'whenever'  

Often in Gilaiki, sentences are connected without any conjunction.

budurun bəmo buño duxtəre duxadə unə bugufts
inside came/went girl called her said
'He/She] came/went inside, called the girl,
[and] told her.'

ən güfti zəy mișiə un güfti zəy mișiə
this said child mine is that said child mine is
'[Each one] claimed the child to be hers.'

tu insi tu jini?
you human you jinni
'Are you a human [or] are you a jinni?'

5.6.6 Compound Clauses

Compound clauses consist of sequences of clauses in which one clause may be subordinated to the other. Subordinate clauses are connected to the main clause by the following conjunctions:

*buxtiki 'when'
vəxti 'when'
dərəhəmiyan 'in the mean time'
dərəhəhal 'meanwhile'
ki 'which, that'
hərvəxtki 'whenever'
taki 'until'

Subordinate clauses may occur as modifiers of the main clause in the following positions:

1) A subordinate clause occurs as the introductory part of a compound clause.

əgar ti hukm hane man zay nəxəm
if your judgement this is I child not want
"If this is your judgement, I do not want the child."

2) A subordinate clause modifies the subject.

uniki əvaz əndi mi bərərza bu
'The one who was singing was my brother.'
bikarə adəman, uʃəni ki əqəşay sənnarə sər
these idle people those who (penny) for head
S subject modifier
vəvinid,...,u ruza məći g/kudid
cut of, those days what did
O v
'Those idle people who may cut the head off for (a)
penny, what were they doing those days.'

ita əz ə zənakan ki ə qərə bəšənəvəštəhıć əqə məzi
One of those women who heard this said nothing.'

S modifier V. modifier

3) A subordinate clause modifies the object.

'One who you hit mine was'

'He is more human than those who had surrounded me.'

4) A subordinate clause modifies the verb.

'Go wherever your heart says/wishes.'

5.6.7 Deletion of Parts of Speech

Different parts of speech may be deleted in the following cases:

1) The verb is deleted.

a. Deletion of auxiliary.

nisf-ə-pust tišin, nisf-ə-pust əm unəsin,

halves of peel yours halves of peel also his

baš fündəd əm mi baši kadədəndərdi

rest filbert nut my right of judgement
"Half of the peel [is] yours and half the peel [is] also his; the rest of the filbert nut [is] for my judgement."

b. Coreferential verbs are deleted.

man mi kar-ǝ g/kudim un ǝm xo/ü karǝ
I my work was doing he also his work
'I was doing my work: he was also doing his.'

ǝ hindǝvane ǝpillǝki-rt ita barike
this watermelon such a small acc. markers

lu, râfoz ǝ a ǝ kučikira dar-ǝ ǝ branch this walnut such a small acc. tree such a
pilley ki xǝld büküdi
big created

'[you] created such a big watermelon (on) a narrow branch, such a small walnut on such a big tree.'

c. The verb is deleted when two things/persons are compared or contrasted.

kuči ta mah mǝnǝ pilǝta ǝtarı
small one moon like elder one star

*The younger one resembles a moon and the elder one looks like star.

d. the coreferential mood is deleted.

ita zǝn xayaǝ tǝrǝ fǝdǝam, ita zǝn xušgil tǝrǝ

....'
one women want you give a women beautiful you....'
'I want to give you a women, a beautiful woman....'

e. The mood/modalility is deleted.
Lame and run run
'The lame can not run.'

2) The subject is deleted

a. Often the subject of the interrogative sentence is deleted.
What want(attached pronoun)
'What do you want?'

b. The coreferential subject is deleted.
Again himself pretended to sleep his eyes closed.
his hands stretched repeatedly said
'Again he pretended to sleep. [he] closed his eyes, stretched his hand, [and] said:...'

c. Often a subject which is the object of the preceding sentence is deleted.
a merchant a son had from his father escape
A merchant had a son. [He] escaped from his father [and] went to [the] forest.

3) The object and verb are deleted.

"God with"

God with

"God [be] with [you]."

"God protect you."

4) The subject and verb are deleted.

"[I] want [to become] a sacrifice for your soul."

a. The sentence is completely deleted. In Gilaki, as in many Iranian languages, the answer to a negative question is /čîř/ 'why', which implies an affirmative response.

Don't you go to your father's house? [Yes], I go/do
5.6.8 Direct/Indirect speech

As in other Iranian languages indirect speech is not developed in Gilaki. The two clauses are often connected by /ki/-'whc' which, whom, that.'

un xu hamsabiya bugugte ki: "ajeb xari isi..."
he his fellow citizen said that: "What ass are you"
'He said to his fellow citizen "How stupid you are..."'

Often /ki/ is deleted.

un bugugte:"na, xu/6- o kara nukunem
the said :"No, I don't do this work"
CHAPTER VI
ETHNIC POLICIES IN IRAN (1920 TO 1978)

Iran is a multinational, multilingual state. The linguistic minorities in Iran are Kurds, Baluchis, Arabs, Azarbaijanis, Gilaks, Turkmans, Armenians, Jews and Assyrians. Although accurate statistics on their populations are difficult to obtain, non-Fars nationalities account altogether for more than one-half of the Iranian population. Among all of the linguistic varieties in Iran, standard Farsi is the official language and that of education and law; among Farsi speakers, the Tehran dialect is regarded as the most prestigious in Iran.

During the twentieth century, no matter who held power, the Iranian government has absolutely refused to recognize the linguistic rights of non-Fars groups except for Armenians, who had the right to use their language in Armenian schools until 1979. On a national scale, the Iranian state has applied a variety of abuses to ethnic minorities that include pervasive discrimination, cultural oppression, physical oppression, as well as cultural disparagement.
A brief history of Iran after World War I may help to clarify the nature of the policies of the Iranian government toward national ethnic minorities.

World War I brought new socioeconomic problems to Iran and promoted revolutionary and anti-foreign sentiments among the people. During the years between 1914 and 1917, in spite of its political neutrality, Iran became literally the battlefield for the Turko-German troops on one side and the Russo-British troops on the other. In March 1915, the Russian and British governments made a secret treaty to divide Iran between themselves. The German agents who used the sentiment of the southern tribes against the Russo-British troops, organized a tribal revolt and, with the help of the police force, occupied Shiraz in November 1915. Most of the British were concentrated in the southern sections. The new third Majlis (Parliament) that was pro-German, pro-Turkey and anti-Russian then formed a provisional nationalist government at Qom that refused to fight the Germans. Russian troops were sent to Tehran in retaliation and moved on to Qom, thereby ending the temporary government (Ivanov 1977: 26-27). By 1917, Russian troops had occupied northern Iran and the British were established in the rest of the country, especially in the south.
However, in November 1917, the Tsarist government was overthrown by the Russian revolution. The new government repudiated all Tsarist privileges and renounced all unequal treaties. The Russian revolution, with its declaration of the right to self-determination for all nationalities, had a profound effect on national minorities in Iran. Trade unions for teachers, printing house workers, bakers, postal workers, and telegraph employees were established in Tehran, Rasht, Enzali, Tabriz, and Hamedan among other cities. Chapters of the Social Democratic Party, Zdallat (justice), were formed in Enzali, Hamedan, and elsewhere. Anti-foreign domination and anti-government sentiment spread rapidly among national minorities; this feeling was especially pronounced in the northern provinces of Gilan, Mazandaran, and Azerbaidjan. Keddie following Lenczowski (1949) points out that:

The most serious anti-governmental and nationalist movements was a revolt in the Caspian province of Gilan from 1917 on. A local leader, Kuchak Khan, led a movement for more democratic and egalitarian rule. The partisans of this movement were known as Jangalis (forest dwellers) because they operated in the wooded area of Gilan. (1981: 80-81)

Later, among Farsi speakers, the word jangali came to mean dirty, savage men. This is but one example of the extreme linguistic oppression of an ethnic identity.
The British government, threatened by these national movements, attempted to solidify and consolidate its power in Iran. Iran was important to the West both for its oil and as a buffer state against Soviet Union, and "British control could make Iran part of a cordon sanitaire around the Bolsheviks" (Keddie 1981: 82). Therefore, when great Britain wanted to formalize its control over Iran it did so in a treaty that essentially made Iran a British protectorate. British sent new troops to Iran and an Iranian government that was subservient to the British was formed and headed by Prime Minister Vosuq ad-Dowleh. The treaty provided that Iran was to be a British protectorate and ensured British administrative and economic control (Hurewitz 1979: 182-83). It was met with a great deal of resistance by the people that continued through 1920. In some areas, like Azerbaijan, it resulted in a popular movement for economic and social justice.

There was a democratic thrust in Azerbaijan that was under the leadership of Shaikh Mohammad Khiabani from 1905 until 1911. By 1920 the Democratic Party, an outgrowth of this earlier movement, was established. The movement was reformist and expressed the national sentiments of the Turkish speaking Azerbajianis whom were oppressed by the Fars central government. Khiabani formed an autonomous local
government and renamed the province Azadistan (place of free people), and he made reforms such as price control. Although the achievements of the Azarbaijan revolt encouraged similar movements elsewhere, the revolt itself was not long-lived. In September 1920, with the support of the British, the Iranian government suppressed the Azarbaijani rebels and Khiabani was killed.

The hegemony of the British government was threatened by the Jangalis, the Azarbaijanis, and other radical groups. A special threat was the Communist Party of Iran, established in 1920 in Enzali that had as one of its goals the expulsion of the British and the formation of a republican government. The British soon realized that a protectorate status was not possible in Iran so they began to favor a pro-British central Iranian government that would be able to suppress any radical uprisings, especially the Jangalis. The British supported Reza Khan who was the Cossack Brigade commander. The British helped him to gain power and encouraged him to attempt a coup in February 1921. The successful coup enabled Reza Khan to attain power and to become shah (king) in 1925, thereby establishing the Pahlavi dynasty.
At first the new Shah seemed to promote nationalistic policies. He claimed an interest in independence from the West and Great Britain, and he made other promises for reform. Later, however, he demonstrated that he had:

no interest in fundamental social reform to help the popular classes, and his reform efforts were mainly measures for centralization and efficiency, including suppression of tribal and autonomist movements and strengthening the army and bureaucracy. (Reddie 1981:87)

Beza Shah's first concern was to put down any movements that were perceived to threaten the established order. Gilan, where the united front government had already been established under the leadership of Kuchak Khan was a major threat. Kuchak Khan's government included both Communist and non-Communist forces. However, the unity in Gilan dissipated as these factions quarreled over reform policies, and in late 1921 Kuchak Khan expelled the Communists from the government. He signed a treaty with the British government that permitted them to send, their troops to Baku (Soviet Azerbaijan), supplied them with foods and released British captives in return for recognition by the British government. Later, the British violated the treaty and sent their troops to Gilan. At the end of 1921, Reza Shah's troops occupied Gilan. Kuchak Khan was later taken
and beheaded. As a result, the Soviet Republic of Gilan was abolished, and Gilan was made subject to Tehran.

Although the suppression of the national movement was successful in Gilan, it did not prevent uprisings elsewhere. Anti-foreign and anti-government feelings mobilized Kurds in Kurdistan and in Khorasan, a city in northeastern Iran located well away from the majority of Kurds who lived in the west. The government put down this movement in the fall of 1921.

To further consolidate his power and suppress other attempts by ethnic groups at self-government, Reza Khan determined to neutralize national movements in Iran and to create an official Iranian nationalism that would embrace all of the various peoples in Iran. Such neutralization would occur militarily; tribal revolts were crushed; leftist opposition and attempts at national autonomy were put down. The Shah used the policy of disarmament; he arrested the leadership; he forced a relocation of radical Kurds. These tactics effectively crushed the rebellion.

The same policies of disarmament, arrest, and relocation that had been used for Kurds were also used for other tribes; the Lurs, for instance, were decimated.

To unify the country, Reza Shah also determined to create an official nationalism that asserted the ascendancy
of the Aryan/Iranian and the supremacy of the Farsi language. The name Pahlavi was given to this new dynasty, and the country's name was changed from Persia to Iran. This nationalism took its ideology from Fascism and Nazi Germany. Reza Shah's reign that lasted from 1925 until 1940 paralleled the rise of Fascism in Germany and Italy.

Seen as a base against the Soviet Union, Iran was penetrated by the Germans militarily and politically. Nazi ideology and agents were prominent, and the Germans declared Iran a pure Aryan country. Reza Shah was not averse to Nazi phrases and methods, as they suited his dictatorial and nationalistic inclinations. On the eve of World War II, Iran housed German economic and political agents, and the government had economic and political commitments tying to a pro-German policy. (Keddie 1981:110)

Iranian nationals who were German agents held high ranking offices including parliamentary seats, and they controlled business and commerce. German agents also published bulletins written in Farsi that promoted fascist ideology among intellectuals. As a result, some Iranian writers produced literature praising Hitler and Fascism, and Reza Shah was called "Mussolini of Islam" (Javanshir 1980:16).

The fascist climate of Italy and Germany spread within the Middle East. It was not surprising, then, when Ataturk in Turkey, Reza Shah in Iran, Mussolini in Italy, and Hitler in Germany all played the same tune extolling the supremacy of one culture over another, one language to an-
other, or one race over the others as the natural (correct) order of things. Beza Shah usually followed Atatürk's lead in ethnic policy. For example, Atatürk banned traditional dress in Turkey, and as a part of his policy of neutralization/westernization he "stipulated that every [Kurd] had to wear the 'Republican Cap.' Should a peasant forget to remove his traditional headgear he might be heavily fined by officials for [his] 'serious offense'" (Kendel 1980:83). Beza Shah followed more or less the same policy in Iran. All show of ethnic/national pride and spirit as well as traditional dress were banned in 1928. Everyone was ordered to wear European style clothing and to replace their own traditional head covering with the Pahlavi hat. All government employees had to wear the so-called chapeau and all military personnel had to wear an official hat (Ivanov 1977: 88).

In summary, Beza Shah's policy toward ethnic minorities in Iran was based on four dimensions of Fascism: 1) the suppression of ethnic minorities, 2) the promotion of racism and the supremacy of the Aryan race, 3) linguistic chauvinism (the superiority of Farsi over other Iranian languages), and 4) submission of the people to the authority of the leader.
The impact of these characteristics of an ultranationalist spirit was the development of a pan-Iranianism that argued the superiority of the Iranian (Fars) over the other nationalities who lived within the confines of the national borders of Iran and praised the Shah as the symbolic representation of the Aryan race. Measures were even taken to revitalize the glorious ancient empire of Iran, and the ideological movement had linguistic consequences. Farsi was mandated as the official language and considered to be superior to other languages; it was the language of law and education. "At the Academy of Language, academicians began to "purify" the language in order to rid it of its Arabic, Turkish, [etc.], contaminants..." (Ivanov 1977: 88). Simultaneous to these political and linguistic movements was a literary one. Poems were added to the canon of ancient Iranian literature, and original poems were distorted in an effort to institutionalize the growing fascist racial attitudes.
In September 1939, at the beginning of World War II, German's fifth column was active in Iran. Its presence was obvious everywhere, and Reza Shah's pro-Nazi policy was no secret. Germans attempted to use this sympathy to turn Iran as a base against the Soviet Union. The Allies needed Iran as a supply route to the Soviets. The British and Russians demanded the expulsion of the German's from the Iranian government. When Reza Shah procrastinated, Russian troops entered northern Iran in August 1941 with the authority of Article 6 of the 1921 treaty between Iran and the Soviet Union, and British troops entered the south-southwestern regions of Iran.

Allied pressure and Iranian public protest forced Reza Shah to abdicate. In September 1941, he resigned in favor of his son, Mohammad Reza. Reza Shah was deported to Egypt and died there in 1944.

After the war years, Iranian politics took two contradictory directions—one toward national liberation movements and the other toward neocolonialism.
War and Reza Shah's abdication, were associated with a certain degree of a liberation. The political prisoners of earlier national movements were released, and newspapers were published that praised the benefits of a democratic government. The Tudeh (communist) Party of Iran was established in 1941. Its main center of activity was in the north, but it encouraged working people from all over the country to unite. Workers and coalitions of peasants soon established unions in many cities such as Isfahan (the textile area) and the oilfields. The plan of the party was to establish democratic freedoms for all individuals, independence for the country, friendly relationships with the Allies, establish labor laws, and implement social security. In addition, social and economic problems were intensified and the presence of the Soviet Union and the influence of Marxist ideology contributed to movements aimed at implementing radical social change. All these factors prompted the national minorities to reassert their demands for autonomy.

As after World War I, the strongest of these movements was in northern Iran especially Azarbaijan where they found encouragement in the socialist revolution. Resentment
against the central government was strong for many reasons. Economic oppression was intertwined with national oppression. Azerbaijan paid more taxes than any other Iranian province and received no commensurate benefits in return. Further the Azerbaijanis were denied the basic human right of using their own language; Azerbaijani was neither taught in schools nor was it permitted to be used for official business. Of course, Azerbaijanis resented deeply the enforced Farsization. The information of the liberated Soviet Azerbaijan led Azerbaijanis in Iran to use it as a model for a liberation movement in Iran.

In the middle of 1945 a united front party called the Democrat Party of Azerbaijan was formed to include a complex coalition of groups and classes. The goals of this party were to create an autonomous Azerbaijan, to have the authority to administer the province on the basis of a democratic policy, and to reinstate Azerbaijani as the official language. The Tudeh (communist) party of Iran was strong in Azerbaijan, and in October 1945 the district branch of the party joined the Democrat Party. Soon the Democrat Party of Azerbaijan became a very powerful force in that region, representing all social strata and classes.

In November 1945 a provincial assembly was elected and most of the seats were won by the Democrats. The new
provincial government, declared that Azarbaijan held autonomous status but was not independent from the central government. Among the provisions of the new government were that a large portion of tax receipts was to remain within the province and that the local administration was to be constituted of elected local officials thereby reestablishing self-government to the province. They also included a policy based on a land reform program that would lower rents and redistribute the land that belonged to the Tehran government or to absentee landlords. Other provisions were directly related to language. Azerbaijani was to be the official language of the province, and it was to be used in the schools, including the new university and the 407 new elementary and high schools. A literary campaign in the villages opened night schools and stressed the use of the native tongue.

Events similar to those in Azarbaijan occurred in Kurdistan. The Kurdistan Democratic Party was founded in 1945 with the leadership of an eminent intellectual and religious leader, Qazi Mohammad. The Party presented a progressive platform comprised by such provisions as the management of local affairs of Kurdistan by the Kurds, using Kurdi as the official administrative language, and allowing the study of Kurdi in the provincial schools. Among other
key points in the platform were land reform, political freedom for all people, and the local election of state officials and district councilors from the provincial population. Because of the specific conditions of the time and the progressive nature of its goals, the party grew rapidly and won the support of all the Kurds in Iran. The First Republic of Kurdistan was proclaimed in Mahabad, Kurdistan of Iran, and in 1948 Qazi Mohammad was elected as its president. Even though the Kurdistan republic lasted for less than a year it achieved many of its goals. Kurdi became the official language of the administration and was freely spoken and taught in the schools. Several Kurdi journals were published including the KDP Organ, the Children's Magazine, and a paper for women. Also, the first Kurdi theater was founded during this time (Qassemli 1978:118-122).

In Gilan, a movement based on radical socioeconomic reform and anti-monarchism began. Runaway soldiers, supported by peasants and workers, formed a partisan group that struggled against the central Iranian government and feudal lords. In 1944 the group staged mass protests against the government for closing down the democratic newspapers and for arresting and assaulting people who were participating in the May Day parade. In 1946 peasants and the workers union joined forces and demanded reform in the peasant-feudal
relationship. By the end of 1946 landlords were forced to reduce their annual share of the tenants' produce by 25 percent.

So, post World War II conditions promoted democratic/nationalist movements not simply among scattered minorities, but they often were unified fronts of radicals that advocated socioeconomic change.

6.5 NEOCOLONIAL POLICY-OIL ERA

The years that followed World War II introduced a new era, the oil or neocolonial age. It was during this epoch that western powers attempted to consolidate their powers by supporting a strong central government for Iran.

The United States army, supplying arms to the Soviet Union, had already moved into Iran during World War II. They came in, with the consent of the Prime Minister of Iran. Soon afterward American army officers occupied key government positions in Iran. American involvement in Iran was heavily on the Shah's side because of oil interests and anti-communist sympathies.

A major threat to the government and foreign power interests were the ethnic/national movements that endangered established order. Inherent in this threat were the Soviet
Union and Marxist ideology, an ideology already applied by the Kurds, Azarbaijanis, and Gilaks to their radical movements.

The central Iranian government and its British and American supporters distrusted the ethnic/national movements, rightly fearing that they might serve as models for others in Iran and ultimately result in the West's losing control of Iranian oil fields. Therefore, the central government's policies, marked by an emphasis on a strong militarized government and allegiance to the Shah opposed the radical movements of the national minorities.

Using a divide and conquer strategy the Shah set tribe against tribe so to fight against the democratic nationalities and union movements that were so strong in the north and in other cities of Iran. Governmental tactics included prevailing on the Bakhtiari tribe to fight against the democratic forces in Azarbaijan and recruiting members of the Shahsavan tribe to fight against other popular forces in the north. In the spring of 1946 mercenary groups aided by the central government's police attacked leaders of popular organizations in Gilan and other cities (Ivanov 1977: 120-22).

In November 1946, the Qavam (Prime Minister) with the cooperation of the United States of America, sent troops
north to put down the Azarbaijani and Kurds' autonomy movements. The tactics in both areas were brutal. Numerous people were jailed, and leaders who did not flee or hide were executed.

In addition to militarily suppressing the rebels, the government of Iran launched a new campaign for official nationalism. Iran was called Shahanshabie Iran, the Iranian Empire, and the shah was called Shahanshab the Emperor or King of Kings. Mohammad Reza Shah was attempting to revive the image of the ancient Iranian empire and Arya-Mehr (The Sun of the Aryan) became his title. He acclaimed himself to be sole heir to the throne and to have a special spiritual relationship with Cyrus the Great (Mohammad Reza Shah's speech at Persopolis, 1971).

As is often the case, this type of nationalism in regard to other ethnic/nationalities in the country takes the form of everything which is 'ours' is superior and subjugates other nationalities rights. Thus, to institutionalize this nationalistic attitude, traditions were invented, and proverbs and poems were written to legitimize them. The thematic message of this new literature was an association of Iranian patriotism with chauvinism. The literary tradition also promoted the worship of the Shah as the representation of God on earth (the shadow of God). Such slogans as
"چه فرمان-ه وادان، چه فرمان-ه شاه" [God's order [is the same as] Shah's order] or shah's trinity "رودا شاه میبان" (God, king, nation) in which the Shah was graphically shown to be in the central position and above the other two, God and nation, were mandatorily posted in schools and public offices. Opponents of the Shah were labeled pro-Soviet, godless traitors and were subject to suppression.

Language was also affected by this official nationalism. Farsi was again declared to be the official language and all other languages, including Azari that does not even belong to the Iranian language group, were demoted to local dialects. This linguistic policy enabled Mohammad Reza Shah to add a new psychological dimension to the assimilation of national minorities that was first launched by his father. In order to institutionalize Farsi chauvinism, sociologists, writers, and pro-monarchist theoreticians manipulated the Farsi language and national literature so it would be made clear that any member of another nationality who communicated in his/her own language and not in Farsi would be considered inferior and a subject of ridicule.

Pejorative terms for other nationalities became embedded in the language and were used to stereotype and humiliate members of those groups. The followings are few examples of such slogans: "Kurds are fierce; Arabs are sloppy,
lazy lizard eaters; Lurs are simpletons; Azerbajiani are
crazy; and Gilaks [men] are effeminate; [This term is men-
tioned for the first time by Babino (1916-17: 27)—a racial-
ist historian who says: "les guilek de la plaine sont en
general une race effeminee"]).
So discrimination of ethnic groups was extended to include
negative attitudes about place of birth and regional pecul-
larities. In many technically advanced societies, birth-
place is assumed to be relatively uncorrelated to attitudes
and behaviors (Cox 1948). But in Iran in Pahlavi's reign,
the nation's literature is replete with the idea of a corre-
lation between birthplace and people's personality. Thus,
young one born in Isfahan was assumed to be stingy and mater-
ialistic, liable to do anything for money. Old racist Ira-
nian aphorisms, such as "Qazvinis are rustic," "Hamedanis
are avaricious," "Azerbajiianes are crazy," "Dezfulis are
worthless," "Kermanshahis are jerks," and and stereotyped
poems that employed the same kind of pejorative phrases were
widely used in Iran during Mohammad Beza Shah's rule as sa-
tirical devices: "A dog of Kashan is better than the noble
of Qom, although a dog is better than the native of Kashan," and "from a Tabrizi, thou will see naught but rascality; so
it is better to see no Tabrizi at all".
These pejorative descriptions were used as a double-edged sword against the people to shame and humiliate whole cultures and to divide and conquer them. Tapes and cassettes based on jokes about effeminate Gilaks and the mockable Gilaki language were numerous. In many areas they were the only source of entertainment. The Fars chauvinists used these ethnic slurs to promote unfriendly attitudes among people in order to divert them from uniting and remedying their common social and economic problems.

To sum up, during the Pahlavi dynasty, national minorities' languages were degraded and the people who spoke them were humiliated.

The last years of the Pahlavi dynasty mark the epoch of cosmopolitanism that led to the economic, political, and cultural subjugation of the nation (Iran) to the western powers. It started with the westernization and neutralization of the languages and cultures of the national minorities and the nation as well. The westernization of the political elite was an integral part of this acculturation policy. Mirroring this policy in linguistics--knowing an European language, especially English, was promoted, and learning one was a requirement throughout high school. According to Marvin Zonis (1971:178) the political elite of Iran spoke not only their own Farsi but English or French as
well. He says that, of the political elite, only 17 percent spoke any Iranian language other than Farsi, and of the vast number of ethnic languages, only those that are variants of Turkish are used by the wielders of political power. Only 5 percent of the political elite claimed fluency in any of the indigenous languages of Iran other than Farsi. Zonis adds that this elite is by no means representative of the entire ethnic population of Iran.

Individuals with strong regional bases of power or provincial rural or tribal constituencies are relatively rare among the group of national elite. To some extent, this is a function of the selection procedures initially used to identify them. To a greater extent, however, it is an accurate reflection of the conditions of political power in Iran today. Local, regional tribal, or ethnic bases of political power are of little consequence in the game of politics as it is now played in Tehran. And unlike past decades and centuries, that game is now initiated and played out in Tehran. No longer do the outlying centers play the roles they did in the past. (Zonis 1971-79)

During Mohammad Reza Shah's reign, ethnic-national minorities were suppressed linguistically physically, economically, and culturally. Perhaps if the national minorities of Iran who neighbor the Soviet Union, Kurds and Azerbaijanis in general, Gilaks in particular, had not been so geographically close to Russia, had not been involved with radical economic reform, and had not demanded their national-ethnic rights they might have been given some privileges of cultural autonomy. The western powers that dominated
Iran during this period would possibly have tolerated several small, separate, autonomous regions as part of the defense against the Soviet Union. But that was not the way it was, and ethnic minorities suffered a great deal because of the political situation. Therefore, because of anti-sovietism and an anti-progressiveness policy, access to the Iranian oil, Gilan's geopolitical position, and its own political rebellion Gilan suffered the most. And, as a result of the central governments's policies of suppression, oppression, and humiliation Gilaki has been repressed to the extent that it has been acculturated and Parsizied more than other Iranian languages.
CHAPTER VII
THE SOCIAL STATUS OF GILAKI

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Sociolinguistic investigations have shown the speech behavior of an individual speaker within a speech community to be of the greatest relevance to language change. As Fishman (1972:3) indicates:

unless we can attain reliable and insightful description of an existing patterns of social organization in language use and behavior toward languages it will obviously be impossible to contribute very much that is sound toward the explanation of why or how this pattern changes or remains stable.

Therefore, this chapter will focus on a descriptive sociology of the Gilaki language. Its goals are to portray the general or normative pattern of language use within the Gilaki community and to provide an answer as to who speaks Gilaki to whom and when and to what end. Further, I will explore what accounts for the shift in the language usage norm and identify the overt behavior towards Gilaki and Gilaks.
7.2 METHODOLOGY

The methods of data collection and analysis used here are common to all sociological inquiries. The study's goals, the selection of sample population, the selection and eliciting of informants, the analysis of the data, and the explanation of social behavior have all been influenced by the traditional methods of social research.

7.2.1 Investigative Procedures into the Social Status of Gilaki

In order to provide an answer to the question raised above, during the summer of 1979 I interviewed a group of Gilaks who lived in Tehran. These informants were selected on the basis of a representative sample and not by random selection. Wolfram and Fasold (1974:38) say:

As an alternative to strict random sampling, it is often more efficient to obtain a representative sample for predetermined social categories. In this procedure, the social composition of the sample is first determined, then informants are chosen to represent these categories, which are sometimes referred to as cells of the sample.... This procedure avoids the problem of over and underrepresentation for particular social categories, because the investigator stops selecting informants for given cells when a quota is reached.

The basic rationale for this representative sampling was that the anti-imperialist path of the 1979 revolution and the development of leftist political organizations had contributed to the social class consciousness of Iranians in
general and Gilaks specifically. Therefore, a Marxist social class analysis would be possible. Informants were chosen according to the variables of sex, age, occupational level (class), education, marital status, and the length of time that the individual had lived away from Gilan. My intention was to inquire into the sociopsychology of Gilaki use in a Farsi speaking community. Therefore, I managed the interviews so that I was able to learn a native speaker's attitudes of shame, inferiority, confidence, or anxiety when speaking Gilaki.

The interviewees were my friends and relatives who had no problem in revealing their true feelings in answer to my questions. Although the term interview implies a formal exchange, the informants' familiarity with the interviewer overcame any hesitancy that might have otherwise been present. I, therefore, will call our conversations informal discussions.

The informants' educational, age, and social profiles are as follows:

1) Nurse: A Gilak woman of about 49 who had spent the first twenty years of her life in Gilan. She attended college in Tehran and remained there. Her husband is also a Gilak, and they have two children.

2) Engineer: Male of half Turk and half Gilak descent
who lived in Gilan for the first 22 years of his life. He is about 49. His wife is Gilak.

3) Laborer: A Gilak who is about 48. He was in Basht for only the first five years of his life, but he has more sympathy for Gilaki than some others. He completed the eleventh grade. His wife is Pars, and they have two children.

4) Teacher: A Gilaki female of about 49 years of age who lived in Gilan for twenty-six years. She did not attend college, and taught at the elementary school level. Her husband is also Gilak.

5) Technician: Male of about 55 years of age who is a Gilak and lived in Gilan until he was 20. He attended technical school. His wife is Pars.

6) Housewife: A Gilak widow of around 60 who was born and lived in Gilan for more than fifty years. She has received no formal education and could read only the Koran. Recently her two daughters married middle class Pars.

Questions and responses:

1) When do you speak Gilaki?

Nurse: When I am talking to another Gilak.

Engineer: Whenever it is necessary. I like to practice Gilaki in order not to forget it.

Worker: With my family and Gilaks.

Technician: When I am talking with Gilaks.
Teacher: With my family and Gilaks.
Housewife: I have forgotten how to speak Gilaki.
She was a guest at a party when I asked her, in an intimate mood, how it was that she had forgotten Gilaki. She answered, "I am not against Gilaki, but I am living in a large city among Pars, and I have to protect myself."

2) How do you feel when you are speaking Gilaki?
Nurse: I feel free and friendly.
Engineer: I feel free, if other people speak Gilaki.
Worker: I feel free because I can express myself well. I feel no pressure.
Teacher: I feel free.
Technician: Not only do I feel free, but I insist on speaking it if I am speaking to a Gilak.
Housewife: It is very difficult for me to speak in Gilaki.

3) Are you ashamed when speaking Gilaki in the presence of a Pars?
Nurse: I am not ashamed, but I don't like it.
Engineer: No, I don't feel any shame.
Worker: No, I am not ashamed of my own language.
Teacher: No, I am not ashamed, but I am afraid they don't like it.
Technician: When I am speaking Gilaki in the
presence of a Pārs, simultaneously I prepare myself for conflict and quarrel. I asked him why and he answered "because they think of Gilaks as stupid people."

4) Do you think in Farsi or Gilaki?

Nurse: Gilaki

Engineer: In Gilaki only when I think of my personal life.

Worker: Gilaki

Technician: It depends on the language of the group that I am thinking of.

Housewife: Farsi.

In order to assess the change in the Gilaks' attitude towards their language and to test their ethnic consciousness at a time three years after the 1979 revolution, in the summer of 1982 I developed a new series of questions and put them to a group of new informants. They were selected randomly and were all literate so that they could answer the written questionnaires. The major social categories that this study took into account were age, sex, and number of years residence outside of Gilan. I had originally hoped to add a class factor to my social categories, but such an investigation could not be accurate because the earlier goal set by the Islamic Republic of Iran to realign the social
structure of Iranian society for the benefit of the Mostazafan (oppressed people) had been changed to one for the re-structuring of Iranian society on the model of Islamic ideology; the years of war between Iran and Iraq have caused extreme shortages of food and the rationing of all life's necessities; there are thousands of unemployed. These factors have created a chaotic situation that has made any sort of Marxist social class delineation untenable.

The total number of informants used was forty-seven Gilaks divided into two groups: those who still lived in Gilan and those, including four of the earlier (1979) informants, who lived in Tehran. There is a complete list of informants available in Appendix B. Tables 8-10 provide a sample of the questions and responses for the second (1982) group. Appendix C provides a complete copy of the questionnaire.

The results of this test reveal that there is a sharp difference between Gilaks who live away from Gilan and those who remain there in how Gilaki is regarded. Although all of those who live in Gilan consider Gilaki to be a language separate from Farsi, only 38.84 percent of my Gilak informants who live in Tehran thought of Gilaki as a separate language. There was a difference of opinion between females and males on that issue. Female housewives between
Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gilaki is a language.</th>
<th>Gilaki is not a language</th>
<th>It is a dialect of Farsi.</th>
<th>Other remarks (I think it has some origin from Farsi)</th>
<th>I do not know. All I know</th>
<th>Gilaki has changed a lot.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (H)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The third category refers to Gilak students living in the United States.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How do you feel when you speak Gilaki?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you feel shame when you speak Gilaki in the presence of a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the ages of forty and fifty generally thought that Gilaki was a dialect of Farsi. There were two of that group who considered Gilaki to be a separate language, but neither informant really fit in with the group of housewives.

One was extremely biased toward non-Gilaks, and the other was politically active and very conscious of her cultural background and rights.

The teenager group all considered Gilaki to be a language. All of the Tehran Gilaks who regarded Gilaki as a language were bilingual and had no Gilaki accent when speaking Farsi.

In answer to the question, Do you consider yourself to be a Gilak? everyone replied, "yes." This sample included two women who had denied their Gilaki ethnic identity in 1979. Another two of the group added that they were Iranian as well. There was a twenty-two year old female college student among the informants who was unable to speak Gilaki, however, even though she had spent her entire life in Tehran, she considered herself to be Gilak.

As noted in the previous chapter, Gilaki has been considered to be an "inferior" language because of the chauvinistic policies of the governments of Iran. It is looked upon as a corrupted form of Farsi by non-Gilaks, especially Fars, to whom the use of Gilaki implies a lack of manliness.
Culturally Gilak men have been portrayed as dimwitted, stupid, and effeminate; Gilak women are portrayed in jokes and folklore as unfaithful wives. To test the attitudes of Gilaks toward the pejorative jokes about them and their culture, I included the following question presented in table 11.

The sharp difference in the replies made by Gilaks who lived in Tehran and those who were born and have lived in Gilan exclusively indicates that the latter group has not been exposed to the hostile and chauvinistic attitudes of non-Gilaks that are present in other areas of Iran.

To assess the impact of the revolution on the Gilak feeling toward their language and national identity, I asked them if they felt any change in their perception of Gilaki since the 1979 revolution. In response, the majority (24) agreed that their attitudes had changed. Only sixteen denied any change. Four replied that the revolution cannot be ignored, and that history reveals that the policy of the Pahlavi dynasty was based on ethnic confrontation. They felt that under the present regime it was better for people to express their native cultures. One teenager remarked that she now realized the degree of oppression that had obtained against national minorities (such as Gilaks) under the previous government.
<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Did not understand the question or had no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>background of these dirty jokes. They</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>answered “Because they love Gilakhs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(all were born and lived in Gilan)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ignorance of non-Gilaks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>It might be based on the simplicity of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gilaks. (a woman of 40-50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Divide and conquer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>These jokes are made to exploit people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>because it is the best way to destroy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>people's unity and cooperation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>To insult Gilaks and divert their attention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>from social class conflict.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>They are based on the monarchy's culture of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pahlavi whose aim was to humiliate all nationalities other than Pars.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gilaks are the most civilized nation,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>because they have not been affected by</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>religious and superstitions. Therefore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other nations have developed an inferiority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>complex toward them.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>These jokes stem from the rudeness of other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nationalities especially Pars. They take</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>advantage of the humanistic characters of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gilaks to divide and conquer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In sum, even among those who did not recognize any change in their attitudes, it was quite obvious that the anti-western thrust of the revolution has created a sense of revitalization of national consciousness and traditional cultural behavior generally in Iran and especially in Gilan. In addition, this sense of ethnic revitalization has emerged as a symbolic representation of resistance to the imposition of Arabic/Islamic tradition by Islamic rulers among other Iranian national minorities as well.

In order to portray the general or normative pattern of the language shift within each generation, I arranged a study that would cross-cut generations. The source of my information is a large extended family, and the data that I have collected were taken from three age groups—grandparents, parents, and children. Other variables include intragroup or outgroup marriage, social class, place of birth, and the length of time spent in Tehran away from Gilan.

Forty years ago a man migrated from Rasht to Tehran with his two wives. Later, the man's three sisters, their husbands, and two brothers of his elder wife moved to Tehran. This family now consists of more than 130 individuals. Some relatives still live in Gilan, and the two parts of the family retain close contact with each other. Therefore, those in Tehran have been able to keep their culture and
language alive. I have maintained a close relationship with this family for over twenty years. The father and mother (elder wife) of the original migrating family are octogenarians and speak Gilaki with all other members of the family. The elder wife has seven children, three sons of 56, 51, and 44 years of age and four daughters. The sons are all bilingual, but they speak only Gilaki with other Gilaks. Each of them is married: one to a Kurd, another to a Gilak, and the third to a Tehrani (Pars). The son whose wife is a Gilak speaks with her in Gilaki; the other two speak Farsi with their non-Gilak wives. They all have children with whom they speak Farsi. The four daughters—ages 47, 41, 35, and 32 are also married. All of their husbands are non-Gilak, and they speak Farsi with their husbands and children.

The younger wife, age sixty-five, speaks Gilaki with her husband and children who are three sons aged 35, 33, and 30 and two daughters aged 27 and 24. All of them speak Farsi.

All of the females and males who were born out of Gilan speak Farsi. This pattern is common to the part of the family who live in Gilan. The only exception to this pattern were two women of the family who were born in Gilan, but married Pars businessmen and live in Tehran. They claim that they are unable to speak Gilaki, even though they have
been in Tehran for less than a decade, were not highly educated, and speak Farsi with a Gilaki accent.

In a conversation with the eldest son of the family I asked if the girls of the family could not speak Gilaki or if they just did not want to. His answer was that he went to college in Tehran, and there he learned that people looked upon Gilaks as inferiors. The use of Gilaki implied ignorance and a lack of morals to Fars. Therefore, he tried to keep the family close together, but he encouraged the younger children to learn and use Farsi in order to prevent being ridiculed at school. He added, "Farsi is considered the prestigious language in Iran."

In the rest of the family, those who had been born and had lived in Gilan—the generation above fifty, are unable to speak Farsi or they know only a few words unless they are literate, or are employees of the government. Still even those Gilaks have a heavy Gilaki accent. The generation under fifty can all speak Farsi but do so with heavy Gilaki accent, and their level of performance depends on their education. This group used Farsi only at work in offices or when speaking with Farsi speakers. Among this age group, those who were illiterate and had lived all of their lives in a village context were not able to speak Farsi at all. Those below forty years of age were generally educat-
ed; some of them were even high school graduates. This
group speaks Gilaki at home, with relatives and friends, and
they use Farsi (with a Gilaki accent) only in offices or
schools. Only two of the test group speak Farsi at home
with their children, and they hold university degrees.

The general information gathered through this study
indicates not only that Gilaki has changed but that the
feelings of shame and inferiority associated with its use
have resulted even in a denial of the speaker's national
identity. Further, the data shows that its use has rapidly
changed and become farsized during the decades between 1920
and 1970. Therefore, Gilaks who live in Tehran especially
women who work in public offices or are housewives are more
sensitive to discrimination and are careful to hide and deny
their Gilak roots. They attempt to speak Farsi as best as
they can when they do their shopping, which in Iran is usu­
ally the responsibility of the housewife. Shopping for a
household is quite a different process than it is in western
countries. A housewife must buy each item from its specific
shop, so she must deal with several people each day. Shop­
keepers develop a face to face personal relationship with
their customers, and they usually discuss the shopper's fam­
ily during the transaction. Often shopkeepers are insensi­tive and ridicule non-Farsi speakers or those who speak Far­
si with an accent openly other than Tehrani. Therefore, housewives are more vulnerable to the chauvinistic attitudes of some Pars.

It was not intended to extend this study by exploring the origin of the cultural humiliation of Gilaks. Nevertheless, since it is a major factor in Gilaki language change, it is necessary to investigate the underlying structure of the negative attitudes expressed towards Gilaks through jokes and folklore by non-Gilaks in Iran that portray Gilaks as "the others" and Gilak males as effeminate.

In 1982 I examined non-Gilak attitudes towards Gilaks with a group of fifty non-Gilak Tehranis most of whom were Pars. The sample consisted of twenty-five men and twenty-five women that cross-cut the age groups of twenty to sixty years of age and from various socioeducational backgrounds. In order to contrast their responses, the men and women were interviewed separately. The first question put to the males was, How would you define a Gilak man? The answer of nine of the group were to describe Gilak men as "weak and unable to control their families, especially their wives." When asked to be more specific, one respondent referred to an incident in which first cousins of the opposite sex were kissing one another, and their fathers, who saw them, had not objected. Another referred to the economic
dependence of Gilak men and their submissiveness to their wives; some were put off by the open discussions of love and sex that takes place among Gilaks. Three referred to Gilak women as shameless because they express mutual feelings of love to their husbands and lovers. Eleven identified Gilaks as "simpletons." Only two of the sample considered Gilaks to be "nice, peaceful, understanding, and more open-minded than others in Iran."

The responses of non-Gilaki women to the same questions were completely different. Eleven replied that they saw no difference between Gilak men and others. Five of the women who had had close relationships with Gilak families identified Gilak men as "gentle, understanding, and appreciative of their wives." Two of the female respondents had married twice, one Gilak and one non-Gilak from southwest Iran each; they both answered that it would be difficult to compare them because they are two extremes of a spectrum. They said that Gilaks were not like other men in Iran; they do not act as if they own women. A female teacher and an elementary school principal who had worked both in Gilan and in the central cities of Iran identified Gilaks as being very humanitarian and understanding towards their female relatives. Three of the women labeled Gilak men as "simple" on the basis of jokes and two thought that Gilak men were sexy and romantic.
Generally, information gathered from this study reveals the cultural bias which is based on the lack of an attitude of male supremacy and dominance among Gilak men. This cultural behavior may be clarified by an assessment of the socio-economic structure of the society. Cultural behavior is a manifestation of "spiritual behavior" which is generally defined as the "totality of society's moral, artistic, scientific and philosophical attainments." And this spiritual behavior by itself is a reflection of material culture which is

on the one hand the material objects that satisfy 'material' needs..., and on the other hand, people's habits of work and social practices, the social organization of labor and the forms that organization takes and the organization of life in general. (Bromley 1974:27)

To clarify how the social organization of labor contributes to the cultural behavior of Gilaks, it is necessary to assess the economic pattern of Gilan. A demographic study of Gilan indicates that the province is regarded as one of Iran's most fertile and prosperous areas because of rice production. Rice is the major crop in Gilan, and rice cultivation is exclusively important in the province. Gilan is more heavily populated in the rural areas than in its cities, and the rural population is most representative of Gilaks. In the Caspian littoral area, consumption of rice has been estimated at 150 kilogram per person a year. The
most productive rural population is smaller and their dependent population is larger (Suzuki 1981: 103, 116, 134, 145).

Rice cultivation is so important that it affects all spheres of Gilak's life. For example, although religion is important, if there is a conflict between religion and rice farming, the production of rice takes priority and modifies the religious code. Suzuki (1981:264-65) refers to the 1978 harvest occurred during Ramazan (the Muslim month of fasting) when family farmers had to keep the fast during daylight. His report of the food consumption in a sample household before and during the first two weeks of Ramazan indicates that the frequency of food taken was reduced to two times a day. The farmers skipped the three lightest meals but continued to eat the main meals of the day.

In sum, the generalized Islamic code was modified by the nature of rice farming and reduced frequency of eating was considered comparable to the fast.

Another example indicates a similar practice. In the summer of 1979 when I was in Gilan, a major conflict arose between religious practice and women working in rice farms. According to the revolutionary committee, all women had to wear Islamic dress. They were supposed to wear either pants or a long gown with a veil. The rice farmers in Gilan objected to this stricture; they argued that Islamic
dress hindered a woman's full practical involvement in the labor force. Therefore, it would appear that all aspects of life and the social code reflect the importance of rice farming in Gilan. As Suzuki (1981: 260-264) indicates, the Gilaki farming is based on the family labor force. There are more females in the labor force, and the female labor plays an important role in rice farming.

Women are exclusively responsible for weeding and transplanting in addition to other operations. Both transplanting and weeding are intensive and laborious, and as many laborers as possible are needed for that critical period when the young plants are taking hold. Nevertheless, no male participates in this operation. Male workers may stay idle in tea house while the plantation household employs extra female laborers.

Gilaki/Bashti women contribute greatly to the Gilaki economy, and rice farming could not be done without women's labor. In short, the sexual division of labor within the family farms has raised the status of Gilaki women to the decision making authority on rice production. As a result, their status in the family is higher when compared with women in other rural communities in Iran. According to Ono's monograph on four Iranian villages in the regions of Shiraz, Isfahan, Nishapur, and Reza'iye (Orumiye), women are not es-
sentially integrated into farming systems in those areas (1971:114, 190, 263, 352). Females do not participate in any field operation in other rural communities of Iran.

So since women are an integral part of the farming operation in Gilaki-Rashti rice farming nothing can compensate for a loss of a female's labor except the labor of another individual. For example, in some villages the bride price is not to be in gold, not in money, but instead it consists of a certain period of labor that the groom must provide.

To sum up, the rural population is the majority in Gilan, and Gilan's economy is based mainly on a staple crop (rice). The production of rice is possible only by the intensive participation of the female population in rural areas. Interestingly, Gilan has higher literacy (50.7 percent) than the national average (47.5), the rural female population has a higher literacy rate (31.8%) than the Iranian national average (17.4), and the difference in the literacy rate between rural Gilak men and women is smaller than the national average. The gap between the urban literacy and that in the rural areas is also smaller than the national average in Gilan (Plan and Budget Organization 1977/78).

Given, then, the facts, it is not unexpected that these "habits of work and social practices, the social or-
ganization of labor" (Bromley 1974) develop into a different life style and cultural behavior which grants women higher social and economic status in Gilan. And assuming that the rural community are culturally conservative, then, they have preserved this feeling of respect for their women.

Men in Iran have been affected by laws that promote male supremacy and cultural stereotypes such as bossy, macho, and he-man images that tend to make males aggressive and dominant. Therefore, it is not easy for non-Gilak/Fars men to understand the Gilak's cultural behavior towards their women.
CHAPTER VIII
LANGUAGE CHANGE

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Language change is inevitable. It is brought about by contacts between speakers of different language communities as well as by the natural processes of internal change. Despite this inherent pressure for change, there are parts within a language that remain stable.

Chapter 8 will focus on the interplay between social and linguistic factors that have affected language change in Gilan, especially during the period from the beginning of the twentieth century until the present time.

While the internal processes of generalization, simplification, strengthening, and weakening have taken place, Gilaki has undergone phonemic, lexemic, and grammatical changes that are the results of the varying contexts of its outside contacts. Throughout its long history Gilan's far flung trade relationships have had a major impact on its language. It has been subjugated and relegated to an inferior position and Farsized because of chauvinistic government policies that discourage its use.
8.2 METHODOLOGY

In this study I will follow an integrated strategy that includes both a linguistic and an extralinguistic analysis of Gilaki. Historical linguistics provides the methodology for the diachronic analysis that will be undertaken in this chapter. For the synchronic analysis of Gilaki, see chapters 4 and 5.

As Bynon (1971:171) says "the past states of the language subjected to comparative analysis may be either attested in written documents or the products of reconstruction based on the comparison of related languages or dialects." Here the diachronic analysis of Gilaki will be a comparative study of the language in a specific time frame from the beginning of the twentieth century to the present time. I will concentrate on this period because the linguistic documentation for an earlier period is insufficient for such an analysis.

To assess the linguistic changes that have occurred during this century, I have conducted a study of documents written in Gilaki that date from the mid-nineteenth century. Further, to ascertain the phonological and grammatical changes that have taken place in this time period, I have selected six famous folk stories, used by other linguists
from the beginning of the 20th century. They contained all the features of Gilaki. These texts were written in standard modified Arabic orthography; informants were asked to translate them into Gilaki. Three different age groups participated—grandparents, parents, and children. The social and educational backgrounds of these informants was also taken into consideration. Some translated the texts readily so that I could tape them, but others preferred to do them in their leisure time and taped their translations themselves. Appendix D provides phonetic translations of some of the texts.

The extralinguistic analysis of Gilaki includes a complete historical record of contacts between Gilaks and speakers from other language communities. There is a detailed explanation of historical contacts in chapter 3 of his work. Further, to understand the actual mechanism of change, I have undertaken a detailed sociolinguistic investigation of the modern Gilaki community as reported in chapter 7.
8.3 IMPACTS OF OUTSIDE CONTACTS ON GILAKI

Below I will assess the impact of the various forms of language contact on Gilaki which include trade, geographical proximity, political domination, sociopolitical pressure, etc.

Bynon (1977:216) argues that:

The most superficial kind of language contact is probably that which exists between the producers or conveyors of some commodity and their clients in other language areas, and it is a well-documented fact of recent language history that the names of such objects of international trade as tea, coffee or tobacco readily travel with them and become part of the consumers' language.

But language contact:

always presupposes some degree of cultural contact, however limited. And since, of all sectors of language, it is the lexicon which reflects the culture of its speakers most closely we shall in our consideration of the results of cultural contact on language turn first of all to the lexicon.

The major impact of cultural contact on the lexicon of Gilaki takes the form of loanwords and loan translations.

8.3.1 Loanwords (Lexical Borrowing)

The following words in Gilaki meet Bynon's definition for loanwords (1977:224) as "innovations which can not be accounted for in terms of inheritance and which can at the same time be systematically related to items in a donor language." The comparison of Gilaki with the varied lexical
forms that exist in the languages with which its speakers had contact gives the correspondences between them at the time of borrowing. Often the borrowed words have undergone sound changes that are related to the different phonological systems of Gilaki and the contact languages. I will discuss these phonological differences below. The following is a list of some of the many loanwords taken from Russian that are now to be found in Gilaki.

- pamador from Russian pamidor 'tomato'
- боškə from Russian боšка/А 'barrel'
- ĉə/ĉernil from Russian ĉernil 'ink'
- praxud from Russian parañot 'ship'
- ganto/ur from Russian g/kantora 'office'
- lotkə from Russian lotkə 'boat'
- mañaza from Russian magazin 'shop'
- galoš from Russian galoši 'rubbershoe'
- marožni from Russian marožninəyə 'ice cream'
- samavar from Russian samovar 'Samovar'
- matiška/А from Russian matuška 'beautiful woman'
- mašin from Russian mašina/А 'car'
- simička/А from Russian simyocika 'sunflower seed'
- putin from Russian Botinki 'shoes'
- putnus from Russian podnos 'saucer'
Russian and Gilaki share many other lexical items that are related to material culture and the natural environment, for instance terms of measurement, names of birds, types of fish, and terms relating to rice cultivation.

There are also hundreds of Arabic loanwords used in Gilaki. These came either directly from Arabic or indirectly from Arabicized Farsi. Many of these have adapted to the Gilaki/Farsi syntax and morphology and have changed so that they are no longer intelligible to speakers of Arabic.

Arabic has played an especially significant role in altering the personal names of Gilaks. Traditional names were derived from Gilan's culture and natural environment have been replaced by the names of prophets, saints, their descendents, or attributes described in Arabic. Following are examples of the traditional names and those later derived from Arabic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OLD</th>
<th>NEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kas<em>fair skin, blond</em></td>
<td>Hoseyn<em>the prophet Mohammad's grandson</em>, Arabic /h sseyn/.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>used to refer to blue eyes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na/ab xanem'Moon Lady.'</td>
<td>Fatemeh'Mohammad's daughter.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gul âga'flower head/chief/Mr.*</td>
<td>Eili'Mohammad's son-in-law' Arabic/êli.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xorâid xanem'sun lady.'</td>
<td>Mutâram xanem'repected lady.' Arabic mêtâram.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is not the purpose of this study to discuss the ethnography of names in Gilaki but to clarify the change that has taken place in the twentieth century. The use of Arabic terms for personal names was intensified by the introduction of Islamic ideology under Safavid Shiites and deemphasized with the increasing political secularization during the early twentieth century. Gilaks over forty years of age who live in urban areas usually bear two names: one is a religious name that is used on official documents such as birth certificates and other identification materials and the other a non-religious name from traditional Gilaki culture. The second name is the one used by family and friends in everyday life. These familiar names are generally taken from nature and are the names of flowers, natural phenomena,
or even ancient Iranian heroes. For instance a woman might be called hajar (Hagar), a religious name, and si-rin (sweet). A man might have the name nusul (messenger/prophet), and freydun an Ancient Iranian hero's name. The generation of Gilaks under thirty years of age, especially those who are from educated families, are generally given old Iranian names. These Farsi names are derived from nature and consist of names of flowers, natural phenomena, or personal attributes, such as terms that praise the beauty of women; masculine names are ordinarily taken from the Old Iranian or Arabic and are terms that extoll the personal attributes of bravery and honesty. These data have been collected during my own field work.

Gilaki has borrowed many titles from Arabic and Turkish. These can best be shown by a historical survey of the terms bestowed upon the kings and leaders of Gilan. Since political elites are usually the first to adopt prestigious names and titles of another, more powerful culture and since it would be impossible to know the titles used by ordinary people at the time of such elite borrowing, titles are excellent markers of contact. A chronological list of how Gilak elite titles have changed over time by borrowing follows,

Prior to 1160
Espabod (a marshal) sah Taz i rostam
commander-in-chief king from azyan attached Ancient
chief a port in place Iranian
Gilan names to hero.
mark origin
Kia (lord/master) bozorg/great
Kia Omid sah Taz i rostam
great hope king from azyan place Iranian
port in Gilan marker hero.
Ebn (son of): Found after 1160 and Arab domination.
astendar keykavus ibn hazar esp
governor King of the son of thousand horse
general Kyan Dynasty (Arabic)
of old Iran ben
Malik (king): Circa 1220. From the Arabic m lek.
malik fæxr el doleh namaver
king glory, of wealth, famous
pride (Arab- government, illustrious
ic al) state (proper noun)
malik hæsam el doleh ɜrdæšir
king a sharp of government, Sasanid king
sword, wealth, etc.
sword's
dge(A)

mir/e (prince, commander, chief, or master): Circa 1307.

From the Arabic amir.
mir/e mohammad timijan i
prince personal place in origin
name Gilan marker

mir plus an Arabic or Gilaki personal name plus place of
origin as a family or lineage name: 1307 until present.

amir moharnaad rasiti
prince personal place in origin
name (A) Gilan marker

amir sasan gaskor i
prince personal place in origin
name (G) Gilan marker

Gilaki titles plus Arabic title:

kia melik hazar esp oskur i
king (G) king (A) thousand horse place in origin
Gilan marker

Sid/Seyd/Sayed (sir, master): Circa 1367. Attached to the
names of Gilak males who were known to be descendents of the
Prophet Mohammad. From the Arabic, sayyed.

seyed rakabzeh tonokabon i
sir, master one who spurs place in Gilan origin
seyid  ءمیر  کیا  marker
sir, master prince  great, king, lord

میرزا (short form of میرزده, son or daughter of an ڈمیر) : circa 1443. Now applies to a clerk or secretary signifying education or Farsized Arabic.

میرزا  ادی  بیاضی ی  i
(prince)  personal name (A)  front river  origin
(Ancient name  marker
for Lahijan)  a
city of Gilan

سلطان (king): Early sixteenth century. From the Turkish.
Began after Mongol domination of the Gilan region.

سلاطین  حسن بیاضی ی  i
king  personal  Lahijan  origin
name (A)  marker

خان (noble): Circa 1506. From the Turkish/Mongolian.

سلاطین  احمد خان بیاضی ی  i
king  personal  noble  Lahijan  origin
name (A)  marker

Multiple Titles:

خان  احمد خان  صاحب ملک فمین ی  i
noble  personal  noble  king  king  a town  origin
(T)  name (A)  (T)  (F)  (A)  in Gilan  marker
**Beyg/k** (lord, prince): Early seventeenth century. No longer used as a title, however still used with the suffix /i/ to denote a lineage name.

dərya beyg/k i

sea lord lineage/marker

**Bași** (chief, principal, expert, or master): Early eighteenth century. Suffix to the morpheme for profession. From the Turkish.

**Ci** (artisan, merchant, or tradesman): Early eighteenth century. Suffix to the morpheme for profession. From the Turkish.

Mohammad Reza xan əbdolla q/sur ʃi ʃi bası personal personal noble Arabic arms, maker master name (A) name. (T) name, ammu-

signifies (a ser-
nition

Shiism vant,

slave or

worshipper of God.)

These titles later were used as family names either because sons followed in their father's occupations or they were given to the descendents of persons of certain occupations.
Haji (pilgrim to Mecca): Early eighteenth century. From the Arabic /ḥaḍī/.

Haḍī ṣāfi
pilgrim personal name (Arabic s fi)

Haḍī ǧamal
pilgrim personal name

Ağa (Mr., sir, lord, lady): Late eighteenth century after Gilan's domination by the Turkish tribe Qajar. From the Turkish.

Haḍ/i āğa bozorg muneẓām baḥī
pilgrim Mr., great/ astronomer/ master,
sir personal astrologer/ head
name lineage

xanem āğa
lady chief/lord

From the late nineteenth century to the early part of the twentieth century Gilaki titles not only reflect the bearer's occupation, they indicate social status and a man's position in the political hierarchy.

āğa māsum ẓahīr extiār
sir personal owner/ authority
name bearer

mirza hoseyn muneẓām el ẓalāne
clerk personal dignified of government,
name honorable state,
gentleman wealth

mosir sultan
minister, government,
counsellor state

muayed divan
confirmer council of
state, high
court of cassation

$xaj$: (master, owner, wealthy man, teacher, old man): Early seventeenth century when Gilan was occupied by the Safavids. From Farsi $xaje$. ($xaje$ can also carry the meaning eunuch

$xaj$ mohammad amin fuman i
master personal reliable a town in origin
name Gilan marker

Other titles have been introduced into Gilaki by the Islamic and Shiite believes.

$ναηt/d$: A pilgrim who has visited the sepulcher of Emam-Reza, the martyred eight Emam of the Shiites, in $ναηstвед$. $ναηshad$. $ναηshad$ is the major city of Khorasan, called the place of the martyr. $ναηt/di$ precedes the personal name but follows such titles as $aηa$ and $xαηαm$. Applied to both men and women.
located southwest of Baghdad, it is the site of the martyrdom of Emam Hoseyn, grandson of the prophet Mohammad. The title precedes the personal name.

Arabic and Turkish have also provided kinship terminology for Gilaki speakers.

Gilaki has borrowed these terms and added them to its own descriptive kinship terminology.

Kerb/kərlblai: A pilgrim to Kerbela.
In very rare instances Turkish and Arabic terms such as dáii gizi (Farsi) or 3m gizi (Pzd) have been recorded in Gilaki.

8.3.2 Loan Translation (calque)

Often when two languages come into contact “the form and meaning of a foreign word instead of being carried over into the recipient language as a unit, is merely employed as a model for a native creation” (Bynon 1979:223). Gilaki has borrowed form as well as meaning from other languages, but often a new form has been created from a native construction.

railway

Although Farsi speakers prefer a new form to borrowed words, Gilaki has borrowed form as well as meaning from other languages.

pamidor (Russian)  pamador (G)  goje fargghi (Farsi)

'plum foreign

self run

'automobile'
Often the semantic concept of a foreign word has been modified, that is, it has been narrowed down to accommodate the new meaning. For instance, the word mâ (noble, master, head from the Turkish mâ) is generally used for men as sir/mister in Gilaki. The word seyid (sir/mister in Arabic) has been narrowed to denote only the male descendants of the Prophet Mohammad.

As shown above, the word mirza, originally mirzade (prince's child), has been semantically modified in Gilaki to signify a clerk, secretary, or educated person.

8.3.3 Changes in the Sound System: Phonology

Acquired Sounds. Gilaki's sound system has acquired some additional phonemes through the various forms of contact that Gilaks have had with speakers of other languages. /'z/: acquired after the beginning of the twentieth century in contact with speakers of other Indo-European languages. Rarely found, Chodzko (1842:108) does not mention this sound, and Christensen (1930) shows /'z/ only once in /pə/
žmorde/'rotten. It still is not found in the phonological system of all Gilaks, and /pažmorde/ is not a Gilaki word. Sotudeh (1954), in his Gilaki dictionary, says that /ž/ alternates with /ʒ/ in a few words as in /ižgərt, ʾižgərt/ 'to cry' or appears in loan words such as /garaž/ 'garage' pronounced /garaʃ/ by many native speakers and /marožni/ 'ice cream'. The occurrence of this sound is becoming more frequent, especially among educated Gilaks who live outside Gilan.

/ɡ/ : this sound was originally introduced to Gilaki as /ɣ/ (Arabic/Farsi voiceless aspirated uvular stop). Its occurrence is limited to loan words from Farsi, Arabic, and Turkish. It is not aspirated as in Arabic, rather it is frequently pronounced as /ʤ/, /ɣ/ or /q/. Those Gilaki speakers who differentiate these sounds tend to spirantize them as in, for instance, /šələm/ 'pen', / xoran/ 'Koran', and /tatóɾ/ atoɾ/ 'stew'. This distinction between /ʃ/ and /ɣ/ or /q/ and /ʒ/ is an adequate marker of the social status and/or educational level of a speaker.

/ʔ/: A voiceless glottal stop consonant that has been added to Gilaki through contact with both Farsi and Arabic. /ʔ/ has been assimilated to /ə/ by many native Gilaki speakers, and according to this study /ʔ/, rather than /ə/, is used only by educated Gilaks of the younger generation who are between twenty and thirty years of age.
8.9 INTERNAL SOUND CHANGE

Certain phones in Gilaki have been changed through time. Mechanisms of such internal change will be discussed below.

Weakening: There is a relative phonological strength that "refers not to the absolute phonetic strength of elements, but to the relation of the elements to one another in a phonological system as defined their propensity to undergo lenition" (Foley 1977:29). He adds that:

Since geminate voiceless clusters weaken to single voiceless stops in the same environment that voiceless stops weaken to voiced stops and voiced stops weaken to voiced continuants, it may be assumed for the nonce that geminate voiceless stops are stronger than single voiceless stops. (Foley 1977:33)

In Gilaki, consonant clusters tend to weaken to a single consonant through a Farsizatation process. Some consonant clusters in the word initial position tend to be broken by an epenthesized vowel that usually starts with a short form of /ə/ and becomes longer and more diversified in the speech of the younger generation and educated people.

| bbər | bə́bər | bı́bər | bebər | 'take' |
| bbů́r | bə́bů́r | bı́bů́r | bebor | 'cut' |
| brə́r | bə́rə́r | bə́rə́r | 'brother' |
| bfrə́x | bə́frə́x | bə́frə́x | befə́x | 'sold' |
| bə́zn | bə́zn | bə́zn | bezə́n | 'hit' |
Consonant clusters in word medial position tend to weaken to a single consonant.

- čč → čči → 'kiss'
- mačč → mači
- šš → ššē → mašē → 'pincers'
- ff → fəffə → fəfə → 'fountain'

The voiced velar stop /g/ is weakened to the voiced velar fricative /ʒ/.

- Jaga (Chodzko 1842:549) ===> Jēgələ → 'child'

The voiceless velar fricative /x/ is deleted or changed to /h/ (silent/h/).

- xālu (Chodzko 1842:542) ===> hâlu/halu → 'plum'

Or often /x/ is weakened to /s/.

- tix (Chodzko 1842:549) ===> tiʃ → 'razor blade'

The voiced aspirated stop /gh/ has already disappeared in gilaki and voiceless aspirated stops /ph/, /th/, and /kh/ tend to disappear in the speech of the younger generation as well as among educated Gilaks.

The bilabial nasal /m/ has changed to the alveolar nasal /n/.

- va → me → ssin ===> va-ŋə-ssin

imperative negation rub

marker mark

'do not rub'
Strengthening: Voiced labiodental fricative /v/ has strengthened to a voiced bilabial stop /b/.

\[ \text{ vog}/k(\text{Chodzko 1842:555}) \Rightarrow \text{ borg} '\text{leaf}' \]
\[ v\text{rf}(\text{Geiger & Kuhn 1903:351}) \Rightarrow \text{ borf} '\text{snow}' \]
\[ \text{ viini}(\text{geiger 1903}) \Rightarrow \text{ bini} '\text{nose}' \]

/z/ the voiced alveolar fricative continuant has strengthened to /d/ the voiced dental stop as in

\[ z\text{ama}(\text{Chodzko 1842:551}) \Rightarrow \text{ damad} '\text{groom/son-in-law}' \]

/\text{x}^\text{w}/ has changed to /x/.

\[ b\text{oxast}(\text{Geiger 1903:377}) \Rightarrow \text{ baxast} '\text{wanted}' \]

/b/ the voiced bilabial stop has strengthened to /p/ the voiceless bilabial stop.

\[ g\text{eb} \Rightarrow g\text{ep} '\text{conversation}' \]

High front vowel in Gilaki have changed to low back vowels. According to Foley (1977) this process strengthens the vowels.

\[ i\Rightarrow \text{ o} \Rightarrow \text{ a} \]

\[ \text{ binakudan(geiger 1903)} \Rightarrow \text{ ba na(christensen 1903)} \Rightarrow \text{ bâ na (younger generation)} \]
\[ \text{ hun} \Rightarrow \text{ hân} \Rightarrow \text{ hên} \Rightarrow \text{ (younger generation)} \]

Another change in the sound system of Gilaki is that the unstressed geminate vowels tend to change to a single vowel.

\[ \text{aâ} \Rightarrow \text{ a} \quad \text{maar} \Rightarrow \text{ mar} \quad '\text{mother}' \]
\[ \text{eê} \Rightarrow \text{ e} \quad \text{pirâ} \Rightarrow \text{ pir/per} \quad '\text{father}' \]
\[ oô \Rightarrow \text{ oo} \quad \text{soon} \Rightarrow \text{ sôn} \quad '\text{to go}' \]
Generalization: Through the Farsization process, various prefixes of verbs tend to generalize to /be/ concomitant with the generalization of vowel harmony between the first vowel of a verb and the preceding prefix. (See chapter 5)

- duzan bəxən buxən bexən 'to call'
- fa kes bi kes be kes 'to pull'
- dicin bi cin be cin 'pick up'
- dükün bukun bıkun bekun 'do, put on'

8.5 MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX

Changes have been recorded in the morphology and syntax of Gilaki. Some reduplicated words have been replaced with Arabic/Farsi terms, especially words or idioms that include body parts or sexual organs. These Gilaki words are now considered to be impolite or show a lack of education among the high social class of educated Gilaks.

Examples:

- bgA bgA ==> djamə from Arabic /djamə/
  make love make love
  'make love'
- kunA kunA ==> əb from Arabic /əb/
  back back
  'reverse'
- kusa kusi ==> həɾʃoqəɾj
  lit. vagina vagina
'a state of chaos'

*xtr xtr*: 'larynx' ===> guli/hanjer, from /gulu/ (Farsi)

kas kas kudan ===> darwa, from Arabic daeqva

'to quarrel'

Some compound nouns have been replaced by Arabic/Farsi terms.

h/xun soon ===> qaidagi/heyz/binamazi

lit. blood going

'menstruation'

rosa'dan ===> macci-daan/busidän

'to kiss'

xatir xa ===> ascet or ma'sur, from Arabic qaseg/masrug

'lover'

kus xul ===> divane

lit. vagina crazy

'crazy'

ked xuda mərdi ===> insaf

'judgement'

ked xuda ===> Tazi, from Arabic/ga'di,

'judge'

zen xazi ===> xastgary

'wife wanting'

xanəfaru ===> jaru

'broom'
Terms related to measurement have changed.

Gilaki has no terminology for nominative adjectives. Instead, the speakers use a phrase to express their purpose, but there is a tendency among the younger generation and educated Gilaks to replace these phrases with Farsi terms.

úni ki gūfti ===> gyan'di'speaker'
úni ki xandi ===> xan'andi'singer'

The comparative conjunction has developed through Farsization process in Gilaki. The process of its development is given below.

No comparative conjunction:

ə kóör u kóör e bīxtar
this girl that girl better
'This girl is better than that girl.'

The first appearance of the comparative conjunction:

una bərar ʒe un pillətere
his brother (comp. conj.) him older is
'His brother is older than him.'

Change in word order:

ənə ʒe šəkar bīxtar nə bə
this than hunt better not be
'No hunt could be better than this.'

Replacing /ʒə/ with /æz/ by the younger generation of speakers.

æz wəsan həmə bīxtar tərə
than them all better comparative marker is
'He is best of all.'

**Reflexive Pronoun.** The function of the reflexive pronoun in Gilaki differs from that of other Iranian languages. *xod* (self) in Parsi is used as a common pronoun for all persons with personal suffixes to show distinction of person and number. In middle and old Parsi *xod* without the personal ending was used as a common pronoun for all persons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>man xod goftam—---------ma xod goftim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I myself said.'----------'We ourselves said.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to xod gofti-----------soma xod goftid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'you yourself said.'----------'You yourselves said.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u xod goft-------------is'an xod goftand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he himself said.'---------'They themselves said.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In modern Parsi *xod* shows distinction for persons plus personal ending attached to *xod*.

| man xodxod goftam 'I myself said.' |
| xodxt 'yourself' |
| xodxs 'her/himself' |
| xodeman 'ourselves' |
| xodetan 'yourselves' |
| xodešan 'themselves' |
In Gilaki ꙾/ū is generally used to substitute for nominative pronouns, especially the first person singular and the third person singular and plural. But in modern Gilaki there is a tendency to follow the same process of change that took place in Farsi, namely some Gilaks have started to use ꙾故居/ and ꙾故居/ as reflexive pronouns.

Prepositions. Gilaki has an OV word order so it can be assumed that it also has postpositions, and as Bynon (1977: 231) indicates that "It is generally claimed that members of the 'open' classes (nouns, verbs, and adjectives) are more readily borrowed than those of the 'closed' classes (pronouns, conjunctions, and prepositions)". Thus, Gilaki is not expected to develop prepositions through contact, but "it would at any rate, seem likely that borrowing from closed classes will only be possible in situations of intense linguistic exchange since it presupposes the cross-linguistic equation of syntactic patterns" (Bynon, 1977:321). However, a few prepositions have been added to Gilaki through time. The following prepositional sentences represent the process of change in Gilaki.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old Gilaki</th>
<th>Modern Gilaki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>꙾ระยะ cephastī?</td>
<td>꙾ระยะ cephastī?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>me of what wanted you</td>
<td>is used as a preposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'What did you want</td>
<td>꙾ระยะ cephastī?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from me.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) Borrowing the preposition /əz/ from Parsi.

\( \text{əz мəн чи 럼əsti?} \)

of I what wanted you

Since the usage of prepositions is new in Gilaki, many native speakers who attempt to use them to show a higher level of education are not able to do so properly. Often they use two prepositions together.

\( \text{əz бə xана бəмəн} \)

from to house I came

'I came from the house.'

or they use them in both pre and past positions (double positions).

\( \text{мəн əзəм ба сима маʃин-ə- бəмəн бəмəн биɾун} \)

I want with/by your car with/by go I out

'I want to go out by (in) your car.'

Note: The use of prepositions in Gilaki is accompanied by the change in word order.

\( \text{xана ʃиди} \)

house going you

'You/they are going home.'

\( \text{ʃиди 럼əн?} \)

go you to house
8.5.1 **Stable Parts of Gilaki**

In spite of all the contacts and exposures to various languages, Gilaki has remained conservative in some areas.

8.5.1.1 **Phonology**

The velar nasal /h/ has been preserved. This sound has been recorded in few other Iranian languages. It does occur in Kurdi /maŋ/ (moon) as well as in Gilaki. It also has been recorded in Parsi cuneiform inscriptions and other old Iranian texts. Aspirated /ph/, /th/, /dh/ are parts of the Old Iranian sound system and have almost disappeared in other Iranian languages although they still exist in Gilaki.

**Lexicon:** Gilaki has retained words that are related to the natural environment and material culture, such as terms used for birds, fish, rice, rice plantation (which exceed a hundred), color terminology, Gilaki cuisine, and toponomy.

**Morphology and Syntax:** Gilaki is a conservative language that has retained the OV serial order paralleled by a corresponding order in other pairs of elements in the language such as noun-adjective, genitive-noun, noun-preposition, and standard comparative. This can be clarified by comparing
Gilaki with other Iranian languages such as Farsi which was originally an OV language that has retained its OV form while other structures of the language have changed to VO serialization under the influence of Arabic. It has prepositions rather than postpositions, and the negative follows the noun, which it modifies, as do the adjectives.

Jaffary (1965:10-11) refers to one of changes in Farsi which is:

the increasing reversed position of adjectives and the nouns and pronouns they qualify as well as the genitives—a fact that has become the order of the day in Modern Farsi and other Iranian languages with the exception of Baluchi and the Caspian dialects.

Table 12 is a comparison of the two languages in respect to change.
Table 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OT Languages</th>
<th>VD Languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjective Noun</td>
<td>Preposition Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cuneiform inscriptions]</td>
<td>[Davidson 1846: 320]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive Noun</td>
<td>Preposition Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Gilaki] mi pîr</td>
<td>[Farsi] pêd-i-e-nam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cuneiform ya pîtra</td>
<td>[Arabic] wâ---i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cuneiform (Davidson 1846: 320)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun-Postposition</td>
<td>Preposition Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arabic) fi-I -beyt</td>
<td>at the house</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


CHAPTER II
CONCLUSIONS

The primary undertaking of this study has been to investigate language change in Gilan, especially during the period from the beginning of the twentieth century until 1979. By focusing on the interplay between sociopolitical and linguistic factors that have affected language, I hope to have explained certain trends in linguistic change. More specifically, my intention has been to explore cultural aspects of Gilaki and to assess the impact each has had on the language. Furthermore, by defining the cultural differences between Gilaks and Pars I have provided an explanation of sociopolitical view that underlies cultural degradation of Gilaks in Iran.

Major Findings

The ancestors of Gilaks are Pre-Aryan groups that have lived in the Gilan region since ancient times.

Even though Gilaki shares certain aspects of language with other Iranian linguistic groups, Gilaki syntax is most closely related to the languages spoken by people who live on the southern shore of the Caspian Sea; shares lex-
emes related to its culture and environment with this Caspi-
an language group.

Nevertheless, Gilaki has "autonomy". It has its own
lexicon that is especially related to the environment—
plants, animal, and climate—daily life, Gilaki cuisine, and
household materials as well as its own specific phonology
and syntax when compared to Farsi and other Iranian languag-
es. Toponomy, profanities, onomatopoeia terms, and redupli-
cated morphemes are 99 percent Gilaki specific and are not
intelligible to non-Gilaks. Only 4.48 percent of Gilaki
verbs of either action or state of being are intelligible to
non-Gilaks.

Gilaki has its own "vitality"; inspite of all the
changes it has been through, it is a living language, spoken
by more than 1.5 million people in everyday situations.

From all of the evidences presented above I suggest
that Gilaki is not simply a dialect of Farsi, as many re-
searchers have said, rather along with the Caspian subgroup,
Gilaki split from a proto-Iranian language. It developed
its own specific morphology in response to its own social
and cultural environment and has preserved its original com-
mon SOV order. The "Farsization" of Gilaki began when Gilan
lost its independence to the central government of Iran, as
Farsi itself has been Arabicized, Gilaki has followed the
direction Farsi has taken for change.
For the investigation of language change, I have used the methodology of historical linguistics. For analyzing the cultural aspects of Gilaki, I have used an anthropological approach.

The Gilaki language change was examined in two diametrical dimensions: 1) horizontally or synchronically, which considers social parameters such as sex, age, education, social class, degree of ethnic/national consciousness, place of residence, and marital status; and 2) vertically or diachronically, which considers the impacts of different forms of contacts such as trade, domination, ideology (spiritual contact), and the political context at the time of change.

Horizontal/synchronous factors such as sex, age, education, occupational level (social class), marriage status, ethnicity, and the length of time the family resided outside Gilan are influential variables that affect language change, but the degree, strength, and influence of each variable differs.

Sex is usually a major factor which correlates strongly with language change. Males have been considered more linguistically conservative. It has been shown that although female Gilaks residing outside Gilan feel more insecurity, the pattern of change was not consistent among them. Rather, although middle aged women who work in public
offices and housewives are quite conscious of the social stigma attached to Gilaks and are more sensitive to the chauvinistic attitudes of non-Gilaks, teenager females who often have never been exposed to the discriminatory behavior of the Pars toward Gilaki speakers, found no problem in communicating freely with non-Gilaks.

The sex factor does not correlate totally with language change for Gilaks living in Gilan either. There were no differences between male and female language behavior among this group. A reverse correlation was shown among Gilaks living in small villages and those of the lower social class where males had more access outside Gilan and to urban areas. They were often more educated and therefore, less conservative about change.

Age is reckoned as a factor in which older generations were more conservative; but middle-aged housewives and teachers living in Tehran were the exceptions to this rule. They were even more careful to hide or deny their Gilak roots in conversation with other Gilaks.

Social class and the type of occupation correlates with the language change in that members of the lower class and Gilaks who held manual or technical jobs were more conservative than Gilaks who held public office, teachers, or white collar workers.
It has been shown that although highly educated Gilaks are less conservative towards language change, the pattern of change is not consistent.

Place of residence is a major factor in language change. Not only have Gilaks who live in Tehran changed linguistically, they have developed different views of their own language and nationality. All of those who live in Gilan consider Gilaki to be a language separate from Farsi, but only 38.4 percent of the Gilak informants who live in Tehran believed that Gilaki is a separate language.

Gilaks living in Gilan have no feeling of shame or humiliation about their own language, because they have not experienced discrimination from non-Gilaks. Therefore, they are not under strong social pressure for linguistic conformity to Farsi.

The length of time a Gilak family has resided in Tehran correlates with change; the longer they lived in Tehran, the more change was evident; the second generation of Gilak immigrants did not even speak Gilaki.

Marital status is another factor that accounts for change. Gilaks who have married non-Gilaks have changed linguistically more than those married to Gilaks.

Another factor that has to be considered in an assessment of the Gilaki language change is that, unlike other
national minorities, Gilaks have been most concerned about their social and economic rights rather than cultural and linguistic rights in their uprisings against the governments of Iran.

Ethnicity is the most important factor of change in Gilaki. An analysis of the historical context of the region at times of rapid Farsization of Gilaki indicates that, no matter who held power, the Iranian government has absolutely refused to recognize the existence of the non-Fars nationalities. Their educational system and national policies have encouraged chauvinism, a divide and conquer mentality, and cosmopolitanism. The theoretical underpinnings of these various forms of oppression have been to decompose and to neutralize the basic components of such nationalities. There are other minorities in Iran who have suffered from physical oppression, displacement, and a denial of their historical background, as well as linguistic and cultural discrimination; but Gilaks have been the target of cultural degradation, linguistic discrimination, and psychological humiliation. The impact of these policies has been shown in the "stigmatized" values attached to the stereotyped features which have played the major role in language change among Gilaks.
Diachronically Gilaki has undergone phonemic, lexicographic, and grammatical changes in response to contacts with speakers of various linguistic communities as well as by the natural processes of internal change.

Trade has contributed greatly to the Gilaki lexicon, but ideological factors have played a significant role in altering the use of titles and personal names. The domination by Farsi governments and the loss of independence have caused a Parsization of Gilan.

In spite of all the contacts and exposures to various languages including the social pressure for conformity to Farsi, Gilaki has remained conservative in many areas—phonology, morphology, and syntax. Gilaki has retained its own lexicon, especially that part related to the natural and cultural environment of Gilan, and its syntax showing that those two aspects of Gilaki are the most stable.

One other finding of this study is that the anti-western thrust of the 1979 revolution has created a sense of revitalization in national consciousness and traditional cultural behavior, generally in Iran and specifically in Gilan. This national revitalization has helped the Gilaks to restore their self-esteem and promote national pride.

To sum up, I suggest that the psychological make-up or self-esteem of any ethnic group is a crucial factor in
the preservation of linguistic integrity; a demoralization in the psychological make up of any ethnic group may cause the extinction of its language just as a revitalization of ethnic pride may help to restore the viability of that language.

9.1 IMPLICATIONS

As with many other scientific endeavors, the motivation for this project lies in a hope to benefit mankind. My quest has been to understand Gilaks and to help others understand them. By doing so I desire to help eliminate the many problems faced by Gilaks that have been caused by a misinterpretation of their social and cultural behavior. It is my intention that this study will have both practical benefits for Gilaks and theoretical ones for other scholars.

Practically, chapters 4 and 5 may be used as a textbook for the Gilaki grammar. As stated above, none of the previously existing sources on Gilaki is a complete and accurate descriptive analysis. These chapters can be further used in lexicographical works as a dictionary. As previously mentioned, learning one European language was a high school requirement in Iran. As a teacher, I am well aware of the special problems of students who belong to various linguistic minorities, and as a Kurd, I have personally ex-
experienced the difficulty of learning a third language, a difficulty compounded by lack of adequate resources. In high school, in order to learn English I had to translate each term from English to Farsi and then find the equivalent term in Kurdi. All too often I was unable to find an accurate equivalent. Therefore, I hope the sections of this study which contain Gilaki-English lexemes will help simplify the tedious chore for Gilaks who are learning English.

On a more political level, I would hope that Iranian policy makers for language and education would heed the following responses to my question: "How do you feel when you speak Gilaki?" The following are representative answers: "I feel fine"; "I have good feelings"; "I feel comfortable"; "I feel I am myself"; "I feel relaxed and fine"; "I feel free from pressure"; "I feel more at ease because I can express myself well"; "I am not obligated to the restrictions made by Farsi." "I feel myself and am peaceful"; "I am free from pressure and hypocrisy conventionally used by Fars." Perhaps the best summary of attitudes toward imposition of Farsi and denial of native tongue is the statement: "Other people's language is other people's language." Farsi for Gilaks and other national minorities in Iran is "other people's language" and a threat to ethnic/cultural identity.
Finally, I believe the theoretical approach to this study, a holistic look at linguistic change will be a contribution to the study of anthropology and linguistics and may serve as a model for the study of change in the languages of other Iranian nationalities.
# Appendix A

**Glottochronology of Gilaki With Other Iranian Languages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Gilaki</th>
<th>Kurdish</th>
<th>Parsi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>night</td>
<td>ḵab</td>
<td>strconv</td>
<td>ḵaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hot</td>
<td>ḏar</td>
<td>ḏar</td>
<td>ḏaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cold</td>
<td>strconv</td>
<td>ṣərd/cəya</td>
<td>ṣərd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>pur</td>
<td>pər</td>
<td>pur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>tæz/no</td>
<td>tæz/av</td>
<td>tæz/no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td>zəb</td>
<td>zəb/bəχ</td>
<td>zəb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round</td>
<td>gerd</td>
<td>gerd</td>
<td>gerd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dry</td>
<td>h/zəʃk</td>
<td>h/zəʃk</td>
<td>h/zəʃk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>an</td>
<td>nav</td>
<td>an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stand</td>
<td>hassan</td>
<td>wistan/</td>
<td>wistan/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>issan</td>
<td>wessan</td>
<td>wessan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>give</td>
<td>fədan</td>
<td>dən</td>
<td>dən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>say</td>
<td>bəgəft m/bəgət m</td>
<td>bətən</td>
<td>wutin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a/bəz**

<p>| sun     | aftab   | haštav  | aftab |
| sun     | zər(O.G.) | xᵛerštav | xᵛerštav |
| sun     | zərəd   | rojən/zərəd | rojən/zərəd |
| moon    | məy(O.G.) məy | məy | məy |
| star    | stərə   | həzərə | həzərə |
| water   | av/av  | āv     | āv |
| rain    | bərə/vərə | bəran/waran | bəran/waran |
| -       | varəstan(O.G.) | - | - |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Azerbaijani</th>
<th>Russian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stone</td>
<td>steğ</td>
<td>bərd/köçək</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sand</td>
<td>xalas/riq/</td>
<td>rəx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fur</td>
<td>furşəkilətl/</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furq</td>
<td>xal-t</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>mbr</td>
<td>həmr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earth</td>
<td>xəmin</td>
<td>xəmin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire</td>
<td>atəş</td>
<td>ağır/ağər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ash</td>
<td>xəstər</td>
<td>bul/sutək</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burn</td>
<td>bəsətən</td>
<td>sutən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sujan</td>
<td>suzanən(tran.)</td>
<td>suzanən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>path</td>
<td>jədə/rah</td>
<td>jələ/rəyə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>kəh</td>
<td>kəh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>sərx</td>
<td>sərəx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>şəbəz</td>
<td>şəbz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>zərd</td>
<td>zərd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>sipid/</td>
<td>sipi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>espi</td>
<td>əsəpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>siah</td>
<td>rəş</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eating</td>
<td>xürdən/buxurdən</td>
<td>xərən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biting</td>
<td>gazgitan/</td>
<td>gazbəyən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>giftən</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>gəştən</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>gəzzətən</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>dərn</td>
<td>bədin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>fəndərəstən</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Azerbaijani and Russian words are shown for comparison.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hear</th>
<th>šānaftan/</th>
<th>saftuni/</th>
<th>šānafte</th>
<th>šamidrey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>roftan/</td>
<td>boztan</td>
<td>xefte</td>
<td>xabide (intr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>boztufan</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>xabanide (trans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>boz̄ošāntin (trans.)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>xefanen</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>die</td>
<td>demerdan/</td>
<td>bāmerdan</td>
<td>mirdn</td>
<td>morden/morg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>die</td>
<td>bāmerdan</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>morg</td>
<td>sir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>die</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>topoš (for animals)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tongue</td>
<td>zaban</td>
<td>zebun</td>
<td>xvan</td>
<td>zeban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>demedū</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>xwarden</td>
<td>nūjīdan/ašābidān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>xordan</td>
<td>xordan</td>
<td>kuqlaran</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kuškīn</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kušin</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>pāršāde</td>
<td>pārod</td>
<td>pāršāde/baldar</td>
<td>morf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>mel</td>
<td>baldar</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>sot/</td>
<td>zāy</td>
<td>zāy</td>
<td>zāy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>sakūd</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>zeplot</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>louse</td>
<td>zābej/</td>
<td>spīč</td>
<td>spī</td>
<td>ēpeš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>louse</td>
<td>zābejke/-</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>fitū (big louse)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>dar</td>
<td>dar</td>
<td>dar</td>
<td>dar (trans)/dar (old Parsi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>dr xt</td>
<td>tox/tu</td>
<td>tox/tu/dare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seed</td>
<td>ŋom</td>
<td>dune</td>
<td>gara/barg</td>
<td>barg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaf</td>
<td>valg (O.C.)/balg</td>
<td>barg</td>
<td>reša/bix</td>
<td>rise/bix/t bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>bix</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>bea/bej</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bark</td>
<td>dast</td>
<td>dast</td>
<td>pos/tokel/</td>
<td>past/paste derar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skin</td>
<td>pust</td>
<td>pust</td>
<td>pes/pos</td>
<td>pust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flesh</td>
<td>gust/</td>
<td>gust/</td>
<td>gost/kon</td>
<td>gust/guste banan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>hun/</td>
<td>hun/</td>
<td>hun</td>
<td>hun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bone</td>
<td>raaz</td>
<td>raaz</td>
<td>piya/pila</td>
<td>raaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>segan</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>eszan</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grse</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg</td>
<td>sosan</td>
<td>sosan</td>
<td>hik/yilka</td>
<td>tomenors/tox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>born</td>
<td>sark</td>
<td>sark</td>
<td>sa/kol</td>
<td>sark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tail</td>
<td>dua</td>
<td>dua</td>
<td>ducke</td>
<td>du</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hair</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>su</td>
<td>gei(me)</td>
<td>su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>sar/kelle</td>
<td>sar/kelle</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>sar/kelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feather</td>
<td>par</td>
<td>par/</td>
<td>par</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>sna</td>
<td>sna</td>
<td>men</td>
<td>sna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you</td>
<td>tusi/sime</td>
<td>to soma</td>
<td>to/two/ive</td>
<td>to/soma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td>sna</td>
<td>sna</td>
<td>inx/ix</td>
<td>in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this</td>
<td>hun/hun</td>
<td>unto</td>
<td>unto</td>
<td>an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that</td>
<td>hun/hun</td>
<td>unto</td>
<td>unto</td>
<td>an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td>k/e</td>
<td>k/e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ci/cci</td>
<td>ic</td>
<td>ic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not</td>
<td>nisa/nia/n</td>
<td>nis</td>
<td>nis</td>
<td>nist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>mesetan</td>
<td>mesen</td>
<td>gišt/hmu</td>
<td>mesen/hsegi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>ita/ita</td>
<td>itta/että</td>
<td>twavi</td>
<td>itta/että</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two</td>
<td>du</td>
<td>dua</td>
<td>yek/danck</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big</td>
<td>pilä/pilä</td>
<td>gat</td>
<td>gevč/zel</td>
<td>bozorg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Deraz</td>
<td>Gat/Deraz</td>
<td>Đreč</td>
<td>Deraz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Kuć/kući</td>
<td>Kućik</td>
<td>Đuče/Đuček</td>
<td>Kuć/kući</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Man / Woman | Srdan/Šeđak | Šeđo | Piav/Piag | Srd |
| Fish | Mali/Mabi | Mali | Šin | Šan |
| Person | Koš/Nafer | Koš/Tea | Kms | Kms/Nafer/Shax |
| Many | Pur/Şravan | Črnita | Ferš/Şravan | Feravan/Biş |
| - | - | - | Zor | Zeyli/Ziad/Besyar |

| Breast | Jişi | - | Mzn/Amnka | Pesta |

| Know | Danestan | Bagunestan | Zamin | Danestan |
| Kill | Koštan | Bkoštan | Koštan/Koštin | Koštan/Koštešden |
| - | - | - | - | Mtk |

<p>| Swim | Sineabkudan | Šeno/Šnu/Basenu | Amkarten | Senak Rd N/Sen |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>Senav R Abbaz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Fly | Paragiftan | Paragiftan | Bñaw Gerten | Parad/Pawaz |
| - | - | - | - | Kdak |

| Walk | Gerdestan | Gerdestan | Ggd/Geryan | Gddar Zedan |
| - | Ĝarrestan | Rurakan | - | Ĝest/Gerđes/Gestin |

<p>| Come | Amâon | Bimaçon/Bena | Hatem | Amad |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lie</th>
<th>Forab/Döröz</th>
<th>Đreć</th>
<th>Đerô/Đelâçe</th>
<th>Đorô</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<p>| Sit | Ništan | Bagiš/Beništan | Daniš/Daništan | Nejsten/Nešand |
| Ear | Gôš | Gôš | Gwečkew/Gwe | Gôš |
| Eye | Čum/Čum | Čum | Čaw/Cwa/Didax | Čsma/Didēh |
| Nose | Vini (Old Gilaki) | Demaţ | Lut/Dzaaz | Bini/Dzast |
| - | Ća Ma | - | Berna | - |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Part</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Persian</th>
<th>Arabic (Arabic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>debus/katar</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dzan/djan</td>
<td>dzan/djan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tooth</td>
<td>gaz</td>
<td>dendun</td>
<td>dan/djan</td>
<td>dan/djan</td>
<td>dan/djan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>claw</td>
<td>ġỳğlis/Ąğg dès</td>
<td>ġỳgli/</td>
<td>ġy</td>
<td>ġyg/pardżul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foot</td>
<td>pa</td>
<td>ligg</td>
<td>pa/pê</td>
<td>pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knee</td>
<td>zuocused</td>
<td>zanu</td>
<td>zan</td>
<td>zanu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hand</td>
<td>dês</td>
<td>dast</td>
<td>daz</td>
<td>dast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belly</td>
<td>ġoksa</td>
<td>eška</td>
<td>eška</td>
<td>eška</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neck</td>
<td>gordan</td>
<td>gardan</td>
<td>mel/gardan</td>
<td>gardan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart</td>
<td>dil/jan</td>
<td>del</td>
<td>del/gian</td>
<td>tafir/safir</td>
<td>žebč (Arabic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver</td>
<td>ġiger</td>
<td>ġiger</td>
<td>ġiger</td>
<td>ġiger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix B

### SURVEYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informants Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Level of Education</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Years living in Gilan</th>
<th>Now living in Gilan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>security man</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>farmer</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>under 20</td>
<td>high school</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>under 20</td>
<td>high school</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>under 20</td>
<td>high school</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>under 20</td>
<td>high school</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>11th grade</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>11th grade</td>
<td>company</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>high school graduate</td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>high school diploma</td>
<td>retired</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>high school diploma</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>high school</td>
<td>teacher</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>2nd grade</td>
<td>worker at a factory</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>dress making</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>5th grade</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>high school graduate</td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>high school graduate</td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>under 20</td>
<td>high school</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>high school diploma</td>
<td>retired</td>
<td>born and lived in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>high school</td>
<td>company</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>high school</td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>high school diploma</td>
<td>housewife</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>Marital Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Shopkeeper</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>3rd grade</td>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>College</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>College</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>11th grade</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>College</td>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>3rd grade</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>3rd grade</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Under 20</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>6th grade</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>2nd grade</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>born and lived in Gilan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C
1982 INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

sex: Female__ Male__
Age: 50-70__ 60-50__ 50-40__ 40-30__ 30-20__ Under 20__
Birthplace:__
Education:__
Occupation:__
Family Annual Income: Very high__ High__ Middle__
Low__ Very low__
Birthplace of Parents: Father__ Mother__
Education of Parents: Father__ Mother__
Occupation of Parents: Father__ Mother__
Years lived in Gilan: ______ and what period of their lives: ----
Nationality of Parents: Father__ Mother__
In what language do your parents communicate with each other: _______ with you: _______ with others: _______
Birthplace of grandparents: _______ Maternal Grandmother: __ ______ Maternal grandfather: _______
Paternal grandfather: ____________  Paternal Grandmother: ____________

Nationality of Grandparents: ____________

Maternal Grandfather: ____________  Maternal Grandmother: ____________

Birthplace of Spouse: ____________

Education of Spouse: ____________

Occupation of Spouse: ____________

Nationality of Spouse: Gilak     Non-Gilak __

Years lived in Gilan: ____________  and what period of life: ____________

In what language does your spouse communicate with you? ____________

Children:  Son __  Age/Ages __  Daughter __  Age/Ages __

Birthplace of children: ____________

Education of children: ____________

In what language do you communicate with your children? ____________

Do you consider yourself a Gilak? Yes__ No__ Other nationality ____________

Years lived in Gilan: ____________  Tehran ____________  and what period of your life ____________

Other places lived and how long: ____________
Are you a bilingual (do you speak Gilaki and Farsi fluently)? Yes _  No _  Explain which one is easier for you?

In what other occasions other than above do you speak Gilaki ___________ and to whom __________________________

Is Gilaki a language ____ a dialect of Farsi ________

Neither ______

How do you feel when you speak Gilaki?

Do you feel any shame when you speak Gilaki in the presence of non-Gilaks ____ Fars ____

Do you feel any change in your feeling towards Gilaki after the 1979 revolution? Yes __  No __  Please explain

What language do you use when you are thinking? Farsi ___

Gilaki ___ Others ___

When you are in a state of anger or loose your temper, what language do you use to insult the other party?

In what language do jokes, proverbs, and anecdotes are more meaningful to you? Farsi ____  Gilaki ____  Others ____

What language do you use for mathematics and calculus? Farsi ____  Gilaki ____  Others ____
Appendix D

TALES

I

A man had a dream, in which somebody was giving him some change money, and he refused to accept it. Rather, he was asking for silver or gold money. When he woke up and realized that he had been dreaming, he closed his eyes again, stretched his hands, and pretended he was asleep and said, I accept that change money, but there was no money and no dream. He regreted that he had given up the change money.

II

duta zənay ita zāakāsar dəv daštidi. ən gufti zay mišine un gufti zay mišine.  duta zənay əšahid em naštidi.
Two women were quarrelling over the custody of a child. Each claimed the child to be hers, but there were no witnesses. Finally they went to the judge's house to see what he would suggest. When the judge had heard them, he called the executioner and ordered "cut the child in two halves and give each woman a half." When she heard the judge's order one of the women started crying and shouted to the judge "if this is your judgement, then I do not want the child." The judge, realizing that she was the child's real mother, gave the child to her. The judge then had the other woman lashed and kicked out of the court.
A woman and a man loved each other. The man told the woman that he was going to take a trip, and he said, "because I love you very much, you give me a ring so that everytime I look at the ring I will remember you." The woman turned and said, "no I will not give you a ring so that everytime that you look at your finger and do not see it you can remember that you asked for a ring and that I did not give you one."

One night a thief entered a man's house. He searched everywhere but could not find anything. The owner of the house woke up and said to the thief, "hey brother, I cannot find anything in my house in daylight, how do you expect to find anything to take in the dark night?"
i:ta adēmē pul ṭukāft bu abē miyan. u xu das cōma
furu bug/kudē:āba durun, hey vamāxti ta bełki pul bēčēṣe
čub sārē va xu pulābirun bāvri. ōne ḍus vagerdēste unē bu-
gut; rey ḍēb xāri isi. ta bēssē bedtiy ita čiz hośk ita
hośk diγēre bēčēspē? tu xēr xāiy pula baari az ab birun,
vasi filli vāsini cūbe sārē, ta pul bēčēṣēčuē sār, un xā
pula baary az ab birun.

A man's money had fallen into the water. Putting
his cane into the water, he searched for the money meaning
for it to stick to the cane. His friend looked at him and
said, "boy how stupid you are. Have you ever seen any dry
thing stick to another dry object. If you intend to bring
your money out of the water, you should rub the stick with
water so that the wet money will adhere to it, and then you
can bring your money out of the water."

VI

ita pīre mārdāy zōrā nīṣē bu aōz dara jir. ipē u
terēstēr ita hindēvānē bāv nēha bu. ĉōnta pille pille hanē
vanēm bīči bīd bāmēbid bāre kēnār. pīre mārdāy zōrā zōrā
gufti xudājam ti ŋūrēta Turban - pilleyyi hindēvānē o bar-
ika xāl ve e aōz darābē o bulāndi xalēbug/kudi. bētōki zōrā
xiyal gudandēbu ita aōz dara se rājir bēkēte buxurde pīre mā
rdakēkēlē bīkēnt bun bēmō. pīremārdāy du dēstēki bigitēxū
kēlle, bugute xudājam ajērē ti hindēvanan buxurdebē milēlē
ēlan mi mērz part-ē-boste bu zamin sērki.
An old man was sitting under a walnut tree. A few steps further on there was a watermelon garden. Some very big watermelons had been picked up and were stacked by the garden's side. Talking to himself, the old man said: "Oh dear God I am impressed by your power; you have created such a big watermelon on such a narrow branch and this little walnut on such a tall tree." While he was thinking, a walnut fell on his head from the top of the tree. It hit the old man's head so hard that it started bleeding. Keeping his hand on his head, he said: "Oh dear God, if one of your watermelons had struck me rather than this walnut, my head would now be in pieces on the ground."
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